Fourh Session
Saturday, August 25, 2012 at 1:00 P.M.
Lots 1906-2365
Collections and Accumulations
In Our Offices in Danbury, Connecticut

including a choice 67; 1869 Pictorials are nearly complete
up to the 30c used; 1893 Columbian issues are complete
used up to the $4 value; there are two complete sets of 1898
Trans-Mississippi issues, one select used set, the other a
wonderful unused set; there's a nice array of Washington
Franklins issues; there's a choice 630 White Plains souvenir sheet VF-NH; Back of the book issues are really attractive including two set of Zeppelins, C13-C15 mint, C18
single and block of four; nice Postage Dues, complete
Shanghai overprints, K1-K18 o.g.; Parcel post complete
used; A nice group of early Ducks, including RW1-7; there
are some better Confederate States issues, including Scott
#1, 5 used, #2 on cover, and #'s 3, 8, and 13 unused; a premium old time lot that will yield any dealer tons of individual
lots to offer your clientele; with a substantail Scott catalog
value in excess of $32,000, this lot should draw lots of
interest.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Collections and Accumulations
U.S. Collections
1906 H
U.S. extensive and valuable unused collection, 1847-1925, a powerful intact late arrival, with a high
degree of completeness as mounted, presented on old
Scott hingeless pages, owner's purchase price well into six
figures- but everything was not as represented, although
many valuable and rare items, careful inspection is required
as this is a minefield, regummed, cancel removed,
reperforated, but still many useful and valuable items, items
contained within and as mounted includes #1-4, 8, 10-12,
14-15, 17-18, 20, 22-24, 26, 27, 29-30A, 31-32, 35-39,
40-47, 60, 62B, 64-72, 67b, 70b, 73, 74, 75-78, 78a, 79,
83-85, 85B, 85E, 86-89, 92-98, 101, 112-4, 116, 119-20,
125-26, 128, 130-132, 134-8, 140 (used), 141, 142 (used),
143-44, 145-55, 156-63, 165-66, 178-79, 182-91, 195,
206-211, 209b, 212-218, 219-29, 230-45, 246-63, 264-78,
279-84, 285-93, 294-99, 300-313, 314-5, 323-30, 331-42,
343-7, many of the rare flat plate coils, 367-73, 374-82,
397-404, from here to 573 we will only mention what is missing, being # 444 pair, 449 pair, 452-59 pairs, 482A, 485, 491
pair, 536, 544 being sold unreserved and on the order of the
owner, a pile of value and rewarding for the ardent viewer
that can see beyond the inherent problems, well worth double or more of the conservative estimate, generally F.-V.F.
appearance.
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000
1907 Hm)
U.S. extensive collection, 1847-1990, a meaty
collection presented in two counter display books, two
White Ace albums, a stockbook and on pages, with better
used such as #1, 2, 12, 17, 29(x4), 30A(x2), 36(x3), 37, 38
with red grid cancel, 67, 70, 71, 72(x2), 114 with red geometric cancel, 116(x2), 117, 118, 119, 120(x2), 121, 122,
123, 126, 145-155, 166, 191, 218, 241-245, 277, 278, 292,
293, E1-E6, nice group of revenues, better mint includes
39, complete Kansas Nebraska, 630 S/S, 833, 834, C1-C6,
C13-C15, C10A, group of booklet panes, and finally a mint
& used duck collection, there are eight certificates included,
with an owner's catalog into six figures, this lot should replenish any retail dealer's stock, advisable to inspect, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
1908 Hm
U.S. wonderful collection, loaded with value,
1847-1940, neatly hinged in an old time Simplified album
loaded with a wonderful array of better quality stamps, including Scott #'s 1 and 2, along with an attractive #3 unused, 1861 issues include a nice run from 63 to 72,
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1909 HHHm U.S. collection, 1851-1980, collection of mint
and used mounted in Scott hingeless album, better used includes 10A, 68, 98, 115, 117, 152, 190, 276A, 278, C1-C3,
C5-C6, E1-E3, better mint includes 571, 614-616, 617-619,
Kansas 658-663 & 667, Nebraska 669-673, Prexie coils in
pairs 839-851, J1, J3, J6, J22, J24-J26, plus $100+ in face,
excellent lot & album, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Scott $10,000 (Owner's).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1910 HHHm U.S. collection of mint & used plus face,
1851-2010, better used includes 279-284, 285-290,
326-327, 328-330, useful Washington Franklins,
397-400A, Kansas Nebraska are mixed mint & used
partials sets, C1-C6, with special deliveries, postage dues
and officials, with $1,300 face, should be prove profitable,
please inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$4,250 (Owner's).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1911 Hm
U.S. mint & used collection, 1851-1960, couple of hundred stamps in hingeless album, includes used
25, 35, 116, 118, 121, 190, 191, 228, better mint includes
230-237, 294-296, 328-330, 548-550, with useful Washington Franklins and Farleys, with some souvenir sheets, nice
lot to break down for the retail dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1912 HH/H
U.S. small mint & used collection,
1851-1918, used includes 9 pair, 38, 67(faulty), 116, 117,
119(x2), 120, 121, better mint includes 65 pair, 73, 76, 327,
302, 303, please review, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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U.S. Collections
1913 HHHm U.S. collection, 1851-1980, clean fresh collection in a Scott National album, better mint includes 230-232,
234-237 & 239, 294-299, 300-308, 323-327, 328-330,
551-569, 614-616, 617-620, 669-673, 730,731, C1-C6 &
C18, better used includes 285-290, E1-E5, with some face
value, excellent value for the retail dealer, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $5,900 (Owner's).
Estimate $600 - 800
1914 HHHm U.S. mint & used collection, 1851-1982, useful lot mounted in clean Liberty Album, better mint includes
701-715, 750-751, National Parks imperf & Famous Americans complete, Prominent Americans complete, with
$175+ face value, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1915 HHHm U.S. collection, 1857-2000, nice group of US
collections with plenty of postage, better mint includes mint
614-616, 617-619, 620-621, Famous American sets(x2),
C18(x2), C25-C31(x5), QE1-4 plus duplicates, better used
includes 230-238, 285-290, a beautifully wide margined
330, with useful BOB, a closer inspection should yield much
more sale able material, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1916 m
U.S. Banknote & beyond cancellation group,
1857-93, approximately 400 stamps on stock pages, includes a few 1857's and Columbians, with colored, stars,
Maltese crosses, geometrics, negative letters and numbers, leafs, better includes blue Maltese cross (Cole
CSS-32), purple Maltese cross (Cole CSS-16), large serif
"R" on a 206, and a wonderful starburst on a #26, there is
enough sale able material to make this lot profitable, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1917 m
U.S. used collection, 1857-1973, includes 73,
115, 228, 230-238, 285-288 & 290, 294-299, 323-327,
328-330, nice range of Washington Franklins, and C1-C6,
fresh and neat, should prove to be some nice pickings,
F.-V.F. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
1918 HH/H
U.S. mostly mint collection, 1857-1976,
choice collection of mint with a few 19th century used, better
mint includes 212-214, 216, 230-237, 272, 274, useful
Washington Franklins, 634A, Kansas Nebraska 658-661,
663, 667, 669-674, 676, 692-701, 750-751, C18, J3,
O15-O20, PR114-119, 121-122, 124-125, Prexies complete, Liberty complete and Prominent Americans complete, with plenty of postage, an excellent opportunity to
acquire some impressive material, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1919 m
U.S. fancy cancel collection, 1861-1900's, intriguing lot of 80+ fancy cancels, better includes masonic
compass on #73 (Skinner Eno FR-M1a6), negative star
(Cole STN-57), Maltese Cross (Cole CSS-39) with certificate, negative shield (Cole SH-116), "D" in star(Cole
STU-69), and purple seashell (Cole Pi-49), also "Post Office Business/Free" in double circle and "Held/For/Postage", there are also eight 1869 pictorials and three NYFM
cancels on #153 including a red, a "US Mail", a few Paids,
and finally a group of 20th century stamps with
socked-on-the-nose first day cancels, should be a money
maker at our low estimate, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1920 m)
U.S. specialized 3¢ cancellation collection,
1861, incredible & intact, close to 500 stamp on stock
pages, with geometrics, crossroads, pictorials, Steam, Paid
All, Free, NYFM, colored, Paids, town cancels, includes
likely pinks and rose pinks, better includes Anchor (Skinner
Eno PO-An 2), solid at top Shield, circular geometric (Skinner Eno GE-C 108), seven pointed star (Skinner Eno ST-7P
2), a wonderful opportunity to load up on this popular area of
philately, we invite you to examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1921 Hm
U.S. collection, 1861-1967, collection with
better used such as #52, 117, 155, 165, 229, 260, C2,
C5-C6, better mint includes 205, 209, 211, 214, 216, 226,
223, 692-701, C1, C3, plus a group of mint & used cut
squares, with plenty of sale able material should prove to be
a winner, o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1922 HHHm U.S. collection with better cancels,
1861-1909, group of 60+ stamps, with #69 with crossroads,
71, 94 with fancy geometric, 76(x2), one with blue and red
cancels, the other with black and red cancels, three 6¢
Banknotes with NYFM cancels, two 7¢ Banknotes with
NYFM cancels, 1¢ and 10¢ Banknotes with star cancels,
also includes 295 with freak perfs, an intriguing lot sure to
please, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1923 HHHm U.S. mint & used collections, 1861-1994, two
collections, the first is mint, 1926-1973, with 548-50,
614-616, 617-619, 620-621, 730, 731, Famous Americans
complete, C7-C9, C25-C31, second is mint and used
1861-1994, with plenty of postage, please inspect, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
1924 HHHm U.S. used & mint collection, 1861-1987, in two
albums, American Album is used or no gum, Liberty Album
is a mint collection, with better including 610-611 & 613,
692-701, 701-715(x2), nice range of Farleys, Famous
Americans complete(x2), with plenty of face, pluck this one
for a profitable lot, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Scott $750 (Owner's).
Estimate $200 - 300
1925 m
U.S. 2¢ Blackjack specialized cancellation
collection, 1863-67, intact collection of 300+ stamps on
stock pages, includes colored cancels, geometrics, town
cancels, straddle pane single, guide arrow single, pairs,
with mint singles of 73, 87 and 93, unpicked for better quality singles, catalog value $25,000 without any premium for
better cancels, a great lot to spend some time with, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1926 HHHm U.S. delightful mint & used collection,
1870-1958, stocky collection presented on Leuchtturm
hingeless pages, many of the stamps have duplication,
better mint unless noted includes Columbians with 230(x4),
231(x3), 232(x2), 233-236, 237(x2), 238(x2), 239-240,
291(x2), 294-299, 323-346, 328-330(x2), 397(x3), 398(x2),
399(x3), 400(x2), 550(x2), 551-572 less 568, 630 S/S vg-vf,
Prexies complete, Liberty Series complete, Prominent
Americans complete, C1-C6, an outstanding opportunity to
load up on mint material for the retail dealer, please review,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very Good-Very Fine.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500
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U.S. Collections
1927 HHHm U.S. collection, 1870-1990, several hundred
stamps in two albums, many issues repeated with mint &
used, early mint are mostly no gum, includes 299, 701-715,
National Parks and imperfs complete, Famous Americans
complete, with $120 in face value, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1928 Hm
U.S. phenomenal precancel potpourri,
1890-1990, approximately 30,000 stamps, mounted on
pages, starts with a collection by Scott number beginning
with #246 and continues through to 2479, includes 400A,
Special Deliverys, Postage Dues, Q1-Q4, Q6-Q7, and
QE1, then there is a collection by state including Alaska,
200+ Hawaii, Samoa, Pago Pago, and Puerto Rico, finally a
specialized Prexie collection, includes blocks and pairs, a
golden opportunity to acquire so large a collection, please
leave ample time to peruse this treasure trove, o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1929 Hm
U.S. choice collection, 1893-1974, tremendous collection neatly housed on hingeless pages in Scott
National album; substantail value, beginning with a nearly
complete set of the 1893 Columbian issues, missing only
the 50c and $3. values, the unused $4 and $5 values being
particularly well centered copies with great color; there's a
select complete set of the 1898 Trans-Mississippi issues,
285-293, with the $1 and $2 values being well centered o.g.
examples; there's 294-299 complete, 300-311, 323-327,
and 328-330; there are some nice Washington Franklins,
and a choice group from 1930 to 1974; Back of the book include a choice set of C1-C6, and C18; there's select Special
Delivery issues, some Postage Dues, and a nearly complete set of 1912 Parcel Post issues, Q1-Q11, missing only
the $1 value for completeness; a beautiful collection worthy
of a strong bid.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1930 HH/H
U.S. mint commemorative & airmail collection, 1893-1969, mounted on Minkus pages, includes
230-238 & 240, 285-290, 294-299, 323-327, 328-330,
397-403, Kansas Nebraska complete, 750-751, Farleys
and Famous Americans complete, finally C1-C6 & C18, a
better than average collection, except for some possible
regums condition is fine to very fine with a few better, viewing suggested for full appreciation, o.g., hinged or never
hinged. Scott $7,300 (Owner's). Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1931 HH/H
U.S. mint collection, 1893-1990, mounted in
two Mystic Albums, mint collection includes 233, 234, 285,
286, 288, 325, National Parks and Famous Americans
complete, Kansas includes 58-661, 663-665 & 667, Nebraska includes 669-674 & 676, 832, with some airmails
and special deliveries, also includes $150 in face value,
please inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$2,650 (Owner's).
Estimate $300 - 400
1932 HH/H
U.S. better plate block collection, 1898-1940,
an exciting collection of 350+ plate number blocks sure to
whet the appetite of any dealer, better includes #285, 286,
289, 320, 345, 367, 368, 370(x3), 371, 373(x2), 378, 425,
527, 537, 550, 623, 701, 833(x2), 834, 1053(x2), useful airmails with duplication such as C8(x8) and C46(x12), then
J85(x2), J86, QE1, QE2(x14), QE3(x14), JQ2, JQ3, R232
& R260, and this is but a small part of the overall lot, some
mixed condition but generally fine to very fine with many
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NH, please spend time perusing this holding, o.g., hinged or
never hinged. Scott $21,515 (Owner's).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1933 HH/H
U.S. valuable collection of better plate
blocks, 1909-52, holding of better plate number blocks, includes 367 NH, 368 NH, 369, 371 NH, 372-373 NH, 548(x2)
NH, 549(x2) NH, 550 NH, 571 NH, 610-612 NH, 614(x3)
NH, 615(x3) NH, 616(x2) NH, 617(x2) NH, 618 NH,
620-621NH, 622 NH, 623, 628 NH, 647-648 NH, Kansas
Nebraska complete(x2) hinged and NH, 704-715 NH with
715 hinged, imperf Nanhtional Parks complete, Famous
Americans complete(x2), C7-C9 NH, C10-C12 NH,
C16-C17 NH, C19-C23, C25-C31, a fabulous lot for the retail dealer, please examine to fully appreciate this wonderful
holding, F.-V.F. Scott $29,000. Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
1934 Hm
U.S. nice collection, 1915-70, neatly housed in
Showguard mounts in H.E. Harris album, virtually complete
from 1936 to 1970, including some better earlier issues, including 403 o.g., and 570 N.H., overall Fine condition with
some better.
Estimate $500 - 750
1935 HH/H
U.S. plate block collection, 1926-1967, in two
volumes in mounts, much NH, better includes 501, 630
f-very fine, 692-701, Prexies 803-823, 2 complete sets Famous Americans, Washington Bicentennial 706-715, C7-8,
C11, C20-22, C25-31, E14-18, complete commemorative
plate blocks after 1937, a great opportunity to break up for
retail or the internet, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500
1936 HHHm U.S. gutter snipe & positional printing anomalies, 1928-39, fascinating collection of a couple of hundred gutter snipes from 1928-1939, with double gutter
snipes, interplate gutter snipes, full, uncut, interplate gutters, maximum horizontal and vertical gutter snipes, includes gutters from #646 to 855, with complete Washington
Bicentennial, many 2¢ reds and 3¢ purple commemoratives, a great lot for the specialist, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1937 HH/H
U.S. mint collection, 1932-1988, mounted on
Scott pages starts with 701-715, 750-751, Prexies complete to 50¢, Prexie coils complete, Famous Americans
complete, with $360 in face, an overall useful assortment,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $300 - 400
1938 HHHm U.S. Liberty Series gutter snipe collection,
1954-56, an exceptional collection, includes pane width full
horizontal gutter with pane height full vertical gutter of 4¢,
double gutter snipe for 8¢, with mint and used vertical and
horizontal gutter snipes, mint snipes go up to the $1 values,
a once in a lifetime opportunity for the specialist, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1939 HH/H
U.S. Airmail, Postage Dues & Parcel Posts,
mint collection, with airmails complete to 2008 less
C13-C15, outstanding postage dues with J19-J21,
J22-J28, J30, J31-J37, J38-J44, J45-J49, J52-J57, J60,
and complete set of parcel posts, excellent value, please inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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U.S. Collections
1940 HH/H) U.S. Airmails, mint collection, 1918-90, a
beautiful mint collection that includes C1-C6, C13-C15,
C18, C10a, then appears complete to 1990 with singles,
coils and panes, then a nice selection of airmail postal entires and postal cards, with some VF+ centered stamps this
is bound to be worth an aggressive bid, please examine,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1941 HHHm U.S. Back-of-the-Book, exceptional collection, 1861-1969, includes mint E5, Q1-Q8, Q11-Q12,
PR1-PR4, PR5-PR7, PR13, PR33-PR35, PR102-PR125,
used E1-E4, K1, K14, J1-J5, J8-J12, J15-J19 & J20, then
excellent revenues with R62a, R2c, R12c, R17c, R41c,
R51c, R73c, R74c, R76c, R77c, R79c, R80c, R83c, R90c,
R98c, R100c, R101c, R102c, R114, R116, R119, R128,
R134-R149, moving on to extensive documentaries, reds
and greens, and finally a few CSA issues, high catalog
value, an opportunity to acquire an excellent stock of this
popular area, inspection invited, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1942 HHHm U.S. Back-of-the-Book, mint & used collection with Radio Stamps, lovely collection, better used includes E1-E12, J1-J5, J8-J9 & J12, scattered officials,
Q8-Q12, revenues include R3c, R11c, R28c, R50c, R86c,
some useful greens and reds, with a collection of 75+ radio
stamps including four page article, interesting lot that
should be inspected, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Scott $3,300.
Estimate $400 - 600
1943 HH/H
U.S. Officials, beautiful mint collection, less
O69-O70, O94 and O103 for completion, with many o.g. examples, fresh and attractive, a splendid opportunity for the
retail seller, please take time to inspect this wonderful lot,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
1944 H/(H)
U.S. Newspaper Stamps, mint collection,
wonderful holding of mint newspaper and periodical
stamps, with many better items such as PR1-PR8,
PR9-PR21
&
PR23-PR25,
PR57-PR79,
PR89,
PR102-PR108 & PR110, this group represents substantial
catalog value, as typical of this material inspection is required, o.g. or without gum, F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
1945 HH/H
U.S. Booklet Panes, extensive collection,
1900-1968, great collection of this popular area, better mint
includes #279Be NH, 300b NH, 301c NH, 319h with PF certificate, 331a NH, 374a NH, AEF pane 498f, C10a, also includes 30+ unexploded booklets, please inspect, will prove
to be a profitable lot, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500
1946 HH/H
U.S. Booklet & Booklet Panes, complete collection, 1916-94, better panes include 424d with plate #,
425e, 583a(x2), 807a with plate #, better booklets include
BK70, BK86, BK107, and air mails BKC11 & BKC12, mostly
NH, a few mixed condition, please inspect, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Baltimore & Ohio-Connecticut River Telegraph,
Commercial Union Telegraph with 8T1 & 8T3, Mutual Union Telegraph with 9T1 & 9T2, Northern Mutual with 12T1,
Northern New York Telegraph, Pacific Mutual Telegraph,
Postal Telegraph and Western Union, excellent start to this
challenging area, o.g. or without gum, F.-V.F. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $250 - 350
1948 m
U.S. Revenues, useful collection, with better
including R49a with red handstamp, R19b, R12c, R41c,
R51c, R76c, R77c, R79c, R80c, R83c, R86c, R87c, R98c,
R100c, R101c, R138, excellent reds & greens, useful
wines, with nice telegraphs, some newspapers and CSA,
many of the first issue revenues were chosen for their cancels, value should be far in excess of our low estimate,
please spend sufficient time with this group, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1949 Hm
U.S.
Revenues,
Tax
Paids
&
Back-of-the-Book, mounted on display pages, several
hundred revenues from back-of-the-book to back of
back-of-the-book, with many Springer listed, includes federal liquor tax strips, state liquor revenues, imported cigar,
oleomargarine tax paids, tobacco tax paids and strips, cigarette tax, small group of over 30 narcotic tax stamps, a few
poster stamps, this will take some effort, but the winning
bidder will be well rewarded, o.g. or without gum, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1950 Hm
U.S. Revenues and Back-of-the-Book, fascinating collection, a binder loaded with premium material,
better includes small mint better cut square lot, mint wine
stamps RE161(x40 total cat value $9,600.00), beer
stamps used REA9(x2), REA22, REA32, REA39, REA41,
REA42(x2),
REA62,
REA79(x2),
REA80,
mint
REA195(x2), revenue stamped paper RN-X5(x2),
RS161d(x4), PS5 used (x25), with rocket mail stamps,
many revenue stamped checks, Exposition labels, a few
1921 Imperial Russian Government bonds, ANA engravings, bid early, bid often to obtain this valuable lot, o.g.,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1951 Hm
U.S. Wine Stamps, well presented collection, 1914-54, collection of wine stamps on Christopher
Diaz pages, mint & used, better includes RE13 mint, RE19
used, RE29 mint, RE47 used, RE56 used with panel, RE59
used with panel, RE79 used and RE83 used pair, with
plenty of multiples and a few varieties, catalog value
$1,500.00, excellent lot to build on or break up for retail
sales, without gum as issued, F.-V.F. Estimate $400 - 600
1952 m
U.S. Beer Stamps, used collection, an excellent group of 45+ stamps of these popular items, includes
REA3, REA14, REA18, REA34, REA38c, REA46, REA49,
neatly presented, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1953 HHHm U.S. Silver Tax Stamps, mint and used collection, nice holding of these revenues, better includes
RG13-RG17, RG37-RG39, RG42-RG45, RG96, RG97,
RG124 & RG125, please examine, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $3,300.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1947 Hm
U.S. Telegraph Stamps, clean fresh collection, on pages, includes issues of American Rapid Telegraph, Atlantic Telegraph, Baltimore & Ohio Telegraph,
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U.S. Assortments and Collection Balances
1954 m
U.S. Revenue Stamped Checks and Revenues on checks, group of 40 checks, some illustrated,
from 1861-1900 with revenues, and 20 checks with
stamped revenues, generally moderately priced material,
should be worth taking a look at, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1955 Hm
U.S. Private Die Match & Medicine Stamps,
awesome collection, mounted on Scott pages, includes
private die match, private die medicine on old paper, pink
paper, water marked paper and silk paper, highlights are
two numerous to mention, but a short list includes RO5a,
RO59a, RO53a, RO100a, RO113a, RO118a, RO137a,
RO19b, RO41b, RS46a, RS73a, RS243a, RS34b and
RS37b, and the list goes on, with plenty of extras such as
specimen overprints, plate proofs, unlisted collateral, multiples and a nice group of related trade cards this is a rare opportunity, condition is mixed as is typical of this material,
inspection is a necessity, F.-V.F. Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1956 HH/H
U.S. Duck Stamps, virtually complete mint
collection, 1934-2009, missing only the 2005 souvenir
sheet, nice group with many premium items, catalogs
$4,000.00 through RW41, with $635 face through 2009,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1957 HHHm U.S. Christmas Seals, attractive collection,
1907-99, on stock pages, includes WX1, WX2(x3), WX3c,
WX4, WX6(x4), WX7, WX8(x2), WX10(x2), WX12(x2),
Wx13, continues to 1981 with blocks, then a complete
sheet collection from 1932-1981, some foreign and other
seals, and finally a binder with 40+ cards and covers with
Christmas seals, some tied from 1918-1960, excellent start
to the area, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

U.S. Assortments and Collection Balances
1958 H
U.S. powerful investor holding of 19th century commemoratives, four complete sets of Columbians
#230-245 and five sets of Trans-Missisippi #285-293, facially attractive, but some small faults including regumming,
excellent appearance and useful, staggering catalog value,
unused to o.g., generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott
230-245, 285-93.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
1959 HH/H
U.S. valuable unused mint selection,
1851-1893, an attention grabbing lot, starts with #15, 20,
24(x5), 35, 37, 38, 63, 65 block of four, 68, 71, 72, 73(x3),
76(x2), 115, 116, 119, 150, 156, 179(x2),187, 189(x3),
205(x4), 208, 215, 216, 223(x2), 225, 226, 227, 228(x2)
and 229, there are condition issues with no gum, possible
regums, but there should be plenty of sale able material to
make this a money maker, please take time to inspect, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $41,000 (Owner's).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1960 Hm)
U.S. pow erful selection, 1847-1925, proving
once again that good things come in small packages we offer this delightful lot, with used #1(x3) plus one on cover,
mint includes 298 block of four NH, 325 block of four NH,
373 plate block of 6 NH, 328 block of 32, 403 block of four
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NH(x2), 548 XF NH, 550 block of four, 571 plate block of six
NH, 620-621 plate blocks of six NH, and a Q12 NH, some
unusual material in choice condition, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1961 H
U.S. investment selection, nice group of 28
mint items neatly presented on 1st National Investor pages
with many better items, including #131 unused, no gum,
238, 287, 297, a choice 404, 550 block of four, 834 and
1053 plate blocks, C10a booklet pane, and a fresh RW2,
with everything in between, condition ranges from just Fine,
to many better attractive Very Fine stamps, worth a careful
look, as the value will add up on this lot. Scott 131/RW2;
$4,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1962 HHHm U.S. mint & used selection, 1851-1990, nice
stock of better US on display cards, mint includes 75, 116,
239, 255 plate number & imprint strip of three, 634A, 834,
C18, E1, E3, better used includes 116, 166, 291, 292, with
group of PNC strips of three, there is some moisture issues
on some of the mint so inspection is necessary, however
there are sale able items to make this an excellent purchase, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1963 HH/H
U.S. mint selection, nice group of mint U.S., includes pair #7, 9(x2), 69(x2), 119, 228, 630 S/S NH, and
blocks of four of 207, 286, 658, 660, 670 & 671, a few are no
gum and there may be a few regummed, otherwise a fresh
bright group, please investigate, worth figuring, o.g., hinged
or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1964 HH/H
U.S. mint selection, intriguing mint group includes 17 o.g., 120 o.g., J29(x2), Q1-Q12, PR124 plate
numbrt & imprint strip of three, and 1861 three cent Washington essay, wonderful lot that needs inspection, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1965 HHHm U.S. useful balance of huge consignment,
mostly U.S., includes used pair and two singles 73, 76, Hawaii 48, mint includes 40, 325-327, 409v coil line strips,
616(x2), 619(x2), 621(x2), coils with plate numbers, UN
#38(x2), should prove of interest to some intrepid dealer,
please examine, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1966 H
U.S. graded stamp selection, 17 items total:
370 (90); 374 (95); 503 (90); 514 (90); 536 (90); 541 (95);
553 (95J); 562 (90); 614 (95); 628 (98); 636 (95); 644 (98);
654 (98); 668 (95); 671 (90); 1053 (98), a very useful group,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; each with PSAG graded certificate. SMQ $1,865 without a value for #1053.
Estimate $500 - 750
1967 (H)
U.S. Airmail First Issue, 1918-23, promotional holding, 10 complete sets plus extra #C2 (2), C4 (4),
C5 (3), C6 (4), facially attractive, but some small faults including regumming, excellent appearance and useful, unused to o.g., never hinged, attractive Very Fine
appearance. Scott C1-C6; $4,320.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S. Accumulations
1968 (H)
U.S. Special Deliveries promotional holding,
1885-1916, two of each plus additional #E1-2, E4, E6-8, facially attractive, but some small faults including regumming,
excellent appearance and useful, unused to o.g., never
hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott E1-E10;
$9,100.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1969 HHHm U.S. Offices in China selection, 49 stamps,
better mint includes K13(x2), K14, K15(x2), K16, better
used includes K8, K9, K10(x3), K12, K13(x2), useful group
with several NH, please inspect, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $7,620 (Owner's).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1970 (H)
U.S. Offices in China investment holding, of
three complete sets plus extra #K15-K16 (high values), facially attractive, but some small faults including regumming,
excellent appearance and useful, unused to o.g., never
hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott K1-K18;
$7,790.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1971 (H)
U.S. Parcel Post promotional holding, four
complete sets plus extra #Q1-3, Q5(1), Q6(2), Q7(1),
Q8(2), Q9(1), Q10-12(2), facially attractive, but some small
faults including regumming, excellent appearance and useful, unused to o.g., never hinged, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott Q1-Q12; $7,063.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S. Accumulations
1972 m
U.S. used accumulation, 1857-1940, stock of
used with many better stamps in quantity, includes #73(x9),
113(x5), 224(x6), 227(x4), 228(x2), 235(x7), 238(x3),
287(x8), C3(x2), E2(x4), Q9(x5), plus assorted Ducks, typical mixed condition, please inspect, F.-V.F. Scott $23,300
(Owner's).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1973 HHHm U.S. collection of collections, large lot of thousands of stamps in seven albums, various boxes and glassines, better includes mint collection in Scott's Minuteman
Album with 232, 303, 308, 323-324, 480, 833, Liberty Series & Prominent Americans complete, with plenty of postage, used collection in a Scott's Minuteman with 9, 15, 36,
68, 69, 76, 77, 78, 97, 117, 119, 134-136, 162, 164, 165, &
166, 219-229, 239, 260, 276, with many better cancels and
E1-E11, then binder of plate blocks with 230 & 231 plate
blocks of 6, with glassines full of assorted mint & used,
some of the mint has moisture issues, but is salvageable,
plan on spending time to ascertain the proper value of this
holding, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1974 HH/H
U.S. 1¢ Bureau Issue plate strip accumulation, impressive hoard of plate strips of 3, 177 strips in all
with a huge number of different plate numbers and positions, great lot for the 1898 Bureau specialist, accumualtion
of strip of 3 with plate numbers and imprints, o.g., some
never hinged, V.G.-Fine. Scott 279; $8,732.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1975 Ha
U.S. 1¢ to 2¢ "COIL STAMPS" plate blocks
accumulation, fabulous hoard of these scarce and desirable plate blocks, in a quality that's much nicer than normaly
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found on these issuess, #424 x (47) examples from plate
numbers 6581 to 6589, #425 x (57) examples from plate
numbers 6568 to 6572, among the nicest groups of these
plate blocks we've seen, any plate block dealer's dream
holding of these "COIL STAMPS" plates, plate blocks of 10
with “COIL STAMPS” imprint, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F.
Scott 424-425; $16,170.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1976 HHHm U.S. White Plains souvenir sheets, wholesale accumulation, impressive holding of White Plains
sheets, two are scarce used examples, the other 10 are unused with gorgeous fresh colors, minor perf separations on
a couple sheets, otherwise very choice, o.g., some hinge
remnants (5 sheets never hinged), F.-V.F. Scott 630;
$5,825.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1977 HH/Ha U.S. Kans.-Nebr. nearly complete plate block
accumulation, impressive hoard of valuable Kansas Nebraska plate blocks, including 658 (20), 659 (12), 660 (32),
661 (8), 662 (9), 663 (12), 664 (2), 665 (5), 666 (2), 667 (9),
668 (5), 669 (7), 670 (14), 671 (30), 673 (2), 674 (6), 675 (2),
677 (2), and 678 (1), typical centering with some better, an
incredible holding of these tough plates, comprehensive
group of plate block of 4, o.g., some stamps never hinged,
Fine. Scott 658-678; $31,420 (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

U.S. Dealers Stocks
1978 Hm)
U.S. diverse & valuable dealer stock,
1847-1970, fabulous dealer's lot loaded with better material, unused or mint includes #1(x2), 3, 7 pair, 17, 18, 22 with
2002 PSE certificate, 25, 30A regummed, 36B, 37a(x2), 38,
39(x2), 40, 66TC block of four, 68, 69, 72, 75, 76(x2), 78b,
96, 98, 102 with 2011 PSE certificate, 120, 134, 135, 136,
145, 151(x2), 152, 165(x3), 186, 190, 208a, 227(x3),
228(x2), 229(x3), 235 block of four, 238(x2), 257, 258,259,
260, 270 imprint & plate number strip of three(x2), 273(x3),
276(x2), 276A, 288, 291, 293, 298 block of four, 309 block
of four, 310-313, 325 side arrow block of four, 331-342, 366,
404, 477-478, 523(x3), 573(x4), 658-668, 669-674, 834
center line block of four, C6 block of four, C13-C15(x2),
C18(x17), E1, E2, E3, J2, J6, J19, J27, J28, K15(x2), better
used includes 1(x3), 2, 12(x3), 18, 20 strip of three, 22(x2),
27, 29, 34, 67(x2), 75, 79, 83 with 2011 Weiss certificate,
85(x2) both with certs, 85E with 2011 Weiss certificate, 95,
100(x2), 118(x3), 120(x5), 121, 122(x2), 241, 243, 244,
C13, and finally three 64 pinks on cover with certificates,
and the above is only part of this enormous lot, as with any
lot this size there will be condition and identification issues,
but the whole will offset the individuals, you'll need plenty of
time to peruse this holding, but the effort will be well rewarded, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$300,000 plus owners catalog. Estimate $30,000 - 40,000
1979 HHHm U.S. Columbians to Washington-Franklins,
powerful & valuable dealer's stock, a incredible stock
from 1893-1918, couple of thousand stamps in twelve
counter books, the list of goodies is substantial, mint begins
with #232 block of four, 233 block of four w/plate #, a gem
234, 236, 238(x6), 239(x3), 240(x3), 247 plate # strip of
three, 251(x2), 253(x2), 254(x3), 255(x3), 256, 257, 259,
260(x2), 261(x3), 272, 275(x3), 286 block of four, 288,
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U.S. Dealers Stocks
291(x2), 292, excellent Pan Americans in quantity, 327
block of four, Jamestown Expo in quantity, Washington
Franklins are well represented with 342, 348 coil line pair,
350 coil line pair, 352 coil line pair, 369 block of four, 404,
409 Kansas City Roulette block of four, 419, 422, 444 coil
line pair, 445, 472, 505 in strip of three and s a single, 516
block of four, 524(x2), better used includes 241(x2), 242,
261A, 262, 277, 278, 404 block of four and 523(x2), as with
any stock this large there is some mixed condition and identification issues particularly with the coils, however many of
the mint stamps are NH, and there are a number of very fine
or better examples, all in all judicious bidding will be well rewarded, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$179,612 (Owner's).
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
1980 m
U.S. exceptional used dealer's stock,
1847-1894, few hundred stamps in five counter books,
better includes #1, 7 strip of three(x2), 10(x2), 17(x4),
25(x5), 32(x2), 35(x2), 36(x2), 69(x3), 70(x5), 71(x7),
77(x6), 78(x14), 89(x3), 97(x3), 98(x4), 100(x6), 101, pictorials include 112(x4), 115(x3), 116(x2), 117(x3), 119(x6),
then Banknotes 138(x2), 151(x11), 153(x10), 155(x2),
163(x5), 166(x3), 190(x12), 191, 217(x4), 218(x2), there
are a couple of unused such as 98 & 117, quality runs the
gamut but there are many useful and some VF material to
be mined, inspection is essential, have fun with this one,
F.-V.F. Scott $67,879 (Owner's).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
1981 HHHm U.S. EFOs, extensive dealer's stock, diverse
holding with huge retail value, with too many items to list,
but a sampling includes #73, 113 & 119 with preprinting paper folds, 266 plate number strip of three with freak perfs,
499c, 805b, 1402a imperf coil line pair, 1891 imperf vertical
pair, 2133b imperf plate number coil strip of three, J89a
missing value, with various misperfs, imperfs, shifted vignettes, gutters & gutter snipes and color shifts this group
should prove profitable to the knowledgable dealer, inspection is needed, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
1982 HHHm U.S. useful dealer's stock, 1918-54, a few
thousand stamps in ten counter books, with better mint
such as #528A(x5), 538a & 540a pairs, 541(x4), 550(x14),
569(x3), 571(x5), 573(x4), 575 center line block of four NH,
578(x3), 579(x4), 591(x3) & 591 block of four, 595, 611 center line block of four(x2), a gem 618, 621 arrow block of
four(x3) and centerline block of four, 634b(x4), 656 coil line
pair(x2), wonderful Kansas Nebraska with complete sets
and numerous singles plus 664(x3), 665(x3), 666(x2), 667
block of four, 668 block of four, 674 block of four, 677 block
of four, 679(x5) plus block of four, 701 block of four(x2),
704-715 set in blocks of four, 832b(x3), 832(x10) plus center line blocks of four(x9), 834(x2) plus arrow block of four,
Famous Americans in blocks of four, and 1053(x20), there
is also a good amount of face included, all in all an admirable lot destined for the high bidder, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $29,948 (Owner's).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Overrun Countries in sets and singles, 1053(x5), also airmails, special deliveries and postage dues, with plenty of
premium material for the retail or internet dealer, much NH,
a few condition issues, please spend some time perusing
this lot, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $16,000
(Owner's).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1984 Hm
U.S. precancels, exceptional dealer's stock,
1861-1980, a rare opportunity for acquiring stock of this
ever popular area, couple of thousand stamps in four counter books, begins with Weston MA "W" on #65 and on 184,
then Bureau Precancels on 1902 Regular Issue with Chicago/Illinois, Philadelphia/Pa on 311, then several thousand through Transportation coils, postage dues, Parcel
Post Postage Dues, Parcel Posts, and Special Handlings,
finally a book of precancelled plate number blocks and
some better perfins, a treasure trove for the specialist,
please examine, o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1985 HHHm U.S. valuable dealer stock in counter books,
1851-1980, mint and used stock priced and ready to sell,
better used includes #11(x9), 17, 71, 72, 117, 121, 151(x2),
152, 240, 261, Q1-12(x2), better mint includes 348 mint line
pair, 488 mint line pair, 548-550 blocks of four, 619 plate
number strip of three, 667 Kansas plate number block, airmails with C1, C4(x5), C25-31 blocks of four, two groups of
wines, and book of Ducks with mint RW1, RW5, RW7 with
plate number and a number of duck on licenses, a wonderful lot for the retail dealer, please inspect, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500
1986 HH
U.S. better variety sheets, 1990's, dealer's
stock, intriguing stock of the better variety sheets, includes
#2870 recalled Legends Of the West(x7), #3138 Bugs
Bunny(x8), 3205 Sylvester & Tweety(x2), #3307 Daffy
Duck(x3), #3392 Road Runner(x20) and #3535 That's All
Folks(x9), a excellent chance to acquire these scarce
sheets in quantity, please inspect, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $4,367.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1987 HHHm U.S. Farley Issues, strong dealer's stock, includes gutter pairs and blocks, center line blocks, sets in
blocks of four, imperfed and perforated, imperf crossed gutter blocks, and loads of souvenir sheets with #730(x19),
#731(x17), #735(x3), #750(x13), #751(x41), #768(x23),
#769(x38), #770(x18), with huge catalog value, please
spend some time investigating to ascertain its proper value,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $5,838
(Owner's).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1988 m
U.S. modern used dealer's stock, a once in a
lifetime stock of better used modern US, with blocks of four
and larger, booklet panes, coils, souvenir sheets, sheetlets
and full sheets, includes #1686-1689, 1953-2002,
2286-2335, 2807-2811(x2), 2863-2866, 3076a, 3209(x7),
3210(x2), 3142, 3204(x6), 3293(x5), 3306(x7), 4143(x4),
4159(x3), B1(x12) plus hundreds of others including nice
group of higher values, a lot that probably could not be duplicated, with huge retail over $3,000, please inspect,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

1983 HH/H
U.S. mint plate block dealer's stock,
1897-1954, several hundred plate blocks in eight counter
books, starts with #279, 279B(x2), 367(x2), 368, 558, 559,
564(x2), 586, 591, 620, 663, 664, 667, 700, 715(x4),
832(x7), 833(x3), 834, Famous Americans in quantities,
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U.S. Face Value Lots
1989 HH/H
U.S. better plate blocks dealer's stock,
1918-75, binder of 160+ plate blocks with a few blocks of
four not counted, better includes #529, 530(x8), 628, National Parks set, Famous American set plus duplicates,
Overrun Countries set, airmails include C7(x5), C8(x4), C9,
C10(x4), C24(x2), with plenty of extra plate blocks, condition is mixed on a few, otherwise the majority are fine to very
fine, o.g., please inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged.
Scott $2,847 (Owner's).
Estimate $500 - 750
1990 HH/H
U.S. coil leader strips dealer's stock, a choice
group of these elusive items, includes #597(x2), 598(x2),
599(x2), 601(x3), 602(x3), 603, 604(x2), 605, 606(x2), 686,
687(x2), 721(x3), 722, 840(x2), 841(x3), 842(x8), 844 provisional, 844, 845, 846(x2), plus others, a few line pairs, excellent value, please investigate, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1991 HH/H
U.S. plate number coil strips, excellent
dealer's stock, with high catalog value, several hundred in
two counter books, better includes 1895b plate number 14,
1900a #1-6, 1904 #1-2, 1907 #1,3,4, 1908 #8, 2115a #3,
2915A #13211A(x2), with enough sale able material to
please any dealer or collector, plan to spend some time inspecting, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
1992 HHHm U.S. Airmails, useful dealer's stock, better
mint includes C1-C5 blocks of four with C4(x3), then
C1(x9), C2, C3(x6), C4(x9), C5(x5), C6(x13), C18(x21),
better used includes C13(x2) and C14, includes sets mint &
used C1-C6, used blocks of four and $300+ in postage,
great stock and postage, can't get much better than this,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $11,500
(Owner's).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1993 HH/H
U.S. Airmails and Back-of-the-Book, lovely
dealer's stock of mint, meaty stock that begins with C1(7)
o.g. or no gum, C2(x3), C4, C5(x4), C6(x3), C18(x5) NH,
C25-C31 blocks of four NH, C46(x24), with singles, block
and plate blocks representing huge face value, then small
group of special deliveries, postage dues, and special handlings with QE4(x11), an excellent value, please examine,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1994 HHHm U.S. Back-of-the-Book impressive dealers
stock, an attention grabbing and useful accumulation of
hundreds of stamps in eight counter books, better mint includes E1(x3), E2(x2), E3(x5), E5(x4), E6(x3), E10(x3), J2,
J3(x5), J4, J16(x2), J22, J24, J25(x5), J26, J28, J30, J31,
J33, J34, J35(x2), J40(x2), J41, J42(x4), J44, J55 block of
four, J56(x4) & J56 block of four, J57(x2), J67(x2) & J67
block of four, J75, J76, J77 block of four, JQ2 block of
four(x4), O7, O20, O23, O25, O79, O84, O119 block of four,
PR2, PR5, PR7, PR79, PS7-PS10, Q9(x2), Q10(x2),
Q11(x6), Q12, U45 cut square, Confederate States #1(x2),
8(x7), with better used such as J5(x6), J21, J37, O29, O31,
O33, O39, O80, O95, O112, Q1-Q12(x3), Confederate
States 2(x2),and this is just a taste of the overall holding,
some typical mixed condition, viewing highly recommended
for full appreciation, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Scott $63,169 (Owner's).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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1995 HHHm U.S. Postage Dues dealer's stock, 1931-59,
holding in glassines, includes blocks and plate number
blocks, several thousand stamps with high face value and
even larger catalog value, stock up while they are available,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $200 - 300
1996 HH/H
U.S. Booklets & Booklet Panes, meaty
dealer's stock, in four counter book and on cards, better
panes includes 279BK, 300b, 301c, 319g(x5), 331a,
332a(x3), 374a, 405b, 406a, 463a(x2), 501b(x4), 502b(x2),
583a, C10a(x2), better booklets include BK66, BK114 and
BKC1(x2), with plenty of other sale able material and $200+
in face, an excellent opportunity to acquire stock in this popular area, please inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $9,000 (Owner's). Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1997 HHHm U.S. Revenue & Back-of-the-Book dealer's
stock, impressive revenue stock with several hundred
stamps in six counter books, better includes R2c, R17c(x2),
R41a(x2), R42b pair(x2), R51a, R61a, R74c, R79c(x2),
R90a, R98c(x3), R100c, R101c(x2), R108, R116, R122,
R126, R160(x2), R257 block of four, R602 mint block of
four, R86b, RB13c, RB15c, RB17c, RD328 mint block of
four, REF8, RG124 mint pair, RJA68A, RJA70A, then on to
a packed Wines book including RE142 mint block of four,
RE148, RE154(x5), RE156, RE158, RE164(x2), RE165,
RE187(x2),RE194, RE197(x2) and RE202, ending with
book of better Christmas Seals and expo labels, and the
best is the above is just a taste of what is in the lot, you'll
need plenty of time to appreciate this holding, o.g., hinged
or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $40,300 (Owner's).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
1998 HHHm U.S. Duck Stamps, delightful dealer's stock,
100+ stamps in counter book, better mint includes
RW1(x4), RW2(x3), RW3(x4), RW4(x3), RW5(x4),
RW6(x2), RW7(x4), RW8(x3), RW9(x4), with similar quantities up to RW72, with many used and on original licenses,
a golden opportunity to acquire a large stock of these beautiful stamps, a few condition issues but with many very fine
NH examples, please allow sufficient time to inspect, a sure
fire winner, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$12,700 (Owner's).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

U.S. Face Value Lots
1999 HH/H
U.S. face value lot of higher values, excellent
lot for postage, this is a primarily a booklet pane lot with
most of the values 20¢ and up, there is also some high
value singles,should lighten the postage costs of some
lucky bidder, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very Fine. Face
value $6,000.00+.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2000 HH/H
U.S. high value face value lot, in two binders,
with many multidollar values up to $14, includes singles,
S/S's, blocks and coil strips, great way to obtain postage at
a reasonable cost, should prove worth of a aggressive bid,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Face value $1860.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2001 HH
U.S. higher values face value lot, a useful assortment of singles, blocks, panes and coils in 11 counter
books, majority are 20¢ to $14.75 values, with a good
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amount of self adhesive issues, with quite a few better $1
and up issues, please inspect, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine. Face value $1,900+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2002 HH
U.S. plate block face value lot, 1970-2000,
face value lot of plate number blocks, includes some better,
with many higher values, please inspect, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine. Face value $2200+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2003 HH/H
U.S. face value plus lot, 1938-2008, excellent
lot with singles, coils, souvenir sheets and sheets, mostly
from 15¢ and up values, with many extras such as Prexie &
Liberty Series complete NH, and recalled Legends of the
West Sheet, take a gander, a sure to please lot, o.g., hinged
or never hinged, Very Fine. Face value $1,500+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2004 HH
U.S. face value lot of coils, face value lot of coil
stamps, anywhere from singles to strips of 25, most values
20¢ to 44¢, should ease the postage expense for the lucky
winner, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Face value $1200.
Estimate $600 - 800
2005 HH/H
U.S. face value plus lot, excellent face lot with
mostly 22¢ and up values, with singles, coils, blocks, booklets, souvenir sheets, sheetlets, sheets, postal mint sets,
with better sheets as the entire Celebrate the Century,
baseball S/S's, when you add in the errors and PNC's this is
a great way to alleviate your postage expenses, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Face value $1,100+.
Estimate $500 - 750
2006 HH/H
U.S. face value collection, 1977-2008, nice
collection of mint postage in one stockbook and four Scott
albums, stockbook contains some earlier sheets, four albums contain singles, coils, panes, plate blocks, souvenir
sheets with many premium items, excellent postage cost
saver, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very Fine. Face value
$1000.
Estimate $500 - 750
2007 HH/H
U.S. face value accumulation, mostly coils
with singles, blocks and booklets, generally 1990-2008 issues, with much mint postal stationery not counted, great
way to ease your postage costs, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, Very Fine. Face value $875. Estimate $400 - 600
2008 HH
U.S. face value lot, made up of plate number
blocks, couple of full sheets, includes airmails, 1960-1988,
majority 13¢ and up values, great way to ease one's postage expense, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Face value $690.
Estimate $350 - 500
2009 HH
U.S. face value lot, 1980-92, clean lot of face
value, generally 20¢ and up values, includes singles, coils,
booklets, booklet panes and full sheets, should help someone's postage bill, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Face
value $700+.
Estimate $350 - 500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

U.S. Cover, Postcard and Ephemera
Collections
2010

U.S. comic stamp collection, 1930's, Mickey
Mouse Popeye and Toots & Casper, 1200 comic stamps
from Disney, Jimmy Murphy's Toots & Casper and from
King Features, besides Mickey and Minnie Mouse it includes Toots, Casper and Buttercup, Popeye, Barney
Google, Buster Brown, Jiggs and Blondie, pasted in an album, there is some duplication but an amazing array of the
1930's comic characters.
Estimate $200 - 300

2011

U.S. correspondence regarding aviation
prints, 1960s, a nice group of letters to Charles Hubbell
who made a series of aviation prints in the 1960s, including
Chuck Yeager, Jackie Cochran, Roscoe Turner, etc., etc, a
fascinating group with some scarce signatures, inspect,
Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

2012 )
U.S. cover collection, in four albums, an album
of WW1 and WW2 censored and soldiers mail with a Spanish American War Manila cover, an album of postal stationery mint & used 1965-1981, album of first day covers
including Famous Americans cacheted, some Art Craft to
1991, and some event cacheted covers, and finally an album of Golden Replica covers from the Postal Commemorative Society, should prove worthwhile, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2013 )
U.S. first day cover collection, few hundred
FDC's in large carton, better includes complete set
cacheted National Parks, #832, 1036b, C31, CE1 & CE2,
UC1, as well as many cacheted 1930's FDC's, a few better
cachet makers such as Crosby and Ioor, some toning issues, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
2014 )
U.S. first day covers & postal history, collection of better items, excellent collection of covers, starts
with 1st days including #553, 576, 612 Harding, 620-621,
735, 854(x2) with different naval cancels, 855
cacheted(x2), 856 cacheted unaddressed, C20, with some
postal stationery first days including U522, U523-U525 &
U528, plus U529 & U530, then postal history includes 3¢
banknote on advertising cover with illustrated ad on reverse, Schermack #483 on cover, rocket mail covers, 1862
Union adversity cover, bumble bee pop up postcard, and a
few fist flight covers, retail value should be several times our
low estimate, be sure to grab this money maker, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2015 )
U.S. first day covers on Secretary of the Interior stationery, scarce group of FDC's on Harold Ickes stationery, includes #803-834, 839-851 coils(pairs or line
pairs), 1-3¢ booklets, 835-858, 859-893 complete,
894-908, 909-921, 922-938, C23-C31, E17-18, impossible
to duplicate at any price, purportedly one of only 3 sets prepared, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2016 )
U.S. military postal history, a very specialised and important exhibition collection, mostly
19th/early 20th century, with many rare items. Collection of
19th century to WWI military mail on exhibition style card
pages with extensive write-up and research, as well as a 15
loose covers ‘work in progress’. Highlights from the exhibition pages include illustrated propaganda envelopes from
the Civil War, as well as a peace propaganda illustrated envelope with 1ct blue Franklin tied by blue cds. Then very attractive covers with Army Military Station postmarks from
Puerto Rico, Cuba and Philippines during 1898 war, followed by a 1901 Boxer rebellion cover sent from Peking,
China to Ohio with 2cts Washington canceled by
U.S.MIL.POSTAL STA. cds postmark. Also seen early naval cancels with 1909 USS Missouri on postcard and USS
Nebraska at Vera Cruz, Mexico to rescue interned citizens
in 1914, as well as unusual WWI POW covers, including
one to a German prisoner on Malta sent February 15th
1916 and another highly unusual item from Trieste to a German prisoner in the Ras-El-Tin camp, Alexandria, Egypt
sent October 30th 1915 with security printed blue sealing
label - both covers in exceptional condition etc. The loose
covers that were awaiting presentation by the collector we
have placed on cards, with further excellent items including
a pair of all-over stars and stripes Spanish-American War illustrated covers, a soldier's letter from Cuba to Michigan
with 3cts+1ct postage dues applied, a patriotic cover 1918
this time with 2cts+1ct postage dues, 1920 2cts Washington used at Shanghai, China. Also fabulous single usage of
the Omaha 8cts tied by purple 5P in circle and purple USS
MAINE Apr. 25th 1898 cds on illustrated cover, as well as a
further cover with large illustration of the ship and 'Remember the Maine!' with single franking of 10cts pan-Am etc. A
delightful collection with nothing but good postal history,
some items worth several hundreds of dollars each (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2017 )
U.S. mutoscope and actress arcade cards,
36 mutoscopes including eleven six in ones and a two in
one, with a few better, and 35 actress arcade card including
two Marilyn Monroes, some toning issues, great lot,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2018 )
U.S. naval covers, 1912-47, 14 covers from
various vessels stationed at Cuba, CZ, Hawaii, etc., inspect, Very Fine (photo on web site). Estimate $150 - 200
2019 )
U.S. picture postcard collection, 1900-2000,
several hundred picture postcards in a box, everything from
early views to modern advertising, better includes RRPC
Street Scene Anchorage AK, several Dollar Steamship
Lines cards, RPPC Benito Mussolini, several Flying Clipper
cards, postcard of SS Normandie, Belgium Congo card of
mining, ad card for 1976 Mustang, and a couple of Daytona
500 chromes, should be a home run for some lucky bidder,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2020

U.S.
pinbacks,
enticing
collection,
1896-1968, group of 47 colorful pinbacks, includes political
with Jennings, Teddy & Franklin Roosevelt and Hoover
jugate, advertising with Mass Bonding, Prudential Insurance and American Boy Shoes, and events with 1930
Claremont Carnival, 1910 Fair Haven Fair and 1900
Gould's Academy Reunion Bethel ME, a few with paper inserts, mixed condition, worthy of a substantial bid.
Estimate $300 - 400

2021

U.S. postage currency & fractional currency
collection, small but impressive holding of currency used
when change was being hoarded during the Civil War, includes PC5(x4), PC6, PC7(x3), PC13, PC14(x3), FR1226,
FR1256, FR1265, FR1301, condition is mixed, please plan
on spending time to correctly ascertain the lots's true value,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

2022 )
U.S. Small Banknotes on cover, thirteen covers and one front with a nice range of frankings, includes
strip of 5 on reverse of cover with Baconville ND(S/R 6), 2¢
on Department Of Interior cover, ad covers, registered covers, and a 1¢ & 2¢ on a 2¢ postal entire(front only) to Sheffield England with large "5" debit, interesting group for the
specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2023 )
U.S. Small Bureaus on registered & special
delivery covers, 36 covers, 9 special delivery, 27 registered, all franked with a variety of small bureaus, includes
advertising covers with some illustrated, registered with
some better frankings including two with Columbians,
mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2024 )
U.S. Spanish-American War, an impressive
range of postal history, from two correspondences, with
much fascinating content. An original find of about 50 items
of postal history, from two related correspondences of
1898/99. Almost all the letters are from a soldier to his girlfriend and also his sister who were both friends in the town
of Toledo, Iowa, with also some to his father and one or two
others family members and friends. The contents are fascinating, reporting on the celebrations of the Cubans and also
the gratitude of the Spanish Soldiers, giving the American
soldiers buttons from their clothes because they will now
get to go home to Spain! One letter describes the sailing
into Havana harbor past the wreck of the Maine and the
subsequent blowing-up of the ship, with another letter entirely on banana leaves! The letters from Cuba have military
post cancels on US stamps or Cuba surcharges with some
also from the camps, these have been roughly opened at
the side end of the envelope. An important treasure trove of
history, all excellent primary sources. Once they are researched in depth, displayed on album leaves and well written up, they will be worth considerably more than our
valuation, as well as being an enjoyable project to bring to
life.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2025 )
U.S. specialized Two Cent Bank Note collection, wonderful collection highlighting 2¢ #210, with 170+
covers and numerous stamps showing usages, double
transfers and shifts, in seven albums, the first has india
plate proof, cardboard plate proof and three trial color plate
proofs with Oct 1 1883 first day of new postage rate and
twelve covers showing various shifts and double transfers,
there is a book of 40 covers with 1884 letter written on birch
bark and a 1886 letter with pixies on the cover and
lettersheet, next album has Cole CR-21 fancy cancel on
cover, and several to better destinations including 1886 to
Haiti, 1884 to Turkey, 1885 to Syria and a strip of five on
cover to Costa Rica, an album of ad covers including an illustrated ad cover for bicycles, another albums of ad covers
with an early 1882 Goodyear Rubber cover and usage on
an insurance sleeve, and an albums of hotel covers, a few
illustrated and most with contents, the perfect lot for the
Bank Note specialist, should provide hours of entertainment, please take time to peruse and enjoy this intriguing
lot, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2026 )
U.S. WW2 military postal history with contemporary collateral, a remarkable collection of about 80
items of postal history sent from US forces worldwide, assembled as they were received and well written-up by the
collector, housed in one old fashioned album. 22 of the covers are accompanied by contemporary newspaper articles
on the senders, especially individuals involved in the Asian
and Pacific theaters, every cover tell an interesting story.
For example, a cover from Brigadier General Olmsted from
APO 879 via HQ USF China theaters with article describing
his rescue teams that were parachuted into Japanese occupied territories. Another cover from soldier George Heap
from APO 923 New Guinea with article describing his tiny
scouting party's evasion from capture on an island overrun
by the Japanese. Other Field Post items from India, the
Coral Sea, Solomons and Guadalcanal, all with their own
history. Then there are examinations of the censor markings, propaganda cancels, patriotic covers, etc, as well as a
bunch of loose work-in-progress items. Many covers here
that would sell very well individually. Please refer to the
Worldwide WWII censor mail collection in this auction from
the same collector. Postal history dealers, don’t miss this
great lot, jewels here! (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2027 )
U.S. WW2 patriotic covers, large collection,
250+ covers, with many retail values to $100.00, includes a
Pearl Harbor card, two US declares war on Japan cards, 5
Hitler caricature covers, a Hitler is dead cachet, and a Earl
Price hand drawn cachet, with a few Crosby photo cachets,
excellent group to expand on or break up for retail, would be
next to impossible to duplicate, inspection is necessary to
ascertain the value of this hoard, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2028 )
U.S. Zeppelin flight covers lot, four covers,
first is 1929 around the world flight with great array of
frankings, second is a 1928 first flight from Lakehurst to
Germany addressed to Basle Switzerland, third is three US
C18 on cover with purple Century of Progress cachet and
red round trip triangle cachet, last is 1935 Hindenburg first
flight, fresh, clean and attractive lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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U.S. Postal Stationery Collections
2029 Hm
U.S. better cut squares collection, excellent
holding of cut squares, with better mint including U14, U29,
U69-73, U176, U210, U211-217, U226, U342(x2), U456,
U457, U467, UO40, WO50, UO71, better used includes
U28, U246, for a total of 100+ cut squares, many full corners, please spend sufficient time inspecting this lot,
F.-V.F. Scott $13,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2030 Hm
U.S. cut squares, mint & used group, on
pages, mint includes U11, U12, U14-U16, U18, W20,
U28-U29, U40-U45, W47, U93, U99-U101, some nice cuts,
please take the necessary time to examine, F.-V.F. Scott
$6,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2031 Hm
U.S. cut squares, meaty mint & used collection, includes mint U36, U42, U69, U70, U72, U348-U351
with varieties, U479 full corner with 2006 PSE certificate,
with excellent range of 1904-1925 cut squares with many
full cuts and full corners, a group that will please the most
meticulous specialist, F.-V.F. Scott $4,700.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2032 Hm
U.S. cut squares, mint & used collection, includes U2, U41, U60, U54, U94, U99, with many full corners, many items still need to be identified, so there is a
possibility of a few hidden gems, please spend sufficient
time perusing this lot to ascertain its true value, F.-V.F.
Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2033 H
U.S. cut squares, small but valuable mint
collection, 35 cut squares, better includes U94, U98, U99,
U102, U105, U107, U105, U216, U356, U462 with APES
certificate, U476, U477, U486, with many full corners, there
are a couple that need to be verified but overall a excellent
stock for the retail dealer, please examine, Very Fine. Scott
$4,800 (Owner's).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2034 Hm
U.S. cut squares collection, 90+ cut squares,
many are full corners, better mint includes group of 10 2¢
Jackson cut squares, U68, U227-239, W434-W435, UO1,
UO2, UO4, UO6, UO16-17, UO20, UO56, better used includes U1-4, a tasty accumulation with only a few flaws, excellent opportunity for the retail or internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2035 H
U.S. cut squares, mint 20th century collection, nice lot of mint cut squares with many full corners or
full cuts, better includes UC1-UC7, UC8-UC13, UC21,
UC27, UO1-UO2, UO4-UO5, UO7, UO14-UO17, UO34,
UO47-UO49, UO51-UO56, UO64, UO67, should prove to
be a profitable lot, please inspect, F.-V.F. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
2036 Hm
U.S. cut squares & postal cards, mint & used
collection, mounted in Scott Specialty Album, better mint
includes U23, U25, U32, U40, U41, better postal cards includes UX4 used, UX10 mint, great starter collection for this
popular area, F.-V.F. Scott $2,000. Estimate $400 - 600
2037 H
U.S. postal entires, mint group, group of mint
entires, those offered include U91, U92, U128, U273,
U274, W287, U351, UC29 &UC29, fresh & clean, please inspect, F.-V.F. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2038 Hm
U.S. cut squares, mint & used collection,
couple of hundred cut squares in two stockbooks, many unidentified or misidentified, with a little elbow grease this
could prove to be a great opportunity for the intrepid dealer,
plan to spend some time with this group, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,500.
Estimate $300 - 400
2039 Hm
U.S. Airmail & Official cut squares, mint and
used group, includes UC1-UC8, UC10-UC12, UO1-UO2,
UO5, UO7, UO12, UO14, UO20, UO31, UO35, UO46,
UO50-55, many full corners, clean fresh lot, F.-V.F. Scott
$750.
Estimate $250 - 350

Confederate Collections
2045 Hm
Confederacy, dealer's stock, 125+ stamps, includes pairs and blocks of four, better used includes 1(x2),
2(x3), 4(x2), 5, 9, & 13, with better mint such as 2, 3, 4, 8(x4)
& 14(x4), there are also facsimiles for reference, mixed condition as is typical, but with many premium items, this lot
should prove useful to the winning bidder, please examine,
o.g. or without gum, F.-V.F. Scott $7,030 (Owner's).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2046 H
Confederacy, mint collection, includes 1-7 no
gum, 8 o.g., 9, 11-14 no gum, most are four margin singles
with #1 VF, please examine, a lot that will please the fussiest collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S. and Foreign Collections
2040 )
U.S. and United Nations, small group of first
day covers, 1971-74, composed of 47 US and 21 UN First
Day Covers, all but 3 with dollar sized sterling silver medals,
fresh and Very Fine, examine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2041 HHHm U.S. and Foreign dealer's stock, 1861-2000,
several hundred stamps, most on display book pages, includes coil pairs, coil line pairs and booklet panes, better
mint includes nice Washington Bicentennial in blocks of
four, National Parks with blocks, pairs and imperfs, 497
pair, 628 plate number block, 634b, 832 plate number
block, 1053, RW1, RW4, RW7, RW8, RW9, RW11 ducks
all with no gum, RW16, RW17-RW29 o.g. plate number singles, many NH and with duplicates, seven CSA including
#14, some scattered foreign with items such as Canada C6
plate number block NH, plenty of sale able material for the
retail or internet dealer, please inspect, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2042 )
U.S. and Foreign cover assembly,
1851-1960, mostly United States, couple of hundred covers, includes airmails, picture postcards, ad covers, first
days, postal stationery, better postmarks, with 1936
Hindenburg first flight, 1930 Europa and 1931 Bremen catapult covers, 1918 1st flight to New York, unknown Planty
cachet on #728, two rare Feminine Stars of the 1924 Olympics picture postcards, a 1908 Christmas Seal tied to cover,
and a small group of Valentine covers, mixed condition,
please inspect, should prove worthwhile, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2043 )
U.S. and Foreign cover accumulation, several thousand covers in 2 large boxes, includes airmails,
registered, ad covers, RPOs, first days and first flights, with
better such as CSA #6 pair tied by Richmond cds, 1864 64b
cover, Blood's Penny Post with 11A, about 20% is foreign
with British Commonwealth, Eastern Europe and Asia,
there should be sufficient sale able material to make this lot
profitable, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2044 Hm
U.S. and Foreign accumulation, with virtually
all the value in United States. Composed of 6 Minkus United
States albums of mint never hinged singles and plate
blocks with the best being famous Americans and Washington Bicentineal, a few hundred first day covers and
plenty of face. Lot is a bit gumbled so careful viewing is
called for.
Estimate $400 - 600
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U.S. Possessions Collections
2047 HHHm U.S. Possessions, exceptionally nice collection, with Canal Zone, Cuba, Guam and Puerto Rico, Canal
Zone is mostly mint with better such as 4-8, 9-13, 14, 16-17,
18-20, 21-26, 27-35, a VF LH #57, 60-66, C1-C5, J4-J11,
also includes officials, some cut squares and official seals,
Cuba mint includes 221-226, E1-E2, J1-J4, with nice cut
squares, mint Guam includes 1-8, 10-1, E1, and mint
Puerto Rico 210-216, with many extras, a valuable group
with many sale able items, Canal Zone alone catalogs over
$6,000.00, inspection is strongly recommended, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2048 HHHm U.S. Possessions, diverse and valuable
dealer's stock, includes, DWI, Guam, Hawaii, Philippines
& Puerto Rico. Better includes DWI 15 used, Guam 6 used,
10(x2), 11a, 12(x2), and E1(x7) all mint, Hawaii #9 mint and
used, 31, 32, 34, 47 all mint, Philippines C6, C10 & C11
mint, Puerto Rico J3 used, with some Spanish issues included, some condition and identification issues, inspection
is required, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$8,800 (Owner's).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2049 Hm)
U.S. Possessions, mint and used collection,
a few hundred mint and used stamps presented on Scott album pages, includes mint Canal Zone 4-8, 76-80, 95,
120-135, C15-C20, CO1-CO7, mint Cuba E1, J3-J4, mint
Puerto Rico 210-214, mint Guam 1-8, 10-11, E1, mint Hawaii 40, mint Philippines 212, 214-219, 220-223, 224-225,
236-237, 255-260, 319-325, with a few Canal Zone FDC's,
a better collection with many useful items, will prove to be a
worthwhile purchase, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2050 HH/H
U.S. Possessions, mint group, includes Canal
Zone 60-62, 64 & 66, Guam 1-2, 5-7, and Hawaii 8, nice
group for the internet dealer, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2051 HHHm U.S. Possessions, mint and used collection,
350+ stamps, mounted on pages in Scott Specialty Album,
includes Canal Zone, Cuba, DWI 10 used, 21-22 mint, Hawaii 40 used, 61 mint, Philippines and Puerto Rico, nice lot
to start this popular area, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $600 (Owner's).
Estimate $100 - 150
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2052 HHHm Canal Zone, vast & valuable dealer's stock,
1904-60, an impressive lot of several hundred stamps in
seven counter books and on cards, mint and used issues,
with booklets and plate number blocks, better mint includes
#4(x3), 5, 6, 7, 12b, 18b, 22 block of four with upper left
missing "Z", 75 block of four, 88 block of four(x2), better
used includes 36b, 46, 48, 58-59, 60-66, 67, 94, also plenty
of airmails and postage dues, with two counter book of
booklets, while some typical mixed condition may be expected, generally, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Scott $26,000 (Owner's).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
2053 Hm)
Canal Zone, mint and used collection,
1904-78, nice collection of a couple of hundred mint and
used stamps, mint begins with #5, 13, 19, 21-25, 43, 44,
78-81, C2, then 47 covers with first days, first flights and
commercial, a great lot for the beginner collector or internet
dealer, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2054 HH
Marshall Islands & Palau, mint collection, in
six Scott Specialty albums, with a few German Dominion
isses, then runs complete from 1984-2009, and Palau complete from 1984-2009, with souvenir sheets, sheetlets,
strips, blocks and booklet panes, face totals $2,750.00,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British Commonwealth Country Collections
2055 HHHm Australia & States, dealer's stock,
1854-1984, 150+ stamps in a counter book, better used includes North West Wales #13(x2), 13a, 27(x2), 29(x2), 31,
31a(x2), 34(signed by Brun), 34a, 73, 88b, Queensland includes 3, South Australia includes 3, 6, 6b, 10, with better
mint including South Australia 2 and Australia 37 & 54,
mixed condition on some earlies, still a nice opportunity to
acquire some better material at one time, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $7,313 (Owner's).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2056 HHHm Bermuda, dealer's stock, 1901-70, 300+
stamps in a counter book, with better used including 53(x2),
95(x2), 96(x2), 97(x2) and 127 all with revenue cancels,
better mint includes 96(x2), 105-114, 143-162, and
238-254 in blocks of four, much better than average condition, a neat and concise lot waiting for retail sale, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $4,486 (Owner's).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2057 HH
British Antarctic Territory, mostly never
hinged collection, 1963-2006, nicely arranged in
stockbook, better (never hinged unless noted) include 1963
(Scott 1-15 mint, lightly hinged), 1969 (24), 1971 (25-38),
1977 (64-67) & 1984 (102-16), Very Fine condition.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2058 HH
British Offices in Morocco, valuable holding,
1925-35 (218//507), scarce group of large multiples, comprising 1925-31 2s6d & 5s blocks of twenty (Scott 218-19),
1935-36 1/2d irregular block of 44 (230), 6d block of sixty
(233), 1935-36 1d block of twenty five, block of nine & block
of four (235), 1-1/2d irregular block of 46 & block of twelve
(236), 2d two blocks of sixty(237), 3d, 4d & 1s blocks of sixty
(239-41), 1935-36 2s6d sheet of forty (242), 1935 3fr on
2s6d irregular block of seven & irregular block of three
(435), 1936 6fr on 5s block of four & block of eight (436),
1935-37 1/2d to 1-1/2d blocks of sixty (505-07), plus other
some smaller multiples such as 1925-26 75¢ on 9d block of
twelve (417), 1934 1.50fr on 1s block of twelve (421) &
1935-37 15¢ on 1-1/2d block of eight (428), o.g., never
hinged, most multiples with light toning and some perf. separation, F.-V.F. Scott $5,570 as hinged.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2059 H
Canadian Provinces, extensive and beautiful mint collection, 1857-1947, in mounts on Schaubek
pages, over 90% complete for the period, with catalog values to $5,000. Some rarities in the 1857-1870 period are
missing, but the collection is apparently complete from
about 1870 onwards. All provinces (excluding Canada) are
represented. Newfoundland is quite extensive, with all the
basic definitives from the 1860's onwards, and in complete
sets. Gum is mainly o.g., ranging from heavily hinged to
lightly hinged, with some no gum in earlier issues and a few
never hinged in the more modern. Centering tends toward
F.-V.F. throughout. There are some faults on the classics,
affecting perhaps a quarter to a third of the total catalog
value, including faults on the most expensive item in the collection, Nova Scotia No. 4 (catalogs $5,000, margins
added). The great bulk of the items are however in excellent
fault-free and very salable condition. This is an excellent lot
for the collector wanting to add most of the issues of this
area in one stroke, or the dealer (especially the internet
dealer) looking for lots and lots of salable, collector-oriented
sets and singles. Inspection definitely recommended. Scott
$41,000+.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2060 Hm
Canadian Provinces, interesting and valuable mint and used dealers stock, well represented and
diverse stock housed in a single counter book. Plenty of mid
range value to be found as well as premium including, mint
unless noted, Scott British Columbia and Vancouver Island
2a, 6 used, 7, 7a, Newfoundland 1 (2), 3 used, 5, 15A, 17,
25 used, 26 used, 33 used, 40 used, 61-74 mint and used,
104-14, 115-26, 131-44 mint and used, 163-71, 172-82,
212-25 (2), C6-8 (3), C9-11 (3), C13-17, Nova Scotia 2
used, 3 used, 5 used small thin and light crease and Prince
Edward Island 2 used. Scott $13,462 owner's cat.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2061 H
Canada, a magnificent mint collection, virtually complete for the period, 1852-1951, 342 stamps, in
mounts on Schaubek pages, missing only a handful of
Queen Victoria Pence rarities, otherwise complete (for basic issues) from 1859 onwards, including Large and Small
Queens, the Maple Leaves, Queen Victoria Jubilee, all King
Edward VII, all King George V including Admirals, coils, Maple Leaf and Scroll definitives, all King George VI, also airmail, war tax and special delivery (no officials, postage dues
or registry, also few or no laid paper or minor varieties other than Small Queen shades - and no imperf errors). A
beautiful basic collection which attempts, with considerable
success, to fill all the album spaces.
Condition: Gum tends to be average for the period, with
some no gum (a very few regummed) in 19th century issues, majority being o.g., ranging from part o.g. through
hinge remnants to lightly hinged for modern; there are many
never hinged 20th century issues but all the key values
through 1942 are hinged. We note only a few faults (the occasional thin or crease); these affect 10% or less of the total
catalog value. Centering tends toward Fine for the earliest
issues, then generally F.-V.F. from the Large Queens onwards, with a significant number of Very Fine; no outstanding Superb 100 Jumbos, but pleasing attractive collectible
appearance throughout. Colors (with only about 6 exceptions) are quite fresh and bright. And - just for full accuracy two Small Queens are in fact used.
A great opportunity for the serious collector seeking a
nearly complete collection of this popular area, in reasonable and very collectible condition, also for the dealer looking for very saleable individual items or sets. This collection
would make dozens and dozens of attractive lots for the
small auctioneer or internet dealer. Inspection recommended - and don't forget to check the photos on our web
site for highlights of this remarkable intact lot. Scott
$40,000+.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
2062 Hm
Canada, substantial and valuable mint and
used dealers stock, with a nice showing of perforated officials and revenues housed in 3 full counter books with
plenty of premium value to be found throughout including,
mint unless noted, Scott 4 used, 4d used, 5 used, 8 used,
17 used, 18 used, 19 used 22 used, 22b used, 23 used, 26a
used, 27 (2 used), 30a used, 44a, 46, 50 (3), 55 (3 mint and
a used), 56 (2 mint and a NH copy), 57 (3 mint and a used),
58 (2 mint and a used), 59 (2 mint and a used), 60 (mint and
used) 68 NH, 70, 71 (3), 72 (2) 74-82 used, 79, 80, 81, 82,
83, 95 used, 96-103 used, 103 (2 mint and a used), 104-22,
116 NH, 119 NH, 120 NH, 122 NH, 153a, 166a, 177 NH,
241-45 NH, E1 (2), F1, F1a, F3, J1-5 and O1-10 (NH single
set and a set in blocks of 4). Overall a excellant stock, generally F-VF, viewing invited. Scott $34,445 owner's cat.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2063 H
Canada, value packed mint, all appear never
hinged, stock to 1937, with cataloge value of about
$30,000 there are numerous premium items to be found
here including Scott 93, 104a booklet of 4 panes, 106a
booklet of 2 panes, 111 (9), 113 (5), 116 (5), 135 (6), a number of gum skips, straight edges and minor gum disturbances noted, overall F-VF, viewing suggested.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2064 HH/H
Canada, mint back-of-the-book collection,
1875-1973, collection includes O1-O4, O6-O10, O16-O25,
registration stamps F1-F3 with shades, and postage dues
J1-J5, J6-J10, and J11-J14, gum ranges from no gum to
NH, catalogs $3,500.00+, easy way to obtain a nice group
of these popular issues, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2065 HH/H
Canada, face value lot, 1946-2006, mint Canada face value lot in four hingeless albums, includes singles, blocks and souvenir sheets, total face value
$1,100.00, great way to ease your postage costs up North,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
2066 Hm
Canada & Provinces, exceptional mint and
used stock, lovely group composed of, mint unless noted,
Scott New Brunswick 6-11, 6a, Newfoundland 61-74,
131-44, 145-59, 183-99, 233-43 NH, C3 used on piece,
C6-8, C13-17, Canada 4d, 30 unused, 60 (5), 73, 74-84, 82,
94, 96-103, 96-97, 98 used, 100-103 used, 126a, 128a, 137
(2 NH pairs), 149-59, 149-58, 241-45, 241a, 268-73 NH,
C1, C3-6, clean and F-VF, viewing invited. Scott $9,542
owner's cat. (photo on web site). Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2067 HH/H
Canada & Newfoundland, mint collection,
group of mint stamps, Canada includes #55, 58, 59, 61, 62,
84, 136-138, 158, 159, 176 & F2, Newfoundland includes
98-103, C2, C3b and C13-C17, bright and fresh, a lot that
will surely please the winning bidder, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2068 HH/H
Canada & Newfoundland, mint collection,
1897-1937, group with better Canada including 50-54,
56-57 NH & 59 LH, 101, 103, 158, better Newfoundland includes 104 block of 40, 108 strip of 5, with small group British Commonwealth, please inspect, worth an aggressive
bid, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2069 HH
Channel Islands, mostly never hinged collection, 1970s, mounted in three Lindner albums, first album with Isle of Man sets, gutter pairs & sheets issued in
the 1973-79 period, second album with Jersey sets &
sheets issued in 1972-84 period, plus some worldwide souvenir sheets issued in the 1980s, third album with Guernsey
sets, gutter pairs & sheets issued in the 1971-83 period,
condition is Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
2070 Hm
Cyprus, a specialised collection of Queen
Victoria only, particularly the overprints, old-time specialised collection extensively written-up in ink on quadrille
pages, Queen Victoria only. There are about 80 stamps
here, starting with the 1882 watermark crown CA issues inc.
the scarce ½pi emerald green shade used (SG#16a), the
30pa and the 1pi mint (#17/18), the 4pi shades inc. pale olive green mint and x4 used (#20a) and deep olive green x4
used (#20), 6pi mint (#21) and the 12pi mint and x3 used
(#22). The rest of the collection is devoted to studies of the
surcharges and what a study it is. Beginning with the 1882
watermark crown CC ½pi used x4 (#23) and then the 30pi
on 1pi rose (#24) x4 used inc. single with multiple red postmarks and a vertical pair with cds and pen cancels. Then
the watermark crown CA ½d (#25) with a mint example followed by the six main types, identified on the overprint inc.
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the spur on '1' variety used (#25c) and the left '½' double, as
well as 1886 typographed surcharges watermark crown CA
(#29) with a mint example and then six used, including the
large '2' at right variety (#29d) and interesting large '1' at
right, not listed in Gibbons etc. A wonderful collection for the
specialist, dealer or collector, with many varieties. Please
inspect carefully, you will not be disappointed (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2071 HH
Falkland Islands & Dependencies, valuable
collection, 1878-2007, mostly Never Hinged, neatly arranged in five stockbooks, and including some duplication,
we noted many better singles & sets (mint unless noted)
such as 1878-79 6d (Scott 3 x2 used), 1886 6d (8 x2 used),
1891-92 6d, 9d & 1s (16-18 used), 1905 KEVII 1s, 3s & 5s
(27-29), 1914 KGV 5s (38), 1938 KGVI (84-96 x2), 1952
(107-20 x2), 1960 QEII (128-42 x2 never hinged), also Dependencies, including issues for the separate islands
(2L1//5L8), plus South Georgia & South Sandwich Islands
1963-2007 representation with some duplication, condition
appears Very Fine throughout, Scott catalogue value
exceeds $7,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2072 HH
Ghana, mint collection, 1957-90, virtually
complete for the period, sets, singles & souvenir sheets
mounted in four White Ace albums, and including many topical stamps (animals & sports), o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine. Excellent as basis for continuation.
Estimate $250 - 350
2073 HHHm Great Britain, impressive dealer's stock,
1840-1990, 200+ stamps in counter book, a meaty stock of
mostly 19th century material, better used includes 1(x3),
3a, 37, 39, 40, 42, 48, 57a, 60, 61, 62 Plate 17, 65, 70 Plate
16, 71, 85(x2), 87 Plate 14, 96(x4), 103(x3), 104(x2),
105(x3), 108, 109, 126, 139(x2), 140(x2), O52, better mint
includes 30 Plate 14, 159-172 and J39-J44, condition
somewhat mixed, cancels range from heavy to unobtrusive, however there are many premium examples, with
plenty of sale able singles and sets this should prove to be
worthwhile, please leave sufficient time to examine, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $17,542 (Owner's).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2074 Hm
Great Britain, chaotic accumulation, strictly
for stamp workaholics only, this is a somewhat chaotic
old-time accumulation of many hundreds of QV to KGV
stamps mint and used, the good thing is it is all on quadrille
album pages, often with write-up and with little gems to be
found when you look carefully with superb used cds examples and useful mint/unused classics. We saw penny reds
and 2d blues imperf and perf identified by printings inc.
1854 1d perf 14 in blued paper strip of 4 used, later perf 1d
reds plated, 1870 ½d assembled by plate on both shades
and 5 different plates mint inc. one marked as the scarce
plate 9 though difficult to determine, 1870 1 ½d also with
plates and shades, etc etc. Among the surface-printed we
note small corner letters 1/- green used, 1865 3d rose mint
with straight edges at top and left wing margin, lots of 3d
rose, 4d vermilion and 6d violet plates, 1867 10d red brown
used, 1872/73 6d pale chestnut plate 11 unused, and a very
attractive wing marginal used example of the 6d gray plate
12, then colored corner letters inc. 2 ½d mauve plates 5 and
9 both mint, 1877 4d sage green cds used, 1880/83s to 1/brown used, 1880/81 2d pale and deep rose shades and
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the 5d indigo used, 1d lilac 14 dots, lots of 1883 'lilac and
greens' to 1/- inc. cds used 4d, 6d and 9d, followed by extensive shades and printings page after page on the KEVII
definitives with the distinct possibility of making finds. The
KGV definitives are also highly specialised mint and used,
as well as seahorses to 10/- used inc. several 2/6d shades
and the re-engraved 5/- and 10/- used, the former with light
cds and near-perfect centering, Exhibitions 1924 and 1925
both complete mint and used, 1929 Pucs with control numbers, etc, etc. Completely uncataloged, yet will certainly
run into 10s of 1000s of £s. Sleepers likely including top
quality, viewing a must (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2075 Hm
Great Britain, old-fashioned collection, well
over 400 mint and used QV to KGVI stamps well written-up
with lots of good material. The collection starts with line-engraved inc. 1d red probably from the black worn plate, used
with neat maltese cross and four margins, then the perf 2d
blue 1858/69 thick and thin lines with all the plates complete
used and plate 9 mint, 1d reds also by plate with 34 different
mint inc. plate.102 pair and good plates 78 (unused), 114,
182 and 223, as well as the used plates complete to 224
(less 77!) in far better condition than normally encountered
throughout. Then the early surface-printed, including different types on the 1855 4d rose used, 6d lilac used pairs on
deep and pale shades, later QV high values inc. 1883 5/with unusual Monks Kirby cds and the 10/- pale ultra sound
and well centered, 1887/91 jubilees complete mint inc.
shades on 3d and 6d and both the 1/- green and 1/- green
and red, followed by the KEVII same types with mint to 1/and used to 10/-, mint KGV definitives inc. 9d olive green,
1913 royal cipher watermark ½d green mint, the re-engraved seahorses of 1934 complete mint to 10/- with vibrant
colors in excellent condition, etc, through to KGVI inc.
definitives 1937/48 complete mint to £1 brown, £1 silver
wedding mint never hinged and used, 1951 high values
complete to £1 mint and used, etc, etc. A very pleasing
old-time collection completely uncataloged, with the distinct
possibility of finds. Please inspect carefully page for page,
preferably with an SG (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2076 m
Great Britain, used collection, 1840-84,
housed in a Scott album, better include 1840 (1-2), 1841
(3-4), 1847 (5), 1856 (26), 1856 (27-28), 1862 (39 & 42),
1867-80 (55), 1872-80 (59-65), 1880-81 (78-87), 1883
(94-95), 1883-84 (96 & 108-109), 1887-92 (111-22), 1900
(125-26), 1919 (181), 1934-36 (222-24), and from there
fairly complete for the period, also some postage dues, regional issues, plus some Channel Islands stamps in
stockbook, condition is mixed but overall Fine, and offering
many saleable singles & sets. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2077 )
Great Britain, first day cover lot, composed of
a couple hundred covers with a nice group of never hinged
modern sets as well as a bit of US, clean F-VF group, viewing invited.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2078 Hm
Indian States: Jammu and Kashmir, an
old-time specialised and important collection, An extraordinary old-time collection housed on quadrille album
leaves of well over 350 mint and used stamps from 1860s to
1890s, imperf and perf, virtually all one of a kind, written-up
the old fashioned way, ie in ink on the pages, often stamp
for stamp. The collection displays much scholarship on the
different printings with watercolors and oil colors, as well as
many subsidiary shades differentiated, with many scarce
items present and items that even we have never seen before over many years of experience. All of the early issues
of Jammu and Kashmir but one are cut-square, with the
best quality often on the best stamps. These include (unused as issued, unless otherwise stated) the 1866 1/2a
gray black SG#1, the 1866 1a ultra (#3a), the 1869 4a red
(SG#8), followed by the 1874/76 special printings with the
1a emerald green unused and used (#21) the latter with corner thin mentioned for accuracy’s sake only, plus the 4a
bright blue (#19). Then the complex oil color issues with
more than 40 stamps over four pages, with highlights including the 1/2a sage green x3 (#35), 4a sage green signed
(#37), 4a red x2 (#28), etc. The oval types follow for use in
Jammu only, from 1867 onwards, again with better including 1/2a indigo (#54) and 1/2a and 1a deep ultra (#56/57),
leading on to the equivalent designs for use in Kashmir
only, similarly in-depth with all denominations of the
1867/77 issues on native laid paper, types distinguished on
the 1/4a black. Then an extensive survey of the general issues of 1878/94 for Jammu and Kashmir combined, with
the provisionals, definitives and new colors, again studied
issue by issue and with additional sections showing the
types of official re-issues that were subsequently used for
postage, leading through to the officials starting with the red
unissued types, then the black issues including medium
laid papers, as well as a section on revenues with horizontal
design of guards either side of shield in black, blue, ocher
and red, again seldom seen. This is an important collection
of this popular Indian Native State. The sections that we
could catalog with certainty, came to well over £10,000 in
Gibbons - this only consists of a few pages and a fraction of
the collection. There is much more that which we could catalog subject to certificates and we leave this to the experts
to evaluate. There may be reference copies present but
none that we could recognise. Please see the scans for
yourself on the internet to get the flavor of this lifetime's
work. A real opportunity for the specialist. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2079 Hm
Indian States: Jammu & Kashmir, lovely
mint and used collection, of about 325 stamps neatly arranged and identified by Stanley Gibbons numbers housed
in a springback album. Lightly duplicated and often mint
and used with numerous multiples and many premium
items including, mint unless noted, SG 104, 110 (3 mint and
a used), 111 (mint and used), 115 (3 mint and a used), 120,
124 used, 142a nice error of color corner margin single,
162, 164 (2) and O2-4 plus a group of unissued and a sheet
of 12 of ¼a black service issue on laid papernude. Excellent
coverage, F-VF +, viewing invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2080 Hm
Ireland, mint & used collection, 1922-98, in
well-filled Minkus album pages, better mint include 1922
First Issue (Scott #5-8, 10 & 10A), 1922 Seahorses (12-14),
1922 June overprints (19-20 & 22), 1922 Seahorse 5sh
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stamp with "Provisional Government of Ireland" overprint
(37 never hinged), 1925 Seahorse 2sh6d with "Irish Free
State" overprint (78). The collection shows a good degree
of completion in the 1950s-90s period, and includes an
abundant amount of complete sets. Some mixed condition
among early issues, overall F-VF. Inspection advised.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2081 HHHm Ireland, delightful dealer stock, 1933-90,
250+ stamps in a counter book, fresh, clean mostly mint
group, with many premium sets, better mint includes #87
pair and single, 91-92, 105, 106-117 in blocks of four,
118-119, 121-123 singles and blocks of four, 131-132(x2),
142-144(x2), 147-148(x3), 149-150(x3), 153-154(x3),
157-158(x2),
161-162(x3),
167-168(x2),
171-172,
196-197, 537-556, C1-C7, J1-J4, J5 in block of four, with
much sale able material, viewing should be a pleasure, take
some time to ascertain this lot's true value, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $3,050 (Owner's).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2082 Hm
Mesopotamia, mint & used collection,
mounted on three Scott album pages, including 1917-20
(Scott N26 mint), 1918-20 (N28-41 x2; mint & used), 1919
(N42-49 mint), 1921 (N50-52 mint), plus some officials such
as NO18-20, conditiion F-VF.
Estimate $200 - 300
2083 )
New Zealand, delightful first day cover lot,
composed of maybe couple hundred covers with a couple
year sets and a smatering of booklets, F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $150 - 200
2084 Hm
Palestine and Palestine overprints for
Trans-Jordan, an oldtime and charming collection, mostly
mint, including the first trilingual overprints complet mint
(#15/25) and the mosques inc 90m bister, Jordan inc. the
1923 ‘Arab Government of the East’ overprints complete
mint with the good perf on 5m orange (#53/63, Scott retail
$500+) etc, should be viewed carefully as there is a high
likelihood of sleepers here for the specialist to discover and
enjoy (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
2085 Hm
British Commonwealth, nice stock with
some strength in Hong Kong, excellent range of material
including, mint unless noted, Ascension 72-74, Bermuda
95b, 126b, 143-62 NH, British Antarctic 24 NH, Burma
O43-55, Canada 62 (mint and used), 65 used, Hong Kong
120, New Foundland 115-26, Tobago 28a, F-VF +, through
viewing suggested (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2086 Hm
British Commonwealth, valuable stock, diverse little group with good value including, mint unless
noted, Great Britain 111-22 (2), 25-26, British Antarctic 24
mint, Cyprus 226A unused, 1963 Freedom from Hungar
complete NH, Ireland 44-55 mint, 160-17 NH, 1965 ITU
short on set NH, Jordan 122-29 imperf (2 used), 122a-29a
(2 used), Palestine 79 (2 parcel post tags each with 2 90m
stamps), 1966 UNESCO short thrre sets NH, strong stock
with a few revenues and labels, F-VF, viewing invited. Scott
$3,686 owner's cat.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2087 Hm)
British Commonwealth, mint & used collection, in two International albums, and with most strength in
the XX Century, including Aden, Antigua, Ascension, Bahamas, Barbados, Bermuda, British Honduras, Canada &
Newfoundland, Cyprus, Fiji, Gambia, Gibraltar, Malta,
Mauritius, Nevis, Nigeria, St. Christopher-Nevis-Anguilla,
St. Helena, St. Kitts, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Seychelles, Virgin Islands, plus a representaion of Aldrney, Guernsey &
Jersey. The collection contains many first day covers and
eight Canada covers carried in special flights in the 1932-34
period. Condition is F-VF. A very diverse holding that needs
to be inspected in order to be fully appreciated. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2088 m
British Commonwealth, 1948 Silver Wedding Issue, comprising 45 sets: Aden, Aden-Kathiri, Aden
Qua'iti, Antigua, Bahamas, Barbados, Basutoland,
Bechuanaland, Bermuda, British Guiana, British Honduras,
Cayman Islands, Cyprus, Dominica, Falkland Islands,
Falkland Islands Dependencies, Gambia, Gibraltar, Great
Britain, Grenada, Jamaica, Kenya-Uganda-Tanganyika,
Leeward Islands, Malta, Morocco, Montserrat, Nigeria,
North Borneo, Northern Rhodesia, Penang, Sarawak, St.
Lucia, St. Kitts-Nevis, St. Vincent, Selangor, Sierra Leone,
Singapore, Somaliland, Swaziland, Tangier, Trengganu,
Trinidad-Tobago, Turks & Caicos, Virgin Islands &
Zanzibar with light cancels, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750
2089 HH
British Commonwealth, five different Omnibus issues, 1978-82, five mint collections, includes 1977
Queen Elizabeth II Silver Jubilee, 1978 Queen Elizabeth
Coronation Anniversity, 1980 Queen Elizabeth 80th Birthday, 1981 Royal Wedding and 1982 Royal Birth Of William.
all appear complete, each in own album, please inspect,
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Foreign Cover Collections
2090 )
Austria, ballon post & first flight covers collection, 1949-95, approximately 340 covers with stamps
tied by special pictorial cancels, and mounted in three binders, covers in the ballon post section include detailed information in German about every flight, condition is mostly
Very Fine, a holding that can be well integrated into a collection. (photos on website). (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2091 m)
France, postal history holding, 1850s-80s,
eleven covers, including 1861 folded letter cover to Udine,
and franked with 20¢ & 40¢ imperforate Napoleon stamps,
1862 trans-atlantic cover to Worcester, MA, and franked
with 80¢ imperforate Napoleon, plus a used vertical pair &
five singles, 1855 trans-atlantic folded letter cover to New
York with 20¢ & 40¢ imperforate Napoleon stamps, 1860
trans-atlantic folded letter cover to New York with 40¢ x3
imperforate Napoleon stamps. We also noted a group of
four trans-atlantic covers sent to the U.S. in 1868, each
franked individually with 80¢ perforated Napoleon stamp,
and 25¢ Napoleon imperforate reprint issued in 1862, small
faults but overall Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

tury, running to 1933 plus 6 used Ceres issues, some faults
noted so viewing is recommended. Estimate $100 - 150
2093 )
French Offices in Alexandria, postal history
collection, attractive group of sixteen covers, six postal
cards & five picture postcards, mostly mounted on pages
with manuscript descriptions, better items include two
folded letters dispatched in 1868, one with 40¢ Napoleon
III, other with 40¢ & 80¢ Napoleon III stamps, followed by
small cover franked with 40¢ Napoleon III pair, and dispatched in 1872, then by folded letter with 40¢ & 80¢ Ceres
stamps, and sent to France in 1874, plus cover with 80¢
Ceres tied on cover by "5080" in lozenge of dots cancel,
also three covers with Peace & Commerce issue stamps,
incl. one paying the printed matter rate, four registered covers, and four 10¢ postal cards, incl. one used locally in
1906. Also Napoleon III stamps (2¢, 10¢, 20¢, 40¢ & 80¢
used) & Ceres stamps (30¢ & 80¢ used), condition is mostly
Very Fine. (see photos on website). Estimate $600 - 800
2094 )
French Offices in Alexandria, stampless
folded lettters collection, nice group of eight covers dispatched from Alexandria post office in the 1837-53 period,
and depicting manuscript rates, plus extra example from
Marseille to Alexandrie, each mounted on exhibition page
with manuscript description, we noted two covers with disinfection slits; another with "Par Paquebot Anglais" inscription, addresses include Marseille, Malta & Lyon, condition
is Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
2095 )
French Offices in Port Said, postal history
collection, interesting group of eight covers, seventeen
picture postcards, two postal cards & letter-card, mostly
mounted on pages with manuscript descriptions, better
items include registered cover franked with 15¢
Peace-Commerce & 10¢ pair with "Vingt-cinq" surcharges,
10¢ postal envelope sent to London in 1899, and showing
receiving backstamp, 25¢ letter-card sent to Bavaria in
1900. We also noted Egyptian uprated postal card accepted by the consular post office, and sent to London in
1895, Levant postal card exceptionally accepted by the
consular post office, and sent to Holland in 1910, plus a
group of several picture postcards depicting beautiful
women, condition is for the most part Very Fine. (See
photos on website).
Estimate $600 - 800
2096 )
German Area, postal history collection,
1930s-60s, housed in binder, including Hitler picture postcard used in Vienna a few days after "anschluss" day, and
showing stamp tied by "Der Fuhrer in Wien" cancel, 1938
Hitler perforated & imperforate used sheets (Scott B104),
1983 Nazi colorful picture postcard showing three party
members and the legend "and you have won", 1938 colorful
picture postcard showing Hitler & Mussolini, three prisoner
of war cards used in 1915-17, registered fieldpost cover
sent to Hamburg in 1944, plus some covers sent after the
end of WWII in Allied Occupation Rusian Zone, West Germany & DDR, condition is mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2097 )
Germany, semi-postals on cover, 1939-44,
12 covers with various stamps and special cancels, inspect,
Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

2092 )
France, interesting little group of early covers, composed of 21 covers and a front, mostly 19th cen-
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2098 )
Israel, postal rates exhibit, 1948-59, a very
nice group of 49 inland covers & postcards mounted on exhibition pages, including 1948 postcard with 3 & 5 mils
stamps (rate was 7 mils but there was no 7-mils stamps),
1948 cover posted without any postage, and taxed 20 mils
(twice the shortage), 1949 single franking cover with 15 mils
stamp, 1949 cover paying the 5 Pr printed matter rate, 1950
registered censored cover with black triangular handstamp,
1950 registered express cover paying 90 Pr in postage
(Qiryat Hayim transit on reverse shows the well-known
"1590" transposition error), 1951 re-used envelope (as response to paper shortage) with 15 Pr stamp on reverse,
1953 registered cover with 125 Pr in postage, and sent the
opening day of the Gilam Post Office, 1959 express meter-franked cover paying 620 Pr in postage, 1958 cover with
100 Pr stamp used in the last day of this rate, 1958 cover
with an unusual combination of two meter stamps used to
make up the proper rate of 50 Pr. Condition is mostly Very
Fine. Look at this collection carefully, you will enjoy it.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2099 )
Israel, postage due covers, 1948-60, group of
ten, including one with 5m & 10m Doar Ivri stamps with
Haifa "T" handstamps, printed matter cover franked with
5m Doar Ivri stamp and taxed with 5m postage due (Scott
J2), other franked with 2m Doar Ivri stamp and taxed with
50m postage due (J5), undeliverable registered cover with
mixed franking and taxed with 20p pair (J9), plus postcard &
envelope taxed with 1949 postage due stamps, and four
pieces taxed with 1952 postage due stamps. Condition is
F-VF. Viewing will be quick. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2100 )
Israel, Doar Ivri covers with plate number
singles, 1948-50, group of eleven mostly domestic usages, including five registered. Three covers addressed to
the U.S. (10m plate "1" to Brooklyn, other 5m plate "1", 10m
tabbed single & 50m to Chicago, other 10m plate "1" & 20m
strip of three to Cleveland), also unadressed first day cover
with Scott #1-6 (each with plate "1" on top selvage), condition is F-VF. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2101 )
Israel, Doar Zwai, 1948-49, group of ten covers, one is a letter sheet, misrad 3, 4, 7, 9 & 10 represented,
a few roughly opened as often, mostly F-VF (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2102 )
Israel, Arms & Service Issue, 1949-50, ten
commercial covers, including several addressed to the
United States, we noted some interesting usages such as
censored cover from Nazareth to Tel-Aviv, other with complete set on registered cover, and tied by First World Conference of the Israel Maritime League special cancel,
domestic cover franked with 5m Doar Ivri stamp & 10p Navy
insignia stamp, cover with multiple franking (Scott 29 x8,
incl. two pairs & six singles, one with plate number on top
selvage), picture postcard to Los Angeles franked with 5p
(18) & 35p Army insignia stamp & printed matter cover to
New York with 10p Navy stamp. Condition is F-VF. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2103 )
Israel, postal stationery, 1949-60, group of
forty two items, including twenty aerogrammes, thirteen
postcards, nine envelopes, addressed domestic destinations, Europe & U.S. Interesting items include an aero-
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gramme to Colombia, registered aerogramme to Albany,
NY, registered postcard to Denver, CO, express postcard
to Tel-Aviv, registered domestic letter franked with cut
square from entire & five 1949 Camel postal-entires. Condition is F-VF. Excellent lot for rate study. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2104 )
Israel, official covers, 1951-52, group of seven
domestic covers and printed matter item with single, multiple & mixed frankings (1951 Official Issue), and including
four registered usages sent from Jerusalem, Jaffa or
Hakirya. Condition is mostly VF. As known, official stamps
on cover are scarce and seldom offered. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2105 )
Israel, ship & packet boat covers, 1950-67,
group of fifty covers, better include 1955 cover to Ohio with
Paquebot straight-line handstamp, 1956 cover to Chile with
S.S. Tudor Prince handstamp, 1957 registered cover with
printed cachet & handstamp reading "through Gulf of Arabia/ by S/S Catherina Madre," other 1957 cover with "S.S.
Askhom" straight-line handstamp, 1958 cover via Casablanca, and with stamps tied by Paquebot cancels, plus
several others with stamps tied by ship pictorial
datestamps. Condition is F-VF. Viewing recommended.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2106 )
Italy, POW cover accumulation, approximately 200 cards and cover, with various US & Italian
stamps, with a variety of censor and poatal markings, also
includes small group of worldwide censored covers, please
inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2107 Hm)
Russia, stationery & picture postcards,
1963-91, couple of hundred covers in plastic tub, mostly
mint postal cards or covers, a few picture postcards, some
covers appear to have first day cancels, excellent lot for the
specialist, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

Foreign Country Collections
2108 Hm
Albania, mint and used collection, many 100s
of stamps both mint and used, nearly all one of a kind,
housed in one substantial volume from the first issues onwards. Better material includes the 1913 Eagles overprints
on Turkish stamps, with 5pa ocher mint and used, the former with overprint inverted (#4,4var) 2pi blue black mint
(#8) and the 2pa olive green newspaper stamp used with
overprint inverted signed (#17 var). Then handstamped eagle types with eagle and value in black, the Skanderbegs including 1fr brown top value in two distinct shades used
(#40), leading on to 1920 Posthorn overprints and 1921
“besa” overprints series both complete used (#129/140)
with some additional mint examples, followed by the good
airposts with first series 1925 complete used (#C1/C7),
1928 Brindisi airposts to 1fr used (#C15/C19), 1930s complete mint never hinged (#C29/C35), 1931 Tirana-Rome
flight series complete used (#C36/C42), then back to the
regular issues with 1934 Constitution Anniversary overprints complete used (#261/270), souvenir sheets of the
1930s mint never hinged etc, etc.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2109 Hm
Austria, strong and valuable mint and used
dealers stock, running to about 1955 housed in 3 well filled
counter books. You will find some cancel interest, a small
but interesting array of varieties and a nice range of premium material including, mint unless noted, Scott 6b used,
22a used, 97-100, 144 used, 340-53, 354-73 used, 405-23
NH, 424-27, 428-31, 431 NH, 538 (3 NH), B81-86 NH,
B87-92 mint and used, B93-98 NH, B100-05 NH and mint,
B110 (NH), B111a, B112-17, B122-27 NH, B133-37 (3 NH),
B269-71 (2 NH), C12-31, C54-60 (2), Lombardy and
Venetia 15, 24, PR1, and Bosnia and Hergovina 65/85
used. A excellent and well organized stock ready for the
show or eBay dealer, overall clean and fresh, F-VF, viewing
invited. Scott $33,250 owner's cat.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2110 Hm
Austria, exceptional premium mint and used
selection, composed of, mint unless noted, Scott 6b used
with cert, 7a used signed Diena, 7b used with cert, 45 perf
10½, 224a used, 224b, 226b NH, 248a NH block of 4,
354-71, 428-31,404, 505-15 (2 NH sets in blocks of 4),
520-56 (2 NH), B87-92 (mint and used), B110, B112-17
used on piece, C12-31, C32-46, C54-60, M45-48, N10
used, P1c, PR9 used, 1972 Telegraph stamps overprinted
Specimen, Offices in Turkey 6b NH, Lombardy-Venetia 8
used with cert, 15 used and 20-24. A couple faults noted but
mostly insignificant to the described value, overall clean
and fresh, F-VF, viewing invited. Scott $8,035 owner's cat.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2111 HH
Austria, mostly never hinged collection,
1945-95, in two hingeless albums, we noted several better
never hinged sets such as 1945 (398-404, plus 1m, 2m, 3m
& 5m with vertical bars and "Osterreich" overprints), 1945
Stryria overprints (405-23), 1945 (428-31), 1947-48
(500-515), 1948 (B260-63), 1948-51 (520-56), plus
1947-53 Birds (C54-60), attractive collection in great state
of preservation. (photo on web site). Estimate $600 - 800
2112 HH/H
Austria, block of four collection, 1964-86,
fresh collection on display pages, most issues are in blocks
of four, multiples of some S/Ss, other issues with greater
duplication i.e. 385-387(x11) NH and 576(x66) NH, excellent opportunity for the retail or internet dealer, please examine, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2113 m
Austria, used collection, 1945-93, mounted in
Ka-Be album, loaded with many sets up to $20, and including some better such as 1945 (405-23), 1945 (424-27),
1949 (B260-63), 1950 (B269-71), 1951 (B273-76), 1950-53
(C54-60), overall condition is Very Fine, definitely worth a
look. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2114 Hm
Austria, mint & used collection, 1850-1992,
mounted on Minkus pages, starting with a good selection of
mostly used early issues, 1867-72 Franz Joseph coarse
print stamps (27-33), followed by 1890-1905 Franz Joseph
issues, including 1908-16 1k to 10k high values (124-27).
We noticed many mint semi-postal sets, some airmails
such as C38-46 & Hitler stamps for use in Styria high values
(421-23 mint). Also some representation of Military stamps,
Offices in Crete & Turkey, Lombardy-Venetia. Condition is
slightly mixed among early issues, but overall F-VF.
Viewing invited.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2115 Hm
Austria, mint & used collection, 1945-92, in
two binders, includes many sets & singles up to $20, and
some higher such as 1945 (430, never hinged), 1948-52
(520-25, 529-33 & 535-56 never hinged), 1950 (B270-71
used), overall condition is F-VF, excellent basis for continuation.
Estimate $400 - 600
2116 Hm
Austria,
mostly
used
assortment,
1850s-1980s, in two stockbooks, one filled with hundreds
of XIX Century stamps, including shades, perforation varieties & postmarks, plus three folded letter covers franked
individually with 5kr Franz Joseph (Scott 9) stamps, other
stockbook contains some mint stamps issued in the early
XX Century, plus a nice selection of used singles with
Michel numbers and many modern sets in the modest
range, overall condition F-VF, don't you want a rewarding
lot?.
Estimate $200 - 300
2117 Hm
Belgium, delightful little mostly never
hinged souvenir sheet and sheet stock, composed of,
mint unless noted, Scott 125a mint, 170a, 171a (NH and
mint), 221, 621a (2), 1476 (19), B169, B179 (2), B199 (2),
B208 used, B279, B303 mint, B304 mint, B316, B458a (2),
B482a, B605a (NH, mint and used), B662a (5), B762 (3),
B763 (3), B783, B789 (5), B790 (5), B800 (5), B806 (5),
B815 (5) and Belgium Congo B26 mint, overall F-VF +,
viewing invited. Scott $3,491 owner's cat. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2118 Hm
Belgium & Colonies, lovely mostly mint
stock, with good mid-range value as well as a number of
telegraph stamps and many premium items including, mint
unless noted, Scott 33, 121 (2 used), 449a, 450, 461, 463,
465, B31-33 (2 NH), B125-31 (2 used), B150 used,
B498-502 (2), B514, B515-20, B522 with"Conference
Internationale de la Musique Bruxelles UNESCO International Music Conference Brussels 1953", Q49 with PF cert,
Q310-26 and Q338-40, overall fresh and F-VF, viewing invited. Scott $4,752 owner's cat.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2119 Hm
Bosnia & Herzegovina, mint and used collection, Dual album with a few 100s of stamps, housed on specialised hingeless pages, with lots of interesting varieties
including some postal history, proofs, etc. Beginning with
more than 100 eagles, including the first issued organised
by type with the ½n black mint and used (#1), as well as the
lithographed 10n blue mint (#7), etc, through to the scarce
1900 20h rose, 30h bister and 40h orange mint (#17,19,20
Scott retail $500) with perfs 11 or 11 ½ therefore definitely
not the reprints. Also seen imperfs on the 2h gray, 25h blue,
50h red lilac and 5k dull blue green through to the 1906
views complete used, birthday series virtually complete
mint etc, through semi-postal overprints with different
types, to the 1917 assassination memorial series complete
on cover etc. Collection gets better on each inspection.
Please view carefully (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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2120 S
Brazil, an important collection of specimens, well over 200 mint never hinged stamps of the portrait issue of 1906/19 to the 5000 Re-Issues Liberty head
(#174/188), all one of a kind, with specimen overprints and
punched holes as released from the printer's archives. This
represents a complete series of stamps from each of the
printing runs, as ordered by the Brazilian post office, organised chronologically. There are lots of distinct differences in
shades as it was not possible to match perfectly the different inks, as well as of course the many different types of the
specimen overprints in blue and red, large and small, with
and without serifs, etc. This is an invaluable collection and
would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to replace today as many issues were only produced in one sheet and
this is a complete run of the orders. The condition is virtually
perfect throughout. A fantastic opportunity for the specialist, particularly as an in depth collection of these elusive
issues (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2121 HHHm Brazil, dealer's stock, 1844-1945, 350+
stamps in counter book, better mint includes #78, 172-173,
342-355(x3), C1-C16, C26-C27, 1CL1-1CL7(x6), better
used includes 22, 28, 39, 53-60, 61-67(x4), 68-77, 96a, 97,
98, 364-374, C1-C16, C26-C27, C29-C30, and P1-P9, typical mixed condition, overall appealing and well worth
checking out, with some varieties, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $5,360 (Owner's).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2122 Hm
Brazil, selection of 52 almost all used Small
Numeral Issues, 1844-66, including used Scott 10, 22, 28,
38 (3), 44 and 48, huge catalog value and overall clean and
F-VF, viewing suggested.
Estimate $500 - 750
2123 Hm
China, useful lot with strength in used Junks
and the 1940's issues, you will find numerous multiples
here, F.-V.F., well worth a through inspection.
Estimate $500 - 750
2124 S
Colombia, an important collection of specimens, about 300 mint never hinged specimen stamps, all
one of a kind, organised chronologically. There are both
regular and back of the book issues here from 1910 through
to 1950s, representing virtually every commission completed by the printers, making this a particularly important
record for the specialist. The issues include the independence centenary series complete to 10 pesos (#331/338)
and the 1910 registration and acknowledgment of receipt
issues for the same occasion (#F22, H17), through to the
1935, 1939 and 1940/43 pictorial types (#437/439,
#467/474, #488/492, etc.), the 1946 bi-color Sucre series
(#528/536), the 1947 orchids (#546/551) etc., as well as all
the postal tax for construction issues (#RA8/RA12,
#RA18/RA25, etc.) and all the airposts including three complete runs on the 1941 series (#C121/C133), etc, etc. Often
only 1 or 2 sheets were overprinted specimen. Many of
these items are therefore very scarce and the quality is
tip-top mint never hinged throughout, with vibrant colors
hardly exposed to light. A great opportunity for the
specialist, seldom available in collection format (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2125 S
Costa Rica, an important collection of specimens in pristine condition, about 1000 mint never hinged
stamps, virtually all one of a kind, organised methodically,
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starting in the early 1900s through to the 1950s. Many of
these only exist in very small quantities, often two sheets or
even only one sheet ever printed as specimens, therefore
there are many scarce stamps here in their own right. Highlights include back of the book with the 1909 telegraph
stamps complete, through to regular issues with the 1921
15cts purple Bolivar (Scott #110), the 1931/32 airpost overprints (#C11/C13) with both printings of the stamps and
only 100 of each specimen ever produced, through to the
1946 soccer airpost types (#C121/C123) with only 50 each
having overprint muestra, followed by airpost high values of
types #C24/C27, however these are also the red overprints
for the 1946 Pan-American postal congress that was
scheduled to be held in Rio de Janeiro but cancelled at the
last minute, very seldom seen. Then more comprehensive
series of further revenue types, most were overprinted for
different fiscal functions with some overprinted at source including 'cheque', 'deportivo', 'universitario' and 'timbre consular' surcharges. There is also the rare Waterlow and
Sons composite essays in sheetlets of four in three different
colors, values from 10cts to 100 pesos, design similar to
types of the 1892 series, again exceptional. There is so
much more here to view as this represents a fascinating history of the post office of Costa Rica, invaluable for differentiating the printings with definitely some unsolved mysteries
here to research. These archival issues are hardly ever
seen in collection format with everything in perfect
condition. A highly recommended opportunity for the
specialist, dealer or collector. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2126 Hm
Croatia in transition, 1918-19, Croatia forerunners for that country’s unification with Yugoslavia with a few
1000s stamps housed in one substantial volume with
mostly inverted overprints as well as other errors through to
the unoverprinted issues of 1918/1919, and scarce back of
the book. There are inverted overprints in multiple format on
virtually every issue as well as many double and misplaced
the overprints, ‘wrong’ overprint types including multiples.
Highlights in the regular stamps include the overprints on
types of 1916 10f violet and 15f red mint x 2 and used
(#2L3/2L4), then the issue 10f rose with white numerals
mint (#2L4A) and the 15f violet mint x 6 and used (#2L5).
Then the issues of 1916/18 inc. 50f parliament building pair
mint (#2L16) with overprint type sideways, similarly the 80f
green (#2L18) with cartwheel type overprint sideways on
corner block of six, followed by the Charles and Zita types
inc. 20f brown (#2L25) with blue overprint inverted and double overprint of blue and black together, the 25f blue
(#2L26) corner block of 25 with inverted overprints, blue
and red overprints doubled, etc etc. Then a study of the
freedom of Croatia-Slavonia series follows, with the 10f
rose double impression block of 25 (#2L28), a block of 4
with upper stamps having cliché “25” instead of “10” se-tenant with normal lower stamps, the 10f proofs in violet and
green perf and imperf, with a similar range on the other denominations inc. 20f and 45f rose se-tenant pair imperf, 25f
blue side-margin imperf block of 6, thru to 45f (#2L31) mint
and used x 4, imperf, imperf double impression pair and
proofs in red and violet, etc, followed by the allegory of freedom, youth with standard and falcon types of 1919 with at
least three full sets of imperfs including clear district shades
on every denomination, as well as the 10f red with two
imperf double impressions both expertise by Ercegovic,
etc. Then the back of the book with many further errors on
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semi-postals, special delivery, newspaper stamps and
postage dues including the 1f with double overprint one inverted, signed (#2LJ2a var), the 2f issues with values in
black with 2 or 3 signed, inverted overprints on 10f used on
piece, signed, 12f mint, signed twice, 20f mint block of 4,
30f, etc, then the 50f green and black again with two mint
examples expertised by Ercegovic, as well as the 5f and 6f
denominations prepared for use but not issued. There is
also some attractive postal history. This is a great collection
for the specialist of this area, dealer or collector, as there is
so much unusual material (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2127 Hm
Czechoslovakia, specialized collection of
Hradcany Castle issues, original and fascinating accumulation of a few thousand Hradcany Castle issues, replete in
an old fashioned very substantial volume. There are imperf
and perf, organised denomination by denomination up the
1000h never hinged, as well as used. There some
out-of-the-ordinary items seen here, including perfins, 30h
olive brown double print on thick paper used, the scarce
30h red violet imperf, also unusual complete definitive
Hradcany sheets, as well as an interesting range of private
perforations and many “T” overprint provisional
handstamps for postage due usage only. A most interesting
lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2128 Hm
Czechoslovakia, a few thousand mint and
used stamps, housed in two volumes, organized chronologically with much in complete series, often parallel mint
and used with no excessive duplication, including se-tenants, souvenir sheets, sheetlets, back of the book, with
some surprisingly good material present. There are over
150 Hradcany first issues, perf and imperf, followed by lots
of semi-postals overprints to 4kr green mint, carrier pigeon
tete-beche pairs used, through to the late 1920s, 1930s and
1940s loaded with se-tenant labels, gutter pairs, plate numbers, etc, 1951 airpost 20k dark brown kleinbogen used,
1952 Bratislava souvenir sheet used etc, much more here,
worthwhile and in depth collection. Estimate $750 - 1,000
2129 HHHm Denmark,
attractive
dealer's
stock,
1851-1990, useful Denmark holding, 250+ stamps in counter book, better mint includes 52(x3), 77, 79-81, & 145-154,
better used includes 2(x20) with mostly different number in
circle cancels, 2b, #3, 4 & 6 on piece, 5a(x2), 6(x2), 10, 12,
14(x2), 24(x2), 32, 79-81, 82(x2), 110, 135(x2), 136-137,
145-154, 167a, 171a & 175a(x2), B1-B2, M1-M2(x2), O1,
O3, with airmails, postage dues, officials and parcel posts,
mostly better items, should be perused for maximum appreciation, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $10,042
(Owner's).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2130 Hm
Denmark, an excellent collection of locals,
over 125 19th century locals, mostly used, nearly all one of
a kind housed on old fashioned album pages, specifically
printed for Danish locals, in itself unusual to find today. Virtually all the towns are represented, including Aalborg to
50o gold and blue, surcharges and imperfs, etc, Aarhus,
Copenhagen, Fredericia, Horsens, Kolding, Odense,
Randers inc. red instead of black and inverted surcharges,
through to Svendborg and Veile both with no empty spaces,
as well as Viborg to name but some, offered intact as
received. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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2131 H
Egypt, exceptional early mint collection,
1866-1923, assembled in mounts on Minkus pages complete for period except for Scott 4 & 7 which are proofs and
the Suez Canal Company issue which are reprints. As expected condition can vary but remains an clean appearing
collection, overall F-VF, viewing invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2132 H
Egypt, King Fuad period mint collection,
1922-34, in mounts on Minkus pages complete for the period covered including the Port Fouad overprints (signed)
as well as extra Scott M9, a few faults noted normally no
gum otherwise a fresh appearing collection, F-VF, viewing
invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2133 HH/H
Egypt, lovely complete all mint collection,
1936-99, hundreds stamps and souvenir sheets all in
mounts in a Minkus Album. What else can be said, a truly
fresh appearing collection from the 1938 £1 King Farouk's
birthday issue to the famous people issue of 1999, F-VF,
viewing invited.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2134 HH/H
Egyptian Occupation of Palestine, complete
collection, 1948-67, lovely all mint collection in mounts on
Minkus pages, clean and F-VF, examine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2135 S
Ethiopia, revenue specimens, 30 alcohol tax
stamps (3 different types, various denominations, no duplication) perfinned with an "X" + 10 general revenues, perhaps not specimens, a most unusual lot, overall Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
2136 m
Faroe Islands, used collection, 1919-2004, in
Scott Specialty album begins with #1 on piece with Thorshavn cds, 2-6, then appears complete to 2004 with all the
souvenir sheets present, an excellent way to start this popular country, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2137 Hm
Finland, a beautiful back of the book range
with much important material, quite a holding of many
unusual items including 19th century Finland seldom seen,
particularly Tsarist proofs, the zig-zag roulettes official reprints, as well as locals all housed attractively in a substantial volume. Also present proofs of the coats of arms and all
are imperforate, including a gummed sheet corner block of
four in green with background engraving, singles in green,
red, purple and yellow without background and ungummed,
as well as a 2p value in orange with background and again
on gummed paper. Then an interesting study of the 1845
postal stationery cut-squares organised by type and written-up on quadrille leaves, followed by a very good group of
complete panes of the 1893 official reprints on the 1866/67
serpentine roulette issues with sheets of 10 on the gummed
paper of the six different denominations, the 5p brown, the
8p black on green, the 10p black on yellow, the 20p blue,
the 40p rose and finally the high value 1 mark orange
brown. Another study of mostly genuine locals follows,
again written-up on quadrille pages and blue or red and
green with three distinct types from 1866 to 1881, then the
1866/68 Helsinki locals and 10p bister with ‘stadspost’ in
blue, leading on to the 1871 10 red and green Helsinki issue
with eye catching range of out-of-the-ordinary material etc.
Ideal for the specialist, a most enjoyable lot to view (photo
on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2138 Hm
Finland, wonderful mint and used dealers
stock, with small sections of North Ingermanland, Karelia
and Greenland in a single counter book, including used
Scott 4, 7, 16, 24, 45, 58 and 152, F-VF, viewing suggested.
Scott $3,510 owners cat.
Estimate $400 - 600
2139 HHHm France, first class dealers stock, 1849-83,
hundreds of mint and used stamps on display pages, better
mint includes #14, 38, 47, 58, 64(x2), 66, 93, 100, 101(x2),
102, 108, 122, 123(x2), 132, 198-201, 296-297, B3-6, B7,
B8(x2), B11(x2), B12-19, B21-23, B27, B294-B299(x3),
C1-2, C29-32, J66-67, better used includes 10, 17, 39, 40,
41(x2), 46(x4), 47, 65, 246, B27, B38, C15(x4), C16-17, J1
& J24, with essays, imperfs and telegraph stamps, the few
faults present are noted, a tremendous opportunity to acquire some premium material, set aside sufficient time to
peruse this holding, should prove worthwhile, o.g., hinged
or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $43,000 (Owner's).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
2140 Hm
France, large outstanding mint and used
stock, composed of, mint unless noted, Scott 2d unused, 7
used, 9 used on piece, 37c used, 46 used, 47 used, 52 unused, 57 on cover, 70, 86, 88, 89 (2), 90, 92 NH, 94, 98, 103,
104, 109-16, 117, 121, 122, 124, 125, 132, part of parcel tag
with 130 on reverse, 163a NH, 197, 226b, 253, 615a used,
B27 (2 NH), B38 (2), B285-90 NH, 1925 Oakar flight essay,
C6b perf initals inverted, C8-14, C8a, C15 (2), C17,
C29-32, J24, J25, J26-28, J40, J50, J64, Q195-99 and
Q200-03, some faults noted although mostly minor, overall
F-VF, viewing suggested. Scott $16,897 owner's cat.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2141 Hm
France, mint and used collection, 1849-1958,
well filled with many 100s of stamps, virtually all one of a
kind, housed in a Behrens album with few empty spaces
and including attractive postal history from the 19th century
onwards. The classics include used Napoleon 25cts 'B' under neck and imperfs to 80cts, perf 'empire franc' and 'empire francais' series to 80cts, Bordeaux Ceres heads to
80cts and 1870s perf Ceres heads to 80cts, followed by
peace and commerce to 5fr, Mersons complete to 20fr,
1926/27 orphans semi-postals complete used to 5fr+1fr,
the Guynemer and Rouen air labels, thru 1937 Louvre
winged victory complete used, the 1938 Ader 50fr mint, also
non Scott listed WWII volunteer force stamps, the 1943
se-tenant strips inc. Petain birthday strip used, as well as
the good post-war semi-postals series of 1954 complete
used and 1955 complete mint, etc, etc. A good collector's
collection with condition generally far better than normally
seen and with lots more good material to discover, completely uncataloged, please inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2142 Hm
France, mint & used collection, 1960-95, in
six Safe or Lighthouse albums, including many never
hinged sets, and highly complete for the period, condition
Very Fine, a nice offer from a popular collecting area, so be
sure to check.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2143 Hm
France & Colonies, an interesting collection
of many 100s of mint and used stamps, 1850s to 1950s,
virtually all one of a kind, housed in an old fashioned European album and also blank pages, incorporating some
postal history. The collection includes Monaco, Post Of-
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fices in China, highly unusual Ile Rouad first vertical type
overprints of 1916 series of 3 on unaddressed cover, needing certificate, Cameroon 'occupation francais', Madagascar, Reunion diagonal overprints on commerce types. Also
Andorra, offices in the Turkish Empire and 19th century issues for the general colonies thru to the postage dues, as
well as postage dues of France from the classic imperfs onwards etc. Great potential for discoveries here, completely
uncataloged, please inspect thoroughly (photo on web
site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2144 Hm
France & Colonies, excellant mint and used
collection, composed of hundreds mostly on album pages.
Good value to be found here with strength in Alaouites including mint Scott 1-15, French Administration of Andorra
including mint 18, J15 and used C1, J1-8,excellant French
Southern and Antartic Territory with many complete sets
and singles including mint C14, C27 and used C7, C8 as
well and nice runs of French Africa, overall clean and F-VF,
viewing invited.
Estimate $500 - 750
2145 Hm
France & Colonies plus Monaco, small but
useful mostly souvenir sheet stock, diverse and valuable group with nice group of 1937 Paris International Expo
shouvenir sheets, French Polynesia, including France 329
used, 1100 sheet of 8 with labels, B157a mint and B291a
NH, overall a nice clean lot, F-VF, viewing suggested. Scott
$1,904 owner's cat.
Estimate $300 - 400
2146 HHHm French Colonies, fabulous dealer stock,
1852-1985, 1300+ stamps, in four counter books, a dealer
stock spanning the globe, better mint includes Algeria #66,
Andorra 73, C1(x2), Cameroun B11, Dahoney 25, French
India 20, French Morocco 70, French Polynesia C24-C27,
C50, C63-C67, French Southern & Antarctic Territories
16-19, 46-51, 58-63, C1-C2, C7, Gabon 32, Guadeloupe
6-9, 26, Indo-China 20-21, Martinique 120, Mayotte 20, Monaco 4, 6, 13, 15(2), 17, 20, 27, 28, J4, J26, New Caledonia
35a, 36a, 117a, B2a, Saint Pierre & Miquelon B4-B8(x2),
C21-22, C25, C35-36, C47-49, C54, Somali Coast 34-48,
C20(x3), better used includes Andorra C1(x2), Guadeloupe
6-9, 19d, French India 23, Mayotte 8, there are many more
better sets and singles that would make excellent internet
lots, condition is mixed mainly in the 19th century, a very
useful lot, sure to please, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $15,513 (Owner's). Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
2147 P
French Colonies, proofs & essays, 1958-80,
206 pieces with a wide variety of topics, some signed, from
Burkina Faso (12), Rep. of Congo (15), Comoro Islands
(10)), Dahomey (35), Djibouti (7), Gabon (33), Ivory Coast
(76), French Comaliland (18), mild to moderate duplication,
inspect, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2148 H
French Colonies & Offices assortment, Navigation & Commerce issues and surcharges, mounted in
stock pages, better (mint or unused no gum) include
Anjouan 1912 (Scott 20-30), Benin 1893-94 (20-32, 33-37
& 39-45), Dedeagh 1900 (8), Canton 1901 (1-14), Cavalle
1893-1900 (1-8), Diego Suarez 1892-94 (25-31, 33-37,
38-42 & 44-50), French Congo 1892-1900 (29-31), French
Morocco 1891-1900 (Scott 1-3, 3a, 4-5), Gabon 1904-07
(16-32), Grand Comoro1897-1907 (1-6, 8, 11-14, 16 &
18-19), Hoi Hao 1901-04 (1-5, 7-10 & 16-26), Ivory Coast
1892-1900 (1-9, 11-12 & 14-17), Offices in China
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1894-1900 (9 & 12A), Madagascar 1896-1906 (28-34,
37-39, 41-42 & 45-47), Martinique 1892-1906 (48, 50-51,
56, 58-60), New Caledonia 1892-1904 (57-58) & 1903 Jubilee Issue (66-79), Obock 1892 (32-44), Reunion 1885 (5 &
9-10), Guadeloupe 1884 (2), Vathy 1894-1900 (1-9), mixed
condition as usual but for the most part is F-VF. A last minute arrival, careful inspection may be rewarded. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2149 Hm
French Colonies, particularly the classics
through to the 1920s, one album with plenty of interesting
items and strength in the 19th century, many used on piece
especially the navigation and commerce types and the earlier overprints issues, this applies to both the postage dues
and definitives. Beginning with the general issues of the
French colonies, including the 1859/65 Eagles first series
complete mint and used to 80cts carmine rose (#1/6), then
1ct Napoleon imperf mint (#7), through to 80cts used four
margins (#15) and a range of the Peace and Commerce
imperfs and perfs, followed by the general colonies Ceres
imperfs and further Peace and Commerce issues with attractive cancels including blue Saint Pierre cds on 1886
25cts pair on piece (#54), “MQE” lozenges on 5cts imperf
strips of 3 (#31). Then further Martinique starting with the
1886/91 surcharges with over a dozen including the 1888
5cts on 4cts (#11), the 1891/92 surcharges on postage
dues complete with red 15cts on 20cts black used x6 (#28),
the 1892 15cts surcharges in mint pairs (#30), then Navigation and Commerce including combinations on piece, multiples, etc. through to the 20th century with scarce inverted
surcharges on pictorials 05cts on 1ct Martinique Woman
used on piece and mint (#105b), 10cts on 2cts mint and
used on piece (#106b), 25cts on 15cts used (#107b) and
the double surcharge 05cts on 1ct used on piece (#105a)
and 25cts on 15cts used (#107a) etc. Time and space do
not permit further description, far more here to discover, an
enjoyable collection to view (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2150 Hm
French Colonies, impressive 19th century
mint and used stock, composed of several hundred
mostly used on stock cards and ID'ed beginning with a nice
group of Eagle and Crown with a number of blocks and
many better items including used Scott 15 (5), 17 (2), 21 (5),
23 (2), 28 (2), 44, as well as a nice range of offices, Cilica
ect. Huge catalog value and some cancel interest that is
some what tempered by condition problems so careful
viewing is a must.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2151 P
French Colonies, proofs & essays, 1958-80,
37 different with a wide variety of topics, some signed, from
Burkina Faso, Rep. of Congo (3), Comoro Islands (3), Dahomey (5), Djibouti, Gabon (7), Ivory Coast (11), French
Comaliland (6), inspect, Very Fine. Estimate $500 - 750
2152 m
French Colonies assortment, 1886-92, group
of five stamps, comprising Benin (Scott 16) & Gabon (1, 4,
7, 9) with circular datestamps, Gabon #9 thin, F.-V.F. Scott
$6,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
2153 Hm
German Area, an important collection, a few
1000 mint and used stamps, all one of a kind, from the 19th
century States, through to the Third-Reich, as well as WWII
occupations, followed by allied occs, West Germany
through to the 2000s. Starting with Bavaria range of imperf
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numerals including impressive pairs and strip of three, the
perf arms inc. 18kr red with the good watermark used,
through to King Ludwig III high values used, leading on to
Thurn and Taxis with unusual extra material again in the
Southern District through to the German Empire with 18 different eagles, leading up to crammed pages of early 20th
century and inflation issues including Germania se-tenants
on to the Third Reich with regular zeppelins complete and
Polar flight 1mk used, trains, costumes, buildings, boats,
etc. all to the 40pf purples etc. Then the Olympic souvenir
sheets mint, Hitler souvenir sheets with the two roulette
types mint, the overprints on automobiles complete used,
etc. culminating to West Germany including 1949/1952
helpers of mankind semi-postals completed used etc, as
well as back of the book with classic revenues, locals etc.
etc. Completely uncataloged and a most worthwhile collection with far more here than this outline description.
Dealers, put this on your list of lots to view (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2154 HH
German Area, mostly never hinged assortment, 1950s-90s, sets & souvenir sheets mounted in eight
stockbooks & binder, including hundreds of sets with duplication, and in the modest range, we also noted a group of
booklets issued in the 1980-88 period, condition is Very
Fine. Face value of approximately 8,500 Deutsche Marks.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2155 Hm
German Area, delightful mint and used
stock, 1872-1968, composed of, used unless noted, Scott
8, 20 NH, 33b, 49 (5 different shades), 65A, 65C-74 mint,
100 (block of 4 of postal forgery mint), 254 (Mi 289a),
366/84 (12 different NH), 387 NH, 415-31 (NH short 429),
585A/93 (the nine unissued values), 593A-99 NH, 664a
mint, 670-83 (H and NH group of 24 short 675), 952-56 (4
Nh coil strips of 5), B59-67 mint plus another short B55,
B55a NH, B56 NH, B57 NH, B82a-83a (2 complete booklets Mi O89), B123-31 (2 sets of pairs used on piece),
B148-59 (2), B294 (2 mint and 1 NH), B309 (NH block of 4)
and B316-17 NH, a great lot for the eBay seller, clean and
F-VF, viewing invited. Scott $6,348 owner's cat. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2156 Hm
German Area, exceptional mostly souvenir
sheet stock, with a bit of 1936 Olympic stationary and
better like B33 (one toned and one trimmed), B68 clipped
corners used, B105 (2 NH), B106 (NH, 4 mint 2 used), 3N19
perf and imperf reprint sheets of 9, 5NB4a (2 NH and 1
mint), 10NB11 (3 NH), DDR 144a used, 264a event cancel,
Saar 35 (NH block 4), interesting and valuable group, overall F-VF, viewing suggested. Scott $6,908 owner's cat.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2157 m
German Area, used collection, mounted in
Lighthouse hingeless album, better include Bavaria 1862
(9-14), 1914-15 (95c, 98c-114a), 1919 (136-55, 193-211 &
228-30), Danzig 1930 (200-210) & 1937 (B21a), Memel
1922 (Michel 52-71) & 1923 (N1-10), Saar 1921 (85-98),
1922-23 (99-116), 1928 (B9-14), 1928-32 (C1-4), 1931
(B25-29), 1933-34 (B47-53) & 1949 (O37-38),
Wurttemberg 1851-52 (4-5), 1857 (7,9-11), 1860-61 (21),
1862 (32), 1865-68 (43-44), overall condition is Fine to Very
Fine, recommended for dealer or collector, a collection
loaded with a fair amount of useful and saleable sets & singles. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2158 Hm
German Area, mostly used collection,
mounted on Schaubek album pages, and housed in a
three-ring binder, starting with 1872 Eagle issue with small
shields (1-6, 7 & 9, incl. 3a), 1872-73 Eagle issue with large
shields (14-21 & 23-24), 1920 (115-17), 1920 Bavaria
stamps available for postage through all Germany
(271-75), 1924 (C20-25 mint), 1929 (B28-32 mint), 1930
IPOSTA sheet (B33 mint), Saar section with mint singles &
sets issued in the 1947-56 period, Germany Federal Republic 1957-59 mint issues, plus a nice representation of
French Zone: Baden, Rhineland-Palatine & Wurttemberg,
Soviet Zone issues: Berlin-Brandenburg, East Saxony,
West Saxony, Saxony & Thuringia, we also noted 1949
Goethe sheet (10NB11 mint) & some locals issued in 1945,
overall condition is F-VF, owner's catalogue value $7,000.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2159 HH
German
Area,
booklet
assortment,
1910s-80s, mostly Never Hinged and unexploded, housed
in a Lindner album, with value concentrated in the 1919-41
period, and including 1919 (MH11.2A), 1919 (MH12A),
1920 (MH13A), 1921 (MH15A), 1927 (Michel MH24.1B),
1928 (MH27.1), 1933 (MH32.1), 1933 (MH34.1), 1934
(MH40.3), 1935 (MH41), 1936 (MH42.1), 1936 (MH43),
1937 (MH44), 1940 (MH46) & 1941 (MH47), plus a fair
group of booklets issued during the Federal Republic period, condition is mostly VF, a lot that will break down well,
particularly for small auction units. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2160 Hm
German Area, mint & used collection,
1870s-1970s, in a Minkus thick album and Safe album with
slipcase, starting with Bavaria & Wurttemberg representation, followed by Germany Deutch Reich mint & used collection, including several better (used unless noted) sets, part
sets & souvenir sheets such as 1928-31 (C35-37), 1933
(B49-57), 1934 (B59-67 mint), 1935 (B69-78), 1936
souveni sheets (B91-92 mint), 1937 souvenir sheet(B105
mint), 1939 (B141-43), then by French occupation of Germany after WWII & DDR collection, including 1951 Mao
(82-84), German offices in China (47-56), German offices in
Turkey (42), plus a representation of German occupations
during WWII: Bohemia-Moravia, Luxembourg, General
Government, Danzig & Ukraine, condition is mixed, but
overall F-VF, don't let this opportunity pass you by! (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2161 HH
German Area, mostly never hinged collection, 1960-2002, mounted in ten albums, and virtually complete for the period with hundreds of sets in the modest
range, condition is Very Fine, good opportunity to acquire at
once a large amount of sets that will take some time and effort to put together. Face value of approximately 3,900
Deutsche Marks.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2162 Hm
German Area, collection of 100s of stamps,
virtually all one of a kind, housed in a Behrens album, including Baden with denominations to 9kr imperf and perf,
Bavaria numerals and early coats of arms types also to 9kr
and then the later arms to high values, followed by
Bergedorf, Brunswick, Hamburg, Hannover, Heligoland,
Lubeck, Prussia, Saxony, Schleswig-Holstein, Thurn und
Taxis, Wurttemberg 1851 onwards, through to a range of
Post Offices abroad inc. China and Kaiser's Yachts of the
colonies mint and used, the latter with interesting post-
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marks. Completely uncataloged, finds highly likely especially when viewed unhurriedly with a Michel (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2163 HH/H
German Area, mint booklet pane and coil
strip collection, 1905-60's, you will find a nice range of
Deutsches Reich, Federal Republic and DDR booklet
panes including 82f (5 H and 2 NH), 100c (5 H and 3 NH),
B63a (2 NH), 9N49a NH as well as a valuable group of coil
strips that include NH 9N215/221 complete (2) and
9N251-255 (2), a very clean group that includes some separated covers, F-VF +, viewing suggested.
Estimate $500 - 750
2164 Hm
German Area, mostly used assortment, in
three stockbooks, album and some loose stock pages, we
noted some Baden & Bavaria valuable used stamps, Berlin
1949 Goethe (9N61-63 used), DDR 1951 Mao (82-84
used), plus Third Reich period representation and some
earlier stamps, overall condition F-VF, owner's catalogue
value of approximately $2,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
2165 Hm
German Area, miscellaneous mint and used,
with numerous better including a Breslau 1897 local,
Danzig 241-54 NH, Marienwerder 28 used on piece, Upper
Silesia 32-42 used, Germany 5NB8a,b NH, 6N30-38 used,
East Germany 58-67 NH, and B21 NH, diverse group,
F-VF, view a must to appreciate the range of material and
total value to be found.
Estimate $400 - 600
2166 Hm
German Area, mint & used collection,
1870s-1960s, diverse holding, presented in two Scott albums, binder and some album pages, we noted a Germany
collection with most singles, sets & part sets in the modest
range, plus DDR representation, also a section of German
occupations during WWII, including Bohemia-Moravia,
General Government, Luxembourg, Serbia 1941-43 souvenir sheets (Scott 2NB5-6 & 2NB27-28) & Ukraine, condition slightly mixed but overall F-VF, a good opportunity to
acquire several saleable items. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2167 Hm
German States, diverse and valuable mostly
used dealers stock, including, used unless noted, Scott
Baden 24 mint, Bavaria 8, 256-75, an exceptional group of
never hinged Coat of Arms issues, Bremen 4b, Hamburg 3,
9b, 9d, 25, Hanover 9, Lubeck 11 mint,
Mecklenburg-Schwerin 8a, Mecklenburg-Strelitz 6,
Schleswig-Holstein 5, 6, Thurn & Taxis29, Wurttemberg 18,
44, 45, 52a and North German Confederation 1-11. A desirable and surprisingly sound stock, F-VF, viewing invited.
Scott $15,951 owner's cat.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2168 Hm
German States, delightful little group of mint
and used, with some nice stuff to be found, composed of,
mint unless noted, Scott Baden 24 used, Bavaria 77-91
(with better Michel types), 85 (NH Michel type I imperf pair),
109 (orange trial color proof imperf pair), J1 (mint and
used), Brunswick 5, Hanover 5 used, Lubeck 6 used,
Mecklenburg-Schwerin 3 used, 8, Thurn and Taxis 52
used, Wurttemberg 6 used, 33 used and O166-75 NH
blocks of 4, a few faults noted although overall sound with
nice appearance, F-VF, viewing invited. Scott $6,344
owner's cat. (photo on web site). Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2169 Hm
German States, mostly used collection, in
Safe hingeless pages, value concentrated in Baden used
section, and including 1851-52 (1-4), 1853-58 (6-9),
1860-62 (10 & 12-14), 1862 (15-17) & 1862-65 (19-20 &
22-23), plus some Heligoland, North German Confederation, Oldenburg, Prussia, Saxony, Thurn & Taxis stamps.
Also stockbook with unchecked Wurttemberg, Thurn &
Taxis & Sardinia used stamps, mixed condition but overall
Fine, sleepers may be lurking, careful viewing recommended. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2170 Hm
German States: Bavaria, an extraordinary
holding of mint and used stamps, representing a former
expert's cherry-pickings and finds made over the decades,
loaded with the classic imperf numerals from the #1 onwards and everything here for a reason, whether superb
quality, postmark interest or unusual varieties, etc. There
are a few hundred stamps here of which well over 100 are
the numeral issues, including highlights with the 1849 1k
black (x4) including unused type I, cogwheel cancel used
type I with four margins, postmark and pen canceled again
with four good even margins and then the type II used with
clear strike of 317 cogwheel close to cut on 3 sides etc and
one other sound example. Then the 6k brown broken circle
type x2, one with unusual town cancel and four margins, the
other with superb 336 cogwheel, then the 1850/58s with two
pairs of the 9kr green in different shades (#6),12kr red (#7)
x5 including superb 28, 301, 356 and 598 cancels all on four
margined examples and the high value 18kr yellow (#8) x7
again almost all superb with different numeral cancels including 28 on extravagantly margined example showing dividing lines on all sides and frame line of adjacent stamp at
bottom, leading on to the 1862s with mint 1k yellows in two
very different shades lemon yellow and orange, 3kr mint x2,
the 6kr ultra scarce shade (#11a) represented by a very
bright and clean mint example with four margins, as well as
the 12k green mint and no less than 18 examples of the 18k
red, 6 on piece, including 3x pale red shade (#14a) each
with margins all round and a magnificent copy of the regular
vermilion shade showing even parts of 3 adjoining stamps.
Then follow the imperf embossed coats of arms with an impressive showing inc. 1k blue green mint (#15a), the 7k
scarce royal blue and Prussian blue shades both superb
used with neat cds cancels and excellent margins
(#19a/19b), the 12k lilac unused and x5 used (#21) and
high value 18k red mint and x6 used (#22) with the most
spectacular copy having an excellent strike of large railway
cds. The 1870/72 lozenge watermarks also with a high population of scarce stamps including the 9k bister with watermark 93 used x2, one superb with excellent centering for
this issue (#27a), the 10k yellow mint watermark 93 (#28a)
followed by the 12k lilac watermark 92 used (#29) once
more a wonderful example of this seldom seen stamp with
blue cds cancel, signed three times, as well as the 12k watermark 93 used (#29a) and the 18k red watermark 93
used. There are also a few better later issues including the
1874/75 1m violet arms with the good shade used perf and
x3 imperf (#31a, 32a), the 1875 10k yellow mint block of six,
hinged only on one stamp (#36), the 1876/78 25pf to 50pf
brown mint (#43/45), the 1876 1m lilac with plate error 'M'
and 'A' joined, postage dues, etc, etc. This is a fascinating
scholarly hoarder's holding of these classics. There will be
far more good items to discover here, especially with use of
a Michel. A fabulous opportunity for the specialist looking
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for overall superb quality, even on the most elusive issues
(photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2171 Hm
Germany, mint and used collection, one album of well over 1500 mint and used stamps from the eagles through to the end of the 3rd Reich, replete with
varieties and lots of good items to be found. We note distinct 'pfennige' 25pf deep brown and x2 50pf deep olive
green shades used (#33b, #35a), the 1889/1900
'Reichspost' series complete mint to 50pf and lots of further
shades including the 3pf dark brown used (#46d), the
Reichspost Germanias to 3m again with shades, lots of varieties to study especially on the later Germania high values
categorised by both the peacetime and wartime printings
with 8x 5m, through to early airposts with Rhine locals 20pf
and 30pf used, the Gelber Hund overprint used and a spectacular looking cover with franking including airposts
#C1/C19, no doubt philatelically inspired. Then the 1921
10pf orange official used (#O3), the 1920 2.50m on 2m dark
brown lilac seldom seen used (#117 var), the 1921 mesh
watermark series used (only missing the 120pf), followed
by diverse inflation issues with many better through to the
Nothilfe series mint and used, the small Dove and German
Eagle airposts complete used (#C20/C34), the 1927 IAA
overprints complete used (#363/365), Hindenburg defins
with network watermark complete mint and used
(#401/414), leading on to a good page of zepps with the
1928/31s complete used x2 (#C35/C37), the 1930 South
America complete used with the 4m signed by Schlegel
(#C38/C39), the 1931 Polar flights complete used
(#C40/C42), an impressive page. The Third Reich continues strongly with Wagners complete with 20pf+10pf mint
and used (#B55a) and 40pf+35pf mint x2 and used (#B57),
the 1934 airposts complete mint with the 2rm never hinged
(#C55), as well as heart se-tenant blocks IPOSTA and
OSTROPA souvenir sheets mint and used respectively and
IPOSTA singles complete used (#B33a/d), etc. Also see
some interesting loose glassines in the side of the album to
be incorporated into the collection with back of the book
such as Sudetenland and Azad Hind with the scarce 1 rupee black and orange mint never hinged, signed twice, etc,
etc. Many further finds to be made, please inspect carefully
page for page, as this represents a substantial lifelong
collection formed over 30 years of buying (photo on web
site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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2172 Hm
Germany, mint and used collection, an excellent collection of many 100s of mint and used stamps filling
a Safe hingeless album. There is a comprehensive run of issues from the shields onwards, beginning with the Empire
through to the 1930s including lots of good Michel listed varieties, for example with the shields, there are the small
types 1/4gr violet mint (Scott #1), as well as 2kr red orange
mint signed (#8a), followed by the large types with lilac
brown 9kr used particualrly well-centered and attractive
(#25a), plus the brown surcharges including the 9kr on 9kr
used (#28), followed by the pfennige and pfennig issues
leading on to the Germanias with Reichspost mint to 1mk
with shades on the latter, as well as 2x 5mk type II used with
distinct different shades of center, signed twice (#65A), as
well as the 1902 Germanias complete mint, through to 5mk
signed (#65C/79) and used including the 2mk (#76), extensive 1905/19 Germanias, followed by the Rhine airposts
with E.E.L.P. 20pf mint, the 1922/23 airposts complete mint
and used (#C3/C19), lots of inflation material deserving further research, as there is very probably many better stamps
in this period for the specialist to research with a Michel.
Then the 1926 Nothilfe complete mint never hinged
(#B15/B18), the 1929s complete used (#B28/B32), the
IPOSTA souvenir sheet mint (#B33), all zeppelins complete mint with the Chicago flight series again, this time with
a second series used, etc. An outstanding collection
needing very little to complete. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

2176 Hm
Germany, diverse stock of mostly mint airmails, officials and franchise issues, nice range of material with excellent value throughout including, mint unless
noted, Semi-Official Airmails Michel 4a-b (2), 4b NH, then
Scott C3-14 (2 used), C20-24 used, C27-34 (mint and 3
used), C35-37 (2 mint and 2 used), C36 NH, C37 (4 NH),
C39 (2), C40 used, C41, C44 used, C45 used and S1-11
(3), plus much, much more, F-VF, a through viewing invited
to appreciate the value to be found here.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2173 m
Germany, used collection, 1872-1945, presented in a Lighthouse album, including useful singles, sets
& souvenir sheets such as 1872 Eagle issue with small
shields (1-11, including. 3a & 8a), 1872-73 Eagle issue with
large shields (14-21 & 23-26), 1874 (27-28), 1912
Rhein-Main 30Pf (Michel III), 1922-23 airmails (C3-14),
1924 (C20-26), 1925-29 semipostals (B12-18 & B23-32),
1926-27 airmails (C27-34), 1928-31 Graf Zeppelin
(C35-37), 1930 South America flight (C39), 1931 Polar
flight (C40-42), 1933 (B49-57), 1933 Chicago flight (C43-45
signed Schlegel BPP), 1934 (B59-67), 1936 (B91-92),
1939 (B141-43) 1939 Danzig set valid throughout Germany
(242-54), plus some officials, Bohemia-Moravia occupation
& General Government examples, condition is F-VF,
owner's catalogue value $13,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2179 H
Germany, Inflation period stock of used multiples, large and deverse filling 5 counter books with a great
deal of value for these elusive items, F-VF, viewing invited.
Scott $4,247 owner's cat.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2174 Hm
Germany, mint and used Empire and Early
Reich dealers stock, 1872-1925, begins with a exceptional group of shields and is housed in two counter books.
Nice range of value throughout including, used unless
noted, Scott 8 (3 NH, 2 used),8a (3), 11, 15a mint, 25 (mint
and used) 25a (2), 28, 32 (2 mint), 33 (2 mint) 35 mintm,
52-61 mint, 62 mint, 65A, 74 (2 mint), 77 (2 mint), 79 mint,
117, 173, 228 (3) and 309, overall clean and fresh, F-VF,
viewing invited. Scott $17,100 owner's cat.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2175 Hm
Germany, exceptional semi-postal issue
stock, housed in 2 counter books with many better including, mint unless noted, B5-7 used, B15-18 (2 used), B29-32
(2 used), B34-37 (NH and used), B49-57 (4 mint 2 used),
B50a-55a, B59-67 NH, B141-43 (2 NH, 4 mint, 1 used),
B148-59 NH,overall clean and fresh, F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2177 HH
Germany, selection of mint NH, 1923-45,
beautiful, fresh & clean holding, 150+ stamps, better includes 323-328, 337-339, 350, 357, 360, 361, 362, 379,
380, 381, 382, 387, 396, 432-435, B15-B18, B19-B22(x3),
B23-B27, B28-B32, B34-B37, B38-B41, B44-B48,
B134-B136, B141-B143, B173, a neat concise stock waiting to be broken up for retail, please examine to ascertain
it's true value, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $4,976
(Owner's).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2178 Hm
Germany, lovely mostly mint airmail stock,
with a nice showing of Zeppelins composed of, mint unless
noted, Scott C20-26 used, C35 (4), C36, C35-37 (5),
C38-39, C42, C43 (2), C40-42, C43, C45 NH, Yellow Dog
1m (2 used, one on piece) plus 12 Zeppelin Facsimiles,
clean and F-VF +, viewing invited. Scott $3,790 owner's cat.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2180 Hm
Germany, mostly mint stock, 1926-41, including, mint unless noted, 351-62, 363-65 (NH and 3 used),
366-84, 387 NH, 398-400 NH, 436-41 (3 NH), 448-51 (2
NH) and 459-62 (3 NH), plus nice runs of never hinged singles, F-VF +, viewing invited.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2181 H
Germany, old time vignettes, Cinderella and
propaganda collection, a most attractive collection of
about 300 vignettes, virtually all different, predominantly
from between 1900 and 1920 with many seldom seen. The
main focus is charity including red cross and tuberculosis,
prisoners aid, etc. as well as excellent WWI propaganda.
Some of the interesting and colorful items/series present
are large 1914/15 war fund with illustrations of German legends and poem with 'God punishes England!', red cross labels from 1892 onwards, 1905 Schiller foundation
embossed issues in ten different colors, 1921 Bavarian
childrens' aid series of six, WWI war aid for Berlin series of
five generals/admirals, etc. Also interesting gold embossed
labels from WWI with a mock version of the Lord's prayer
'give us our daily bread, and give us also a little butter to put
on it in these hard times' followed by a series of six color
scenes of army drills, and much more beyond the remit of
this outline description. An excellent and wide-ranging collection of these evocative items, very well presented,
turn-key for eBay! (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2182 Hm
Germany,
mostly
used
collection,
1872-1995, on well-filled Minkus album pages, the collection opens with a good representation of Imperial Eagles,
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Numerals & Shield Issues, followed by Germania stamps,
Scott #65A mint. We also noticed a nice range of inflation issues, semi-postals & airmails, plus French & Allied occupation zones, Federal Republic better mint include B318-19,
B310-13 & B320-23, some typical mixed condition to be expected among early issues, otherwise appears F-VF. Inspection recommended. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2183 HH
Germany, mostly never hinged collection,
1936-45, housed in Lindner album, better sets include 1938
(B119), 1938 (C59-60), 1938 (B123-31), 1939 (B134-36),
1939 (B141-43), 1939-41 (B148-59), 1939 (B160-68),
Danzig 1939 set valid throughout Germany (241-54), 1940
(B173) & 1945 (B292-93). Also as a bonus Germany Federal Republic section with stamps issued in the 1955-65 period, condition is mostly Very Fine, a fresh collection, highly
recommended for the discriminating dealer or collector.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2184 Hm
Germany, stock of tête-bêche and se-tenant
material, with nice groups of Germania and Hindenburg issues, F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $500 - 750
2185 m
Germany, Third Reich & Occupations used
collection, 1933-44, presented in Lindner album, Third
Reich (1933-44): better sets & souvenir sheets include
1933 (B57), 1934 (B59-67), 1934 (C46-56), 1936 (B91-92),
1937 (B105), 1939 (B141-43). Bohemia-Moravia
(1939-43): 1939 (1-19). We also noted a section with General Government stamps issued in the 1939-41 period, condition is F-VF, a useful collection. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2186 Hm
German Offices and Colonies, desirable
mint and used stock, composed of, mint unless noted,
Scott China 1b, 25/36A (used short 25pf), 53 (4 mint, one
with shifted value, 2 with rotated star one of them in a pair),
Marocco 7/19b (short 16), 20/32 (used short 29, 32 with
Sismondo cert), 32 used, 39 (4 used), 54 used, Turkey 1
(used, Michel 1bIII), 13-24B (mint, the 25pi on 5m type I is
24d), 13/24B (mint, short 24), German New Guinea 1a (2,
NH and mint), 10/22 (short 19), Mariana Islands 11-16,
Marshall Islands 7-12 used, Togo 1a used and 7-19 used. A
clean diverse group of premium items, F-VF, viewing invited. Scott $6,699 owner's cat. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2187 Hm
German Colonies, exceptional mostly used
stock, housed in two counter books on of which is forerunners with a excellent range of Scott 36 with various colonial
cancels many of which are Shanghai and including better
like Offices in Turkey 23II mint, 30 used, Cameroun 23
used, German New Guinea 1-6 used, 7-15 used, Togo 18
used, plus many more, F-VF, lovely group with viewing suggested to appreciate.
Estimate $600 - 800
2188 Hm
German Plebiscite Areas, useful mint and
used dealers stock with strength in Danzig and Saar,
diverse array of material housed in two counter books including, used unless noted, Scott Saar 16 (5 used and 1
mint), 39 mint, 76a, B1-4, B5-8 (2), B9-15 mint, C12 (2 mint
and 1 used), Danzig C31-35, Marienwerder 30 and 32-35.
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Ineresting material with plenty of mid range value, F-VF,
viewing invited. Scott $7,198 owner's cat.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2189 Hm
German Plebiscite Areas, premium mint and
used Saar selection plus a stray Memel group, composed of, mint unless noted, Scott 39 used, 68-83, 72c, 79
imperf, 175/181 (5 inverted surcharges), 226 NH, B16-22 (2
NH and 1 mint), C6 (NH pair on with space in 193 5), C12
NH, O4 (NH margin block of 6 and Memel C24-28 used,
F-VF, viewing suggested. Scott $1,694 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2190 H
Germany World War II Occupations, approximately 90 mostly never hinged stamps, three covers & five
postal cards in stockbook, better stamps (stamps never
hinged unless noted) include German occupation of
Raseiniai 1941 (Michel 5II pair & 6I block of four), Telsiai
1939-41 (Michel 1-8, including. 15k strip of thee & pair, 30k
two pairs), Thuringia 1946 (Michel 112-15 tied on souvenir
card), registered cover to Berlin, franked with
Grossraschen perforated stamps issued in 1945 (Michel
13A-24A), West Saxony se-tenant horizontal & vertical
pairs (Michel Wzd13-16 & Szd3-6 used), Glauchau 1945 issues (Michel 1-18, 21-4 & 28-29), and some dubious material useful as reference, condition is mostly Very Fine.,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2191 H
German Occupation of Poland, fascinating
Warsaw Ghetto and Concentration Camp Mail collection, A lovely, keenly assembled and nicely annotated
mounted collection housed in one binder. Begins with a
magnificent group of 6 Warsaw Ghetto underground mail
essays, accompanied by a lengthy 1969 attest by Dr. F.
Wallner and signed by same. Other items of interest include
the rare 5pg and 10pg Lodz Juden Post Ghetto stamps, 6
splendid concentration camp covers, includingexamples
from Auschwitz (2), Sachsenhausen (3) and Buchenwald,
rare Theresienstadt "Camp currency" banknotes complete,
plus a nice range of later, commemorative related items are
noted as well. A lovely, neatly presented collection of this
fascinating subject, largely F-VF or better, inspection
invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2192 Hm
Germany: Allied Military Government & Russian Occupation of East Germany collection, mostly
mint, and mounted in three stockbooks, volume I & II contain stamps issued through-out occupied Germany in British, French & United States areas, volume III includes local
issues
from
Berlin-Brandenburg,
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, Saxony, West Saxony, East
Saxony & Thuringia, plus a group of stamps with
handstamps for use in the Soviet-occupied part of Germany
in 1948. We also noted 1949 Goethe sheets (Scott 10NB11
x2), condition is F-VF. Scott catalogue value about $2,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
2193 Hm
Germany: Soviet Zone and Early DDR, delightful little stock, including beginning with Michel listed
Soviet Zone: Berlin 1B used, 2Abwbz used, Lobau 15-21
mint, Mecklenburg 33ydUS mint, 36yeUs mint, 40yaU mint,
40yaUs mint, then DDR by Scott 54-57A mint, 82-84 (4
mint), B21a (2NH, 4 mint, 1 used) plus much, much more,
overall F-VF +, viewing suggested.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2194 H
Germany: Soviet Zone, 1948 Revaluation
Provisional Overprint reference collection, composed
of many hundreds from many different towns and post offices quiet often in multiples. A nice clean group, F.-V.F.,
viewing invited.
Estimate $200 - 300
2195 HH
German Democratic Republic, mostly never
hinged collection, 1949-70, presented in a Lighthouse album with a high degree of completion for the period, better
never hinged sets & sheets include 1950 Academy of Science (58-67), 1950 souvenir sheet (B21a), 1951 Mao
(82-84) & 1953 Marx-Engels imperforate & perforated souvenir sheets (144a & 146a), condition is Very Fine. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2196 HH
German Democratic Republic, mint collection, 1948-90, mostly Never Hinged, and arranged chronologically in five stockbooks, better include 1950 Portraits
(Scott 58-67), 1951 Mao (82-84), 1953 Portraits (122-36),
1953 Marx & Engels imperforate & perforated souvenir
sheets (144a & 146a), plus 1949 Goethe sheet (10NB11),
condition is Very Fine and fresh, definetely worth bidding
for!
Estimate $500 - 750
2197 m
German Democratic Republic, used collection, 1949-83, presented in a Ka-Be album with a high degree of completion throughout, better include 1950
Academy of Science (58-67), 1950 souvenir sheet (B21a),
1951 Mao (82-84) & 1953 Marx-Engels imperforate & perforated souvenir sheets (144a & 146a), condition is F-VF.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2198 m
German Democratic Republic, used assortment, 1949-81, housed in a thick, and well-filled stockbook,
containing large amount of sets & singles in the modest
range with some better such as 1950 Academy of Science
(58-67) & 1951 Mao (82-84), condition is Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
2199 m
German Democratic Republic, used collection, 1949-69, presented in a three-ring binder, and fairly
complete for the period, better sets & sheets include 1950
Academy of Science (58-67), 1950 souvenir sheet (B21a),
1951 Mao (82-84) & 1953 Marx-Engels imperforate & perforated souvenir sheets (144a), condition is F-VF. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2200 H
German Democratic Republic & Soviet Zone,
mint collection, in a Ka-Be album, and starting with a nice
representation of Berlin-Brandenburg, Mecklenburg, East
Saxony, West Saxony, Saxony & Thuringia stamps, plus
1949 Goethe sheet (10NB11), followed by DDR section to
1972, and including many sets in the modest range condition is F-VF, worth a look. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2201 Hm
Germany: Berlin, mostly mint premium high
catalog early stock, composed of, mint unless noted,
Scott 9N1-20 (3), 9N1/20 (2 used both short the 80pf and
one also short the 15pf, 25pf, 60pf and 84pf), 9N21/34 (NH
short the 10pf, 15pf, 20pf and 60pf), 9N34 (2 used),
9N35-41 (2 NH and 2 mint), 9N63 (Nh block of 4), 9NB1-3
(2), 9NB3a NH plus a group of 16 different Berlin Locals.
Delightful stock sure to please the internet seller, F-VF,
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viewing suggested. Scott $10,103 owner's cat. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2202 Hm
Germany: Berlin, exceptional mint and used
dealers stock, with majority 1948-1954 issues, massive
catalog value packed into one counter book with many early
premium issues including, mint unless noted, Scott 9N1-20
(2), 9N17-20, 9N19 used, 9N21-34 used, 9N35-41 (3 mint
and 2 used), 9N61-63 (NH and used), 9N75-79 (NH blocks
of 4), 9N84-93 (NH and 2 mint), 9n108-10 NH, 9NB1-3 (3),
9NB4-7 (2 used) and 9NB8-11 used. A nice fresh stock,
overall Very Fine, viewing invited. Scott $11,173 owner's
cat.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2203 m
Germany: Berlin, used collection, 1948-90,
mounted in Ka-Be album and highly complete for the period, better include 1948 Berlin black overprints (9N17-20,
each signed Schlegel BPP or Lippschutz BPP), 1949 Berlin
red overprints (9N33-34 signed Schlegel BPP), 1949 UPU
(9N35-41), 1949 Goethe (9N61-63), 1949 Bear & Plate
(9NB1-3) & 1951 (9N70-74), condition is F-VF, owner's catalogue value exceeds $5,000. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2204 Hm
Germany: Berlin, mint & used collection,
1948-90, mounted in a three-ring binder, mint section includes some better never hinged sets such as 1951 Bell
(9N70-74), 1951 (9NB6-7), 1952 (9N80-83), 1953 Bell
(9N94-98), and from there virtually complete to 1986; used
section also includes several better sets such as 1948
Berlin red overprints (9N21-34), 1949 UPU (9N35-41),
1949 Goethe (9N61-63), 1951-52 Bell (9N75-79), 1952-53
Portraits (9N84-93) & 1953 Bell (9N94-98), condition is
F-VF, catalogue value approaching $4,000. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2205 m
Germany: Berlin, used collection, 1948-90,
mounted in Lighthouse album, better include 1948 Berlin
black overprints (9N1-20), 1949 Berlin red overprints
(9N21-33), 1949 UPU (9N35-41), 1949 Goethe (9N61-63,
plus additional set tied on souvenir card), 1949 Bear & Plate
(9NB1-3) & 1951 (9N70-74), condition is F-VF, catalogue
value approximately $5,000. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2206 HH
Germany: Berlin, mostly never hinged collection, 1948-90, mounted in a Lighthouse album, better
(never hinged unless noted) include 1949 Architecture
(9N42-60), 1949 UPU (9N35-41 lightly hinged), 1949 Goethe (9N61-63), 1949 surcharges (9N64-67), 1949 (9NB1-3;
each with top selvage), 1950-51 (9NB4-5 & 8NB6-7), 1951
(9N70-74), 1951-52 (9N75-79), 1952-53 (9N84-93; each
with top selvage), condition is Very Fine throughout,
recommeded for the selective dealer or collector. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2207 HHHm Germany: Federal Republic & Allied Occupation issues, 1945-85, 600+ stamps in two counter
books, definitives include Michel numbers 371DDD triple
overprint, signed Schlegel, 43I pair, one without overprint,
44INK6 pair with one inverted, and 65IIDK double overprint
on inverted, then moves on to Scott numbers with better
mint including #669a, 665-666(x4), 667-668(x4), 668(x5),
669(x7), 685, 698-701(x2), 702-721, B294-295,
B310-313(x4), B314-315(x3), B320-323 blocks of four,
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B320-323(x4), B324-327(x3), with dozens of other better
singles and sets, an excellent lot for the German specialist,
excellent quality throughout with fresh vibrant colors on the
mint, a recommended viewing, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $5,758 (Owner's).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2208 HH
Germany: Federal Republic, mostly never
hinged collection, 1949-89, mounted on Schaubek
pages, and housed in a three-ring binder, we noted a high
degree of completion for the period, and several better sets
such as 1949 (665-66 & 667-68) 1949 (669), 1949
(B310-13), 1950 (B314-15), 1951 (B316-17), 1952
(B325-26), 1952 (B327-30), 1953 (698-701), 1953
(B334-37) & 1954 (B338-41), condition is F-VF, owner's
catalogue value exceeds $3,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2209 m
Germany: Federal Republic, used collection, 1949-90, mounted on Schaubek pages, and housed
in a three-ring binder, we noted a high degree of completion
for the period, and several better sets such as 1949 (665-66
& 667-68) 1949 (B310-13), 1950 (B314-15), 1951
(B316-17), 1951 (B318-19), 1951 (B320-23), 1952
(B327-30), 1953 (B332-33), 1954 (B338-41) & 1955
(B344-47), condition is F-VF, owner's catalogue value exceeds $1,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2210 m
Germany: Federal Republic, used collection, 1949-91, in a Ka-Be album, and showing a high degree of completion for the period, better sets include 1949
(665-66, 667-68 & B309), 1949 (B310-13), 1950 (B314-15),
1951 (B316-17), 1951 (B318-19), 1951 (B320-23) & 1952
(B327-30), condition is F-VF, nothing very powerful but
worth a look. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2211 Hm
Germany: Federal Republic, a good mostly
mint stock, many 1000s of stamps including some
posthorns onwards, with nothing more than a dozen of each
from the mid 1950s onwards, quite comprehensive. Retail
potential clearly runs into many thousands of dollars. A
pleasant turnkey holding, ideal for a dealer.
Estimate $400 - 600
2212 m
Germany: Federal Republic, used collection, 1949-74, in a Collecta album, and highly complete for
the period, better noted include 1949 (665-66), 1949
(667-68 & B309), 1949 (669), 1949 (B310-13), 1951-52
(670-85), 1952 (B325-26), 1953 (B332-33) & 1953
(B334-37), condition is F-VF, catalogue value over $1,000.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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2213 Hm
Germany: Federal Republic & Berlin assortment, mint & used, arranged in six stockbooks, Federal Republic part (1949-99) includes a high porcentage of never
hinged stamps, and some lightly hinged duplication; we
noted many better (never hinged unless otherwise noted)
such as 1949 (Scott 665-66), 1949 (667-68 & B309), 1949
(669), 1949 (B310-13), 1950 (B314-15), 1951 (670-85),
1951 (B316-17), 1951 (B318-19), 1951 (B320-23), 1952
(B327-30), 1953 (B332-33), 1953 (B3334-37), 1954
(B338-41), Berlin part (1948-90) includes many desirable
sets (mint unless noted) such as 1949 (9N35-41 used),
1949 (9N64-67 x2; used), 1951-52 (9N70-75 x4), 1952-53
(9N84-93 x3), condition is mostly Very Fine, a useful
holding.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
2214 HHHm Greece, dealer's stock, 1862-1960, 300+
stamps in counter book, with better used Crete #1, Greece
11a, 49a(x2), 121-123, 125-126, better mint includes 108
block of four imperf between, 114 pair imperf between, 162,
195, 197(x2), 567 NH, and C1-C4(x3), with some better varieties and BOB, this is a nice stock for the retail dealer, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $6,014 (Owner's).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2215 HHHm Greece, mint and used collection,
1876-1967, collection of a several hundred stamps
mounted in Scott Specialty album or in glassines, coverage
is sparse until 1896, then contains mint many complete sets
including 618-623, 649-655, 677-687, 691-707, 708-715,
excellent value, great way to start this popular country, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2216 S
Haiti, an important collection of specimens
from the 19th century onwards, about 300 mint never
hinged specimen stamps, all one of a kind, organised chronologically with regular and back of the book issues, often
with only 1 sheet stored making these extremely scarce.
This represents a complete run of printings starting with the
1890 president Augustin Simon portraits (#52/66), followed
by postage dues of 1898 (#J1/J4), again with further
printings intended for the handstamps of 1902, as well as
the 1906 postage dues (#J10/J13). Then the 1906/13 pictorials series of 20 with distinct shades on the different printing runs, as well as a complete series of 12 imperfs on a
1908 printing, the presidents with centers in black including
a 1914 'exterieur' type series of 13 that were never released
due to theft in transit from the printers! There are many
more series here into the 1950s including the airposts from
the first issues onwards, all in the same mint never hinged
pristine quality as printed, vibrant colors throughout. This is
a wonderful run of elusive issues and a highly recommended collection for the specialist, very seldom available
in a collection format (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2217 Hm
Hungary, good collection ending with interesting
occupations,
Debrecen,
Temesvar,
Transylvania etc., collection of 1000s of stamps mint and
used, in a well-filled Scott speciality album, 1871 through to
the 1960s including good back of the book. Better items
seen include the 1871 litho 5k rose and 1871/72 engraved
Franz Josephs complete used, 1870s St. Stephen’s crowns
identified by perfs, then Serbian occupations with better inc.
‘szeged 1919’ overprints with 20f dark brown mint
(#11N28), Banat/Bacska overprints with 3kr parliament
mint (#10N24) and on ‘koztarsasag’ 10f ato 25f mint
(#10N29/32), then a good run of issues through to the back
of the book with further occupations inc. French and an excellent showing of the Romanian occs inc. (mint unless otherwise stated) first Debrecen overprints with the ‘Turul’
types (#2N½N3), 15f with red overprint (#2N10a) 20f gray
brown (#2N11), 15f purple Karoly with red and black overprints (#2N28A), #2N28Ab), on ‘koztarsasag’ issues again
with red and black overprints on 15f (#2N40a) etc, then the
overprints on 1919 40f to 1.40k (#2N56A/2N57C, Scott retail $500), as well as on 1916/17 semi-postals
(#2NB4/2NB6), etc. The back of the book continues with
the second Debrecen overprints, Temesvar and
Transylvania in depth inc. missing ‘B’ in ‘Bani’ error on one
stamp in 2f brown orange block of four (#5N2 var.), missing
‘Bani’ 50f and 75f, a series of 8 pairs from the upper right
hand corner of the sheets showing straight ‘N’ varieties inc.
on 50f and 75f used pairs, etc, etc. A collection with many
elusive issues (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 2,000
2218 Hm
Hungary, 1000s of mint and used stamps,
housed in a Lindner hingeless album, from the first issues
onwards, inc 1871 lithographed 15k brown and two of the
25k violet used, all signed, followed by an extensive range
of the 1871/72 engraved types used with lots of shades inc.
15k black and brown and 25k violet x 3 etc. Then the
1874/99 envelope numerals, all categorised by the perforations with many superb examples, similarly in-depth with
the watermark and perforation combinations of the Turul issues, including the 1900/04 to 5k used, leading on to the
1913 semi-postals with mint 5k and complete used, as well
as the 1914 red overprints complete mint, the 1915s complete mint never hinged and used, the 1925 athletics complete mint, 1934 Liszt m/s as well as the 1938 Eucharist
mint never hinged, etc etc. Also good back of the book with
highlights including a range of provisional postage due
handstamps, Dunube locals, post-WWI occupations including ‘occupation francaise’ 5f and 20f mint, the Hungarian occupation Debrecen issues with inverts, Serbian
occupations, as well as Western Ukraine, Western Hungary revolutionary overprints not listed in Scott etc, etc.
Completely uncataloged and engaging from start to finish
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2219 Hm
Hungary, diverse mint and used dealers
stock, appears to be mostly 1932-1977 housed in a well
filled counter book, including, mint unless noted, Scott
462-65, a useful group of imperf sets, C24-25, C26-34, C34
(3 used), CB1d, CB2, J210-27 NH imperf bloks of 4, plus a
nice range of occupation issues, nice fresh stock with plenty
of good mid-range value or the internet seller, F-VF, viewing invited. Scott $4,195.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2220 Hm
Hungary, mint & used assortment,
1871-1978, nicely arranged in a thick and well-filled
stockbook, including duplication, we noted several better
sets, part sets & singles such as 1871-72 (7-11 used), 1914
(B18//34 mint), 1925 Sports (B80-87 mint), plus many modern sets, souvenir sheets and some postage dues, overall
condition F-VF, excellent for the shade or cancel collector,
viewing advised.
Estimate $400 - 600
2221 HHHm Iceland, valuable dealer's stock, 1876-1960,
excellent Iceland dealer's stock of 250+, with many premium examples, better mint includes 15, 75, 119 pair, 122
pair, 124 pair, 125(x2), 126(x3), 138 pair(x2), 142, 149,
150, 221b, 224b, 229-231, 252, 273(x3), C2(x3), C4-C8,
C9-C11(x2), C15-C20, C23-C27, better used includes 14,
20, 91 and 186(x3), some additional used with revenue
cancels, a lovely lot that will enhance any dealers stock,
viewing highly recommended, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $7,050 (Owner's). Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2222 Hm
Iceland, mint and used collection, several
100s of stamps, all one of a kind, housed in a KaBe album,
19th century thru 2000. Better items include more than a
dozen different “I Gildi” overprints including officials, deserving further categorisation and research, then the
1903/04 Christian IX to 1k inc. mint 5a green, the 1903 officials complete, various 1907/08 definitives, the 1911
Sigurdsson series complete inc. used 25a orange top
value, further 1915/18 ‘double portraits’ complete used to
20a blue etc, followed by excellent redrawn Christian X issues 1931/32 complete mint to key value 10kr green and
black etc etc. A worthwhile collection for a dealer or
collector (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2223 Hm
Iran, an important collection with many
expertised, A very interesting collection formed in the
1930/40s and only recently bought to light. Beginning with
the 1870s lion unused and then the 1875 rouletted lions
complete, followed by the 1876 lions with the 4s vermilion
unused and an attractive group of the 1878 lions (#34#37,
Scott retail $900), all with signatures inc. superb used examples of the 1k red on yellow, 5k violet and 5k gold the latter with especially large margins all round. Next are the
Nasser-eddin Shah Qajar issues complete used, followed
by the 1881 ‘officiel’ overprints complete used, through to
the better overprints of the turn of the century inc. the 1901
12ch on 1k red mint and used (#169), 1902 ‘provisoire
1319’ series complete used (#173/188, Scott retail $1000)
and on square ‘postes persanes’ issues inc. mint 3cts, 5cts
and 12cts (#237/239, Scott retail $1000), etc. Lion
handstamps follow with the 50 krans red and blue type II
(#290, Scott retail $600) and the same overprint in blue on
high values complete to 100 tomans. Other highlights include ‘P.L. Teheran’, 1903 to 1906 issues virtually complete
inc. extremely scarce ‘2 CHAIS’ surcharge 1909 coats of
arms complete (#448/463) with genuine mint 20k and 30k
interesting non-Scott listed ‘service interieur’ overprints,
‘Relais’ overprints complete used and all signed (#516/523,
Scott retail $1400), then a good showing of the 1922
‘Controle’ overprints mint, with 13 different denominations
with the 10kr, 20kr and 30kr, again all with signatures
(#660/662 etc. Scott retail $2000+), 1926 Pahlavi overprint
5kr mint with scarce per 12 ½ x 12 signed, etc, etc. Collection of this caliber of the Persian Empire are few and far be-
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tween, an opportunity to bid on one of the best lots of this
country we have offered in a long time (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2224 Hm
Iran, interesting mint and used dealers
stock, lovely group, with a number of unlisted, in a single
stuffed counter book. Nice range of material running to
about 1979 including, mint unless noted, Scott 73-80,
247-56 (2), 366, 393, 426 used pair on peice, 445, 617-21,
686-95 (2), 744-59 used, 1141 horizontal pair imperf vertically, C34-50 (2), C51-67, C68-78, C79-84, Q36-46 NH and
Q51-57 NH. A few faults noted otherwise clean, F-VF, viewing invited. Scott $9,256 owner's cat.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2225 HH
Israel, specialized revenue plate block collection,
1948-49,
containing
watermarked
&
unwatermarked stamps, perforation & shades varieties,
mostly never hinged, and mounted on stock pages, comprising Bale REV.1 5m brown eighteen blocks of 6, 9, 12 or
16 stamps, plus two complete sheets, REV.2 7m violet sixteen blocks of 4, 6, 9, 15, 16 or 30 stamps, REV.3 10m
green eleven blocks of 4, 6 or 9 stamps, two vertical strips of
three & vertical pair, REV.4 20m orange seven blocks of 4,
6, 9 or 10 stamps, two vertical strips of three & vertical pair,
REV.5 30m purple twenty-six blocks of 4, 6, 9, 15, 16, 30 or
50 stamps, plus vertical strip of three & vertical pair, REV.6
40m pale blue four blocks: 2 of six & 2 of nine, REV.7 50m lilac four blocks of 4, 6 or 9 stamps, REV.8 60m blue block of
4, REV.9 75m deep grey eleven blocks of 4, 6, 9, 12 or 16
stamps, REV.10 80m turquoise thirteen blocks of 6, 9, 10,
16 or 30 stamps, REV.11 100m grey & REV.14 1000m red
blocks of fours, REV.13 500m olive block of six, REV.15
100Pr grey block of nine & strip of three, REV.16 250Pr
ochre block of nine, REV.17 500Pr olive block of nine &
block of four. Condition is Very Fine. Viewing will be quick.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2226 HH
Israel, specialized revenue collection,
1948-49, mostly never hinged, and arranged in stock pages
by perforation, opening with 1948-49 Revenues perforated
11 (Bale REV.1-14 & REV.15-18, incl. some duplicates),
followed by 1948-49 Revenues perforated 11 x 11½
(REV.2-6, 8 & 10-17), 1948-49 Revenues perforated 11½
(REV.2-4, 6-12 & 15-18, incl. misperforated pair), then by
1948-49 Revenues perforated 11½ x 11 (REV.2-3, 5-7,
9-10, 13 & 18), 1948 Revenues perforated 11½ x 14
(REV.1-4, 6-7, 9 & 18), 1948-49 Revenues perforated 14 x
11½ (REV.1, 6, 10, 15, 17-18), 1948-49 Revenues perforated 11 x 14 (REV.2-5, 7-9, 11 & 16-17), 1948-49 Revenues perforated 14 x 11 (REV. 3, 5, 8, 11, 14-15 & 18), and
last by 1948-49 Revenues perforated 14 (REV.1-3, 7, 9 &
15-18), plus sixteen strips of five with violet, black & red
specimen (Dugma) handstamps & three imperforate plate
proof pairs, one with value tablet blank. Condition is Very
Fine. Great opportunity for specialized collector. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

ond plate number in black was added at the same time).
First day cover with 1-6 tied by duplex cancels, each with
plate "1" on top selvage, plus small cover with 2-4 showing
different plate numbers, and tied by special cancel used to
welcome the refugees from the Cyprus concentration
camps. Condition is F-VF. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2228 H
Israel, IPS souvenir leaves and limited edition booklets, housed in 3 binders and composed of about
160 souvenir leafs, 65 private limited edition booklets as
well as a few items produced for subscribers. An interesting
array of somewhat scarce material that also includes receipts,exceptionally clean group, Very Fine, examine.
Estimate $500 - 750
2229 HH
Israel, huge stock of souvenir sheets,
1964-80, few thousand souvenir sheets in glassines, includes 271a, 430a, 521a, 677a, and 749a, with many multiples of each, large catalog value, excellent stock for the
retail dealer, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $5,800
(Owner's).
Estimate $500 - 750
2230 Hm
Israel, mint and used collection, 1948-55,
housed in a White Ace album with no empty spaces. Better
material includes the 1948 coins series complete mint
(#1/9), first postage dues complete mint never hinged, virtually everything else mint never hinged as well including the
1949 Tabul souvenir sheet (#16). A replete collection in
tip-top condition virtually throughout (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2231 Hm)
Israel, mint and used collection, 1948-2000,
interesting collection with many FDC's, souvenir sheets
and folders, with mint 16, 27 with tab, J1-J5, used 1-6 with
tabs, a collection with many better items, needs inspection,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Estimate $300 - 400
2232 Hm
Italian Area, small but useful mint and used
Eritrea, Vatican City stock and more, composed of, used
unless noted, Scott Eritrea 175-80 mint, C1-6 (2 mint),
C7-16 (2), C66-72, Vatican 38, 55-60 NH, C18-19 (3 NH,
mint and used), C21 (single and blk 6) and C23-24 NH, nice
clean group, F-VF, great lot for the eBay seller but viewing a
must. Scott $1,901 owner's cat. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2233 Hm
Italian States, dealer's stock, 100+ stamps in
a counter book, some nice examples that includes mint
Modena 5, 10, 10b, 11b, PR5, mint Parma 1, used 1, 2, 3,
9, mint Romanga 5, used 4, 6, 7, mint Roman States 1c, 2,
5, 9, 12a, 13(x2), 15(x4), 16, 17, 18, used 7b 10, mint Sardinia 7(x2), 8b, used 6, 7(x2), 8, 14, mint Tuscany 13, used
1, 7b, 12, 15, 20b, 21a, 22 & mint Two Sicilies 18, 19a, 21,
23a, 26(x4), 26a, used 6, 10, usual mixed condition, may be
some reprints and dubious cancels, inspection highly recommended, o.g. or without gum, F.-V.F. Scott $61,355
(Owner's).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

2227 H)
Israel, plate number single stamps & covers,
mounted on exhibition pages, stamps include Scott 1-6
never hinged, each with plate "1" on top selvage, 2-6 never
hinged, each with plate "2" on top selvage, 7-9 never
hinged, each with plate "1" on top selvage, J1-5 never
hinged horizontal pairs, each with plate "1" on top selvage
(as known the stamps were overprinted in black and a sec-
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2234 Hm
Italian States, premium selection of mint and
used, nice quality, all signed or with 6 relevant certificates
composed of, used unless noted, Scott Modena 7 and 7b
on piece, 7b, 8d, Parma 3, 5 (registry cancel), 11 (unused
and used), Roman States 11, Tuscany 8, 19 and Two
Sicilies 13g, a minor fault or two otherwise clean and sound,
F-VF +, viewing suggested to truly appreciate the value to
be found here. Scott $8,005 owner's cat. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2235 Hm
Italian States, forgeries & reprints reference
collection, mounted in 39 well-filled pages, including Sardinia 5¢, 20¢ & 40¢ (Scott 4-6) reprints in perforated & imperforate sheets of 50, and showing typical characteristics
of reprints, such as small break in the outer curved line of
the ellipse just in front of the king's forehead (40¢) or a blue
dot to the right of the upper right ornament surrounding the
ellipse (20¢), followed by Lion of Tuscany and Coat of Arms
forgeries, latter with cross situated to the right of the "T" of
"POSTALE", Papal States reprints in multiples, Romagna
reprints, Sicily forgeries, including some with horseshoe-shaped cancels designed not to deface the "sacred
image" of Ferdinand II, plus a nice section of Modena,
Parma & Two Sicilies reprints & forgeries useful as reference, condition is mostly Very Fine. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2236 HHHm Italy, valuable dealer's stock, 1862-1960, several hundred stamps in five counter books, with an incredible range of material and huge catalog value, better mint
includes 47, 58-62, 67, 72, 78, 85, 115-116(x2), 117-118,
140-142, 169, 201-210, 248-256, 268-279(x3), 280-289,
290-305, 324-328, 331-341, 345-348, 349-354, 359-366,
367-376, 377-386, 413-418 block of four, 477(x2), C3-C9,
C23-C26, C34, C42-C47(x3), C48-C49, C62-C65,
C66-C72(x2), C84-C88, C89-C94(x2), C95-C99, E25 block
of four, Q2, better used includes 280-289, C35-C39 &
CE1-CE2 and 331-341, C66-C72 & CE8-CE9, with plenty
of postage dues, parcel posts and other BOB, condition
mixed on early, an opportunity that will not come around often, please set aside plenty of time to peruse this treasure
trove, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $53,535
(Owner's).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
2237 Hm
Italy, high cataloge mint and used stock,
composed of, used unless noted, Scott 119-22 mint,
143-46, 171a, 232-38 mint, 258-64 mint with high values
NH, 280-89 C35-39 CE1-2 blocks of 4, 290-305 mint,
331-41 mint, 331-41 C66-72 CE8-9 blocks of 4, 359-66
mint, 359-66 C84-88, 367-76 C89-94, 377-86 mint, 400-09
NH, 495-506 mint, 514 NH, 539, B5, B11 mint, B15 (mint
and used), C42-47, C48-49 mint (stained), C56-61 CE7-9
blocks of 4, C73-78, C100-05 NH, P1 mint block 4, Q1-6,
Q2 (3 mint) and 1LN7 double overprint mint, a couple faults
noted otherwise a nice sound group with a cert and many
signed, F-VF, viewing invited. Scott $22,396 owner's cat.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2238 Hm
Italy, mostly used collection, 1944-94, in
three albums, majority of sets & singles up to $40 with some
higher in used condition such as 1948 (489-92), 1948
(495-506). 1949 (518) & 1950 (535-36), 1968 onwards
mostly Never Hinged, condition is F-VF, worth viewing.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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2239 H
Italy: A.M.G., fascinating highly specialized
collection, comprised of countless hundreds of items, all
carefully assembled on a large stack of Joe Bush pages,
with extensive collateral materials, articles, etc included as
well. Begins with an exhaustive study of the "AMG" issue by
London/Washington and Brunswick printings, with paper
and perf varieties, fantails etc, strong AMG-FTT issues with
gutter pairs, overprint varieties, inscription blocks, plus parcel posts, postage dues, postal stationery and fiscal issues,
a lovely Bari wolf specialized section and much, much
more. An incredible collection, assembled by a long time
Bush customer, fresh and largely Very Fine, a careful
inspection advised.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2240 Hm
Italian Colonies, delightful mostly mint dealers stock, fills a single counter book. Nice range of material
to be found including, mint unless noted, Scott Cyrenaica
CB1-10, Eritrea CB1-10, Q1, Ethiopia N1-7 (2), Italian East
Africa C1-11, C18, Libya 24a, C4-7, C14-18, Somalia
C7-16 and C17-27 (2 NH). A overall fresh and clean stock,
F-VF, viewing invited. Scott $6,547 owner's cat.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2241 Hm
Japan, stamps and revenues, a fascinating
range of material with 100s of 19th century with much back
of the book and revenues, plenty of interesting material as
well as an abundance of cancels that any specialist will enjoy sorting. The 20th century too has merit, also like the 19th
century virtually all one of a kind, occasional mint series thru
to the modern era. Items seen include issues of 10 yen,
Jingos, various national parks leading thru to airmails, back
of the book, blocks of 4, coil strips etc. This was formed after
many years of stripping down collections, please spend
time on this.
Estimate $300 - 400
2242 HH/H
Japan, mint collection, 1957-91, nice fresh
clean collection, several hundred stamps mounted in two
White Ace albums, with singles, blocks and S/S's, excellent
catalog value, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2243 Hm
Korea - North and South, 19th and 20th century collection, with better including scarce North Korea.
Collection of 100s of mint and used stamps from the first issues onwards, housed in a Minkus album, with plenty of
good material. We note 1884 5m and 10m mint, 1900 1p on
25p surcharge mint (#17), 1900/03 Yin-Yang series including 50ch olive green and pink mint (#52), then a range of
1902 handstamp surcharges, the 1903 Falcon series inc.
20ch mint and 50ch used (#39/49), etc, leading on to US
Administration issues with better mint material in the 1940s
including the 1948 5wn blue Syngman Rhee (#90), then the
1951/52 Flags complete mint (#132/173) continuing
well-filled, with later series complete mint including 1963
Musical Instruments (#417/426), 1964 Gardens
(#434/443), etc. The collection is also accompanied by an
excellent group of North Korea material from the 1950s, all
unused without gum as issued, with scarce issues including
the 1946 first Soviet occupation 50ch violet rare
imperfxPerf 11 (#5d, Scott retail $1,200), 1954 People's
Army 6th Anniversary 10w carmine red rouletted (#73,
Scott retail $725), as well as several others we cannot find
in Scott. A great collection with many of the better items in
superior quality than usually found. The most exciting part
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is probably the North Korea much of which would be tough
to find again, please inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2244 m
Liechtenstein, desirable used collection,
1912-2005, mounted in two albums, including many key
sets such as 1912 (1-3), 1915 (1a-3a, plus 3ab ultramarine), 1920 (11-16), 1920 (18-46), 1921 (54-69), 1924-28
(74-80), 1925 (B1-3), 1928 (B7-10), 1929 (90-93), 1930
(94-107, incl. several perforation varieties such as 1.5fr &
2fr perforated 11-1/2), 1934 (116-29), 1930 airmails (C1-6),
1934-35 (C9-13), 1936 (C15-16), 1932 offcials (O1-7 x2;
one perforated 10-1/2, other 11-1/2), 1934-35 (O11-20),
overall condition is mostly Very Fine, who can resist when
an opportunity like this one arises? (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2245 HH
Liechtenstein, mostly never hinged collection, 1912-99, mounted in two albums, better (never hinged
unless otherwise noted) include 1915 (1a & 2a), 1920
(11-16), 1921 (69), 1924 (80), 1925 (B1-3), 1928 (B7-10),
1932 (B11-13), 1933 (111-13), 1933-36 (116-29), 1937-38
(136-50), 1939 (157-59), 1949 Portraits & souvenir sheet
(227-35 & 238), 1951-52 (247-58), 1951 (259-60, 259a &
260a), 1952 (261-62), 1952 (264), 1960 (356), 1930 airmails (C1-6), 1931 zeppelin (C7-8), 1934-35 (C9-13), 1935
(C14), 1936 (C15-16), plus some officials & postage dues,
condition is mostly Very Fine, a high quality offer that deserves your attention. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

piece by Sombrerete straight-line, accompanied by B.P.A.
certificate. Then follows the eagles including 3 examples of
the medio real brown, mint without overprint, again accompanied by B.P.A. cert, as well as unused and used with district overprints etc. The later Hidalgos continue in
specialised fashion through to fascinating back of the book,
including scarce used ‘porte de margins all around’ issues
with district overprints. Then some other unusual 19th century back of the book with further discoveries very likely to
be made, please inspect thoroughly – ideal for the specialist
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2250 Hm
Mexico, delightful little mint and used dealers stock, to about 1950 neatly arranged in a single stock
book with numerous better including, used unless noted,
Scott 4, 5 (2), 9 (2), 11, 12, 278 and C213 NH, F-VF, viewing
invited. Scott $3,793 owner's cat.
Estimate $600 - 800
2251 H
Mexico, cigarette tax stamps, c. 1910, 25 cigarette package wrappers with imprinted tax stamps + 8 with
revenue stamps applied, nice variety of graphics and most
unusual, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
2252 HHa
Mongolia, small grouping of blocks,
1932-58, including #s 72-73, 74A, D, F, G, H, J, 102, 103,
114, 115, 127, 134, 140 and 144-148, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $2,088.
Estimate $400 - 600

2246 Hm
Liechtenstein, powerful mint and used
stock, running to about 1984 in a counter book busting at
the seams. Loaded with premium value including, mint unless noted, Scott 1-3 (2, one of the 25h NH), 3 NH, 1a-3a (2
used), 3b (2 used), 57a NH, 74-80 mint and used, 102 NH,
103 NH, 107 NH, 108, 110, 114 NH, 264, B11-13 NH, C7-8
and C15-16 used. A strong clean identified stock, F-VF +,
viewing invited. Scott $9,133 owner's cat.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2247 Hm
Liechtenstein, exceptional little mostly mint
stock, composed of, mint unless noted, Scott 1-3, 15a,
58a, 82-89, 108-10 (mint and used), 266-69, C1-6 used,
C7-8, C7-8 (2), C15-16 (2 mint and 1 used), nice clean fresh
unit, F-VF +, viewing invited. Scott $3,247 owner's cat.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2248 H
Luxembourg, useful little mint and used
dealers stock, housed in a counter book. You will find a
small group of mid range hinged or never hinged sets running to the early 1950's with some better earlies including,
used unless noted, Scott 2, 4, 8, 11, O3 minor flaws, O4,
O7, O9 and O13 mint. A number of faults noted but there remains a great deal of retail value throughout this lot, mustly
F-VF, viewing suggested. Scott $8,223 owner's cat.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2249 Hm
Mexico, specialised classics collection including certificates, a collection of 19th century stamps
housed on quadrille album pages. The imperf Hidalgos are
identified by district and include ½r black on buff mint pair,
the 8r bright green on red brown used with large type Mexico overprint and an extraordinary combination of the 8r lilac
quadrisect and scarce 2r green bisect tied together on
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2253 Hm
Morocco: British, French, Spanish and German Post Offices, a magnificent specialised collection,
including extensive postal history. An exhibition collection
housed in 3 albums, well filled with well over 1000 stamps
over 150 postal history items incorporated into the collection, accompanied by much research written up on old fashioned album pages. The 1st album is the British Post
Offices, starting off with early postal history with scare 1d.
Gibraltar provisional used on French stationery 1887 from
Tangier to Sweden, then 2 ½d ultra Gibraltar single usage
on cover 1888 from Tangier to Scotland, lots of used Gibraltar postal stationery British currency and provisional Spanish currency overprint, as well as 5cts and 10cts Gibraltar
newspaper wrappers used in Tangier etc. Then the stamp
issues begin from Morocco, with Gibraltar and London
printings complete used, including particularly superb cds 1
peseta London printing, hyphenated “nc” errors on mint
pairs, the 5ct plate number corner block of 12 showing
broad top to “M” variety, plus postal history for both series
including London overprints newspaper wrappers 5cts to
England and 10cts to Switzerland. Then EDVII complete
used and with another plate number block of 12 1905 10cts
dull purple on red with the broad “M” at the same position,
continuing with “Agencies” overprints on GB stamps inc.
2sh6d mint and 4d orange Harrison printing on cover, the
Spanish currency surcharges complete used with additional 1912 Somerset House printing 12p on 10/- ultra mint
and further better newspaper wrappers, leading on to an attractive showing of KGV seahorses with 18 different inc.
British currency Bradbury and Wilkinson 5/- used and
re-engraved Waterlow 2/6d on registered airpost cover to
New York via Lisbon, Azores and Bermuda. Also the Spanish currency with 12d on 10/- mint and De La Rue complete
used trio, etc, the rest of the KGV, KEVIII, KGVI and QEII
are comprehensive, with better inc. the scarce Tangier at
top error on silver wedding 2½d, 1949 Tangier definitives to
10/- complete mint, etc. The 2nd album are the French,
Spanish and German Post Offices, including French Morocco 1900 2 pesetas on 2 francs mint and used, the 1903
1p on 1fr and 2p on 2fr used, the 1921 45cts on 45cts mint
and used, attractive postal history from the 19th century onwards including illustrated advertising, ‘Tanger’ overprints
with 2fr and 5fr mint and 1ct strip of five on cover to Switzerland with Swiss postage dues applied,etc etc. Then the
German Pos inc. 1899 complete, the 1900 to 2p 50c on 3m
used, etc. The 3rd album is postal history and portmarks,
crammed with covers and stationery from the 19th century
onwards of which a few highlights are the 1896 Rabat cancels on 20cts red Gibraltar registered letter envelope with
additional 25cts blue to Germany, the broad “M” 5cts QV
used on card, German and Spanish Pos on the photo side
of postcards through to highly unusual 1937 Civil War series from Tangier tied on special “Hogar-Escuela de
Huerfanos de Correos” card, the Guynemer air labels and
red airpost stationery of French Morocco, first airpost including both types of 25cts and 50cts on large red first flight
and Casablanca to Dakar with blue oval cachet of the Spanish consul, as well as the “Marruecos” 20cts bisect 4th Feb
1919 commercial single usage on censor cover, WWI and
WWII French, British, South African and US military mail
etc, etc. There is so much more here than described, highly
recommended, a world class collection of the Morocco
Agencies with many items very difficult to replace if not
unique (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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2254 Hm
Netherlands, a good old fashioned collection, 100s of stamps mint and used, virtually all one of a
kind, housed on large album pages, with printed spaces for
the issues through to 1920, then blank pages for the issues
onwards. Better items seen include 1852 first series complete four margins with the 5cts and 10cts tied on piece,
1864 second series complete x 2 used, 1867s with 50cts
gold attractive cds example, as well as types identified on
the lower denominations, then 1868/70 arms types unchecked for better perfs, 1872/88 Wilhelms to 2gl. 50cts
rose and ultra used, 1891/96 Wilhelminas also to 2gl. 50cts
pink and blue superb used. The early 20th century is also
useful through to 1920s and 1930s Wilhelmina definitives
with a good range of mint never hinged issues hinged on the
selvage only inc. 1931 21cts olive brown carrying a big premium for never hinged, as well as better commemoratives
of that early 1930s. There are also lots of further complete
series through the 1940s/60s also mint never hinged, with
many in multiple format. A very useful Netherlands collection with far more here than described, please inspect
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2255 Hm
Netherlands & Colonies, valuable mint and
used stock, housed in a single counter book with excellant
mid-range value and numerous better including, mint unless noted, Scott 1, 2, 3 unused, 30, 201, J29-41,
Netherland Indies 1 used, overall clean and F-VF, viewing
invited. Scott $5,978 owner's cat. Estimate $750 - 1,000
2256 Hm
Netherlands East Indies, with strong back of
the book including Japanese Occupations, a virtually
complete specialised mint and used collection from the first
issues thru 1990s, housed in a thick volume on homemade
album pages with an extensive write-up. Highlights include
the 1864/1868 imperf and perf William III first issues used,
the 1870/88s categorised by 9 different perf types with
better including the 2cts violet brown unused (#6), as well
as the 25cts violet perf 14 large holes used (#13c) etc. Then
the same detail through the numerals and Wilhelminas with
lots of perf varieties inc. the 1905/12 high values with mint
21/2g blue on blue (#62), 'Buiten Bezit.' overprints complete
used (#63/80) with non Scott-listed perf varieties, the overprints reading down varieties on 13 values to 50cts, similarly the 'JAVA' overprints complete used and then unusual
positions of the overprint inc. inverts to 25cts mint. Good
material continues with the 1922 Bandoeng fair series complete mint (#102a/123a), scarce particularly in this quality
and far better than the Scott retail suggests, then the 1923
Wilhelminas complete used (#151/157), the 1941s with
35cts mint (#240) and large high value 25g orange used
(#249), etc. There is then excellent and extensive back of
the book, including the marine insurance series complete
mint (#GY1/GY7) accompanied by illustrated certificate,
postage dues identified by the types inc. 1874 scarce 5cts
ocher mint, signed three times (#J3) and 10cts green on
yellow mint (#J4), officials inc. inverted overprints, as well
as Indonesia with Japanese occupations and Netherlands
New Guinea comprehensive. One man's lifetime specialised collection with lots of items that are not often seen. This
is a parallel collection from the same owner as the
Netherland Antilles in this auction (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2257 Hm
Nicaragua, an important classics accumulation, a very interesting range of classics specifically from
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1862 through to 1880, mostly mint, very disorganised.
Highlights include group of #1, the 2 cts blues in different
shades, then the #2 the 5cts black on yellowish paper unused, the 1869/71s with scarce original 5cts black mint etc,
etc, the lot being to describe as it is all over the place! In fact
the majority of the stamps here are originals and are ridiculously undervalued by Scott. There are also interesting
cancelations making an appearance when rummaged
through, for example octagonal numbers on 5cts perf, cds
cancels in black and blue on roulette types etc, etc. Strictly
for stamp workaholics.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2258 Hm
Norway, useful little mint and used dealers
stock, 67 stamps on counter pages including, used unless
noted, Scott 2, 3, 5961, 67 mint and 218, generally F-VF,
viewing invited. Scott $2,661 owner's cat.
Estimate $350 - 500
2259 S
Panama, an important collection of specimens from the first map issues onwards, well over 200
mint never hinged specimen stamps, all one of a kind, organised chronologically, often with only 1 sheet stored,
making many of these issues here extremely scarce. This
represents a complete run of printings starting with the
1904 map types through to the 1960s, including the majority
that are pre-1930, including the first Panama maps issued
1904/5 (#179/180), through to the 1909 21/2cts arms
(#199), the 1911 and 1915 1/2ct maps (#195/196), the
1915/16 pictorials series complete (#204/212), the 1924
arms series (#234/243) with the first printing of the ten denominations and then dozens of distinct differences in the
shades etc. Similarly the pattern continues with the 1930/41
airplane over map series (#C6A/C9) with several different
printings, followed by the 1936 Postal Congress regular and
airpost series complete (#278/287, #C21/C26), the 1942
pictorials (#342/349) etc, through the1964 Ecumenical
Council airpost series complete (#C300/C321). This is a
wonderful collection all in the same never hinged quality as
printed with vibrant colors, hardly exposed to light. A highly
recommended lot for the specialist, an opportunity seldom
available (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2260 Hm)
Philippines, extensive and diverse old time
collection from Spanish Dominion to Republic, begins
with mint, used and on piece material with some revenues,
then US administration with mint & used 213-219 & 223,
with covers and a mint block of 24 #214, 226-237 mint, and
J1-J5 & J7, with most of Japanese Occupied and republic
issues, nice group of airmails, there are also many extras
with covers, panes and S/S's, sure to please any collector
or dealer of this country, please examine, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

through to the 20th century with the 1940s through to 1970s
seemingly complete, followed by back of the book, 19th
century onwards. A very good collection partially remaindered decades ago (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2262 Hm
Portugal & Colonies, lovely almost all mint
souvenir sheet stock, composed of, never hinged unless
noted, Scott 586a (NH and mint), 594a (NH and 2 mint),
602a (3 mint), 641a mint, 649a (13), 657a, 667a mint, 670a
(10), 682a mint, 701a (mint and used), 1225a (3), 1276a
(5), 1355a (24), Colonies 1951 Fatima sheet of 9 mint, Portuguese Guinea 257a and Portuguese India 479a disturbed
gum, although a couple faults noted the lot is overall fresh
and F-VF +, viewing suggested. Scott $3,540 owner's cat.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2263 Hm
Portugal & Colonies, useful mint and used
dealers stock, with the strength in the colonies being Angola and Mozambique housed in a single counter book.
You will find a number of better items here including, mint
unless noted, Scott 6 no gum, 18 used, 292, 297, 469 inverted surcharge, 486 inverted surcharge, 662-69, 675-82
NH, C1-10 (4 used) and Mozambique 332-55 (2 NH). Useful little group, overall F-VF, viewing invited. Scott $4,791
owner's cat.
Estimate $600 - 800
2264 HHHm Russia, dealer's stock, 1857-1960, 600+
stamps in two counter books, with better mint including
678-686 NH, 909-910, 1522, C15-C19, C69-C75, better
used includes 2 with St Petersburg cancel, 10, 472-478 with
478 mint, 486a, and 551-554, with duplication on moderately priced singles and sets, an excellent way to acquire
some better stock, please leave time to properly evaluate
this holding, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$5,752 (Owner's).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2265 HH/H
Russia, territories & back-of-the-book
dealer's stock, excellent mint selection of these tough to
find stamps, better includes Russia L1, Armenia 187, 330,
362a, 365a, 368 with double overprint, Carpatho Ukraine
79(x13), 80(x9), 81-86(x14), with some unlisted varieties in
both Carpatho Ukraine and Russia BOB, needs some research, but should greatly reward a little elbow grease,
please inspect, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$8,723 (Owner's).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2266 HH/H
Ryukyus, mint collection, 1948-71, clean collection that includes #1a-7a, 8-13, 14-15, 16, 16a, 16b, 18,
19-26, 27-28, 29-39, C1-C3, C4-C8, C9-C13, C14-C16 &
E1, all appears NH, a great way to collect the complete issue less the elusive #17, please inspect, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,700. Estimate $400 - 600

2261 m
Portugal, 100s of used stamps, housed in a
Scott album with strength in the classics, starting with the
first issues from 1855 onwards with the 50 and 100 Re-Issues, both close but clear 4 margined, followed by the 1856
5reis to 25reis, as well as the 1862/64 imperfs 5r, 10r, 50r
and 100r with the later probably a sheet marginal with superb margins, followed by the 1866/67 with 2 distinct
shades on the 120r high value, as well as four margined examples of the 5, 20, 50 and 80 Re-Issues, the latter 2 are
substantial margins and impressive gems. Then a further
study of the King Luiz definitives to the 1000 Re-Issues high
value, followed by the St Anthony 500reis high value,
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2267 S
Salvador, an important collection of specimens from the 19th century onwards, a remarkable
holding of specimen overprinted issues from 1912 through
to the 1940s, all one of a kind and organised chronologically. There are over 130 regular and back of the book issues here. The collection starts with the 1887 3cts brown
and 10cts orange and the 1888 5cts blue (#18/20), each in
pairs with large red overprint across both stamps. Then the
1912 portraits and monuments (#402/411), followed by the
1916 National Theater types including two complete sets of
the officials each with different types of the specimen
o/postal stationery (#O332/O341), through airposts from
the 1937 plane over church series,on to the 1940 coffee
tree series (#C54/C65, #C71/C77), as well as a series of 6
values for 'servicio exterior' to $20 with interesting se-tenant tabs and both sections having the specimen overprint,
as well as the 1921 officials complete without specimen
o/postal stationery and much more. The quality here is virtually flawless mint never hinged wth vibrant colors throughout, hardly exposed to light. A great opportunity for the
specialist to acquire an extensive collection of these scarce
issues (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2268 Hm
San Marino, useful little mint and used dealers stock, housed in a single counter book including, mint
unless indicated, Scott 4 (2), 7 used, 7a, 10, 13, 23, 26 used
and J30. Stock of less then 100 stamps ready made for the
eBay seller, F-VF, viewing invited. Scott $3,368 owner's
cat.
Estimate $400 - 600
2269 Hm
San Marino and Vatican, small souvenir
sheet stock, with good mid-range value and including Vatican 155a (2 NH), F-VF, viewing invited. Scott $513 owner's
cat.
Estimate $200 - 300
2270 H
Saudi Arabia, useful mint dealers stock, all
housed in a single counter book. Begins with a small but excellent range of Hejaz and Nejd with a number of better including Scott L51-54, L55-60, L72, L73, L146a and L147a
then continues to a duplicated group of never hinged Kingdom issues that runs to about 1980 including 295 (9) and
393. A clean and fresh lot, overall Very Fine, viewing invited. Scott $9,712 owner's cat. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2271 Hm
Slovenia in transition, an important collection, 1919-20, issues for Slovenia 1919/1920, with over
1000 mint and used stamps housed in a large volume, with
in-depth studies issue for issue, including loads of interesting varieties and errors. The collection begins with the chain
breakers, with perf errors including the 15f blue mint block
of four imperf between horizontally and a gray blue shade
block with double perfs, etc. Then a cover from Vinkovci to
Zagreb post marked with pair of the 20f brown with one
stamp bisected. Also present the 10f red postal stationery
card with additional 3f violet with cds and SHS censor postmarks. Then the typographed issues including the complete imperfs on #3L9/3L23, through to the postage dues
including the 8d on 30f top value mint and used (#3LJ32),
followed by the newspaper stamps where there is yet further considerable detail with extensive plating studies on
the different printings of the Eros types. The studies are often illustrated with enlarged photo diagrams and of course
extensive write-up, through to the 6f blue Vienna printing
mint, signed twice (#3LP12) and the surcharges including
composite part-sheets showing se-tenant combinations of
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different values etc. A highly recommended collection, a joy
to view (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2272 Hm
Spain & Portugal, useful collection, mostly
used, and catalogue value being approximately divided between the two countries, Spain collection in two Davo albums to 1970s, and with the post-war years highly
complete, Portugal collection with several mint semipostal
sets, plus Portuguese Colonies representation: Angola,
Cape Verde, Mozambique, Mozambique Company,
Nyassa & Timor, overall condition is F-VF, viewing is
suggested to truly appreciate.
Estimate $500 - 750
2273 HHHm Sweden, mint & used collection, 1855-2002,
well filled Scott Specialty album, better used includes 2, 9,
12, 21, 51, 66, 161, 197-212, appears complete 1939-2002,
with semi-postals, airmails, postage dues and officials, nice
way to start this country or to break down, please inspect,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $6,250
(Owner's).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2274 Hm
Sweden, delightful mint and used dealers
stock, housed in two counter books, the second being mint
booklets starting with Scott 448a. Good value to be found
here running to about 1936 including, mint unless noted,
Scott 1q, 6, 7 used, 131 used, 145-59, 161 (3 mint pairs)
and J11, nice clean stock, F-VF, viewing invited. Scott
$4,568.
Estimate $500 - 750
2275 Hm
Switzerland, substantial mint and used dealers stock, a valuable unit with much never hinged value
housed in 4 black counter books. We find this lot packed
with premium sets and singles including, mint unless noted,
Scott 2L3 used, 30 used, 40 used pair, nice group of duplicated NH Helvetia's, 75, 76, 86, 87, 87b, pair of Helvetia
small numeral proof of background, 111a used, 200-03 (NH
and mint), 209 NH, 284a-86a NH, 293-305 used, B2-3 (mint
and 4 used), B4-6 (NH and 2 used), B143 used, B209 (2
used), C1-2 NH, C2 (4 used), C3-12 (2 NH), C13-15 (2 NH 2
mint and a used), C13a-15a NH and 7O18-20 (3 used).
Wonderful lot for either the retail or eBay dealer, overall
clean and fresh, F-VF, viewing invited. Scott $28,222
owner's cat.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2276 Hm
Switzerland, valuable mint and used stock,
with a great run of souvenir sheets and composed of, used
unless noted, Scott 1L4 small thin, 88 and 88a (about 125
used copies with some cancel interest), 145 mint, a lovely
early essay, 200-203 (3 NH), 200b-202b (4 NH), 210-15 NH
blk 4, 226 mint, 242 (NH, mint and 2 used), 293-305, 328
NH blh 8, B89, B90a (2 NH blks 4), B105 mint, B116 (3 NH
and 1 mint), B119 NH, B131 (2 NH, mint and 2 used), B132
(mint and used), B143 NH, B144 (3 NH and used), B178
(NH, mint and used), B206 (NH, mint and used), B297,
C27-34 2 unused blks 4), J13, J19, J21-28. Scott $10,698
owner's cat. (photo on web site). Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2277 Hm
Switzerland, mint & used collection,
1850-1944, presented in Lighthouse album, starting with
Zurich Cantonal 1850 (1L5 with rosette cancel), followed by
Federal Administration stamps issued in the 1850-52 period, then by "Silk Threads" issued in the 1854-55 period, including examples with bright or dull colors, plus several
examples issued in the 1854-62 period, including 2r gray
(35) & 1fr lavender (30) with circular datestamps, also
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"pro-juventute" & "pro-patria" well filled sections. Interesting section of 1939-42 military soldier stamps, including
some sheetlets, condition is mixed among earlier issues but
overall F-VF, the lot deserves a careful look. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2278 Hm
Switzerland, mint & used 20th century assortment, arranged in three stockbooks, better include
1945 Pax issue (Scott 293-305, B145 used & 303-305
never hinged), 1912 pro-juventute (Michel I-III mint & I-II
used), 1913-27 semipostals (Scott B1-44 mint), and a nice
representation of early semi-postals & "pro-juventute" mint
& used issues, condition is Very Fine, highly recommended
for internet trader.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2279 Hm
Switzerland, mint & used collection,
1907-86, in three Lighthouse albums and including many
useful sets & singles, better (never hinged unless noted) include 1945 souvenir sheets (B143 & B144 with first day
cancels), 1942-43 (Scott O19-36), 1944 (2O79-90), 1944
(4O1-21), 1950 (O37-47 x2; incl. used set), 1950
(3O83-93), 1950 (4O29-39), 1948-50 (5O1-25), 1950
(6O1-8), Campione 1944 (Michel 1A-5B), also good representation of "pro-juventute" & "pro-patria" mint & used issues, plus some United Nations European office examples,
condition is for the most part Very Fine, viewing will prove
rewarding. (photo on web site). Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2280 Hm
Switzerland, a solid soldier stamp collection, substantial album formed decades ago in Switzerland, housing about 400 mint and used soldier stamps
alphabetically organised. This collection has lost its binder
but not its character! Apart from the many regular army issues for rifles, artillery, etc, there are issues for mining
corps, air observers, engineers, bridge builders, skiers on
mountain training, bicycle companies, Italian language pair
for roadworkers, bakers, etc, as well as pure propaganda
with an illustration-only stamp with shadow of soldier with
finger on lips over group of talking civilians. There are also
dozens of miniature sheets/sheetlets of four including “mobilisation” sheet with lower left stamp showing soldiers
standing guard over Switzerland surrounded by death’s
heads, sappers battalion sheet of four triangular stamps
with design of barbed wire silhouetted against a red sky,
“Generalswache” black dog sheet of four and imperf sheet
of one, carrier pigeon unit, motto “small unit – big help”,
sheet of four with another sheet showing only, etc, etc. An
excellent well-organised collection with many better and
scarce items present from early turn of the century onwards. An opportunity to buy an original and important
collection of these increasing popular military postage
stamps (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

per used (#65), etc, through to the 1882 numerals inc.
scarce white paper 2cts bister used and postage dues including the 1884/97 500cts used (#J28) etc, etc. Then follows a useful range of the ‘standing Helvetias’, as well as
William Tell with different types categorised, through to the
pro juventute semi-postals with complete used 1915s
(#B2/B3) etc. Also airmails with the 50cts propeller overprint airpost used (#C2), plus a range of non Scott listed
1935 perfin cross official forerunners and other officials,
etc, etc. A solid collection (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2282 m
Switzerland, used collection, 1945-95,
mounted in a Lighthouse album, better noted include 1945
Pax set (293-305 & B145), 1945 War victims sheet (B143),
1945 Centenary sheet (B144) & 1951 Lunaba sheet
(B206), we also noted "pro-juventute" & "pro-patria" sections virtually complete for the period, condition is Very
Fine. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2283 Hm
Switzerland, souvenir sheet assortment,
1934-62, better (never hinged unless otherwise noted) include 1934 NABA sheet with Zurich 30.IX.34 circular
datestamp (Scott 226), 1936 Pro Patria (B80), 1938 Aarau
(242 x2; one never hinged, other with philatelic show
datestamp), 1943 (B130 x2; one never hinged, other with
first day cancel), 1943 (B131 x2, used), 1945 (B144 with
first day cancel), plus some other issued in the 1950s-70s,
we also noted 1920 7-1/2¢ block of four (B15) with upper
right stamp showing "Fro Juventute" instead of "Pro
Juventute", condition is for the most part Very Fine, recommended for the intenert trader.
Estimate $400 - 600
2284 m
Switzerland, used collection and assortment, 1945-92, former mounted in Schaubek pages and
housed in binder, including many complete sets in the modest range, and a catalogue value of approximately $1,000,
latter in Schaubek stockbook, including several saleable
used sets, singles & souvenir sheets such as 1858-62 20r &
40r (39 & 40 x2), 1915 (B2-3), 1916 (B6), 1917 (B7-9), 1936
souvenir sheet (B80), 1943 souvenir sheets (B131-32),
overall condition F-VF, excellent for ebay seller.
Estimate $400 - 600
2285 m
Switzerland, useful used collection, mounted
in Scott Specialty album, starting with nice group of
"strubel" issues through the 1970s. We also noticed a nice
semipostal section with all stamps issued in the 1913-36
period, plus some airmails, postage dues & officials, overall
condition Very Fine, deserves a look. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

2281 Hm
Switzerland, collection of many 100s of
stamps, virtually all one of a kind, housed in a well-filled
specialised KaBe alum, with issues from the classics
imperfs through to the 1990. Up to 1960 the collection is
mainly superb used with mint never hinged thereafter and
all in complete series. The classics start with the 2 ½rp Orts
Post black and red and 10rp rayon red and yellow, both
used with margins all round, then the Strubel imperfs including a very attractive example of the 2rp gray with the
clear Schaffhausen cds and particularly wide margin at left
probably sheet, followed by the perf ‘sitting Helvetias’ inc.
the 40cts green used (#47), the 25cts green on granite pa-
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2286 Hm
Syria, Lebanon, Alaouites and Cilicia, a very
attractive oldtime collection, beginning with Cilicia with
the T.E.O. types to 50pi green on straw mint (#85), as well
as errors inc. the good 5pa green old general post office
type (#76a) with double overprint, one inverted, a particularly interesting stamp and is not listed in Scott or anywhere
else we could find. The collection continues with better
French Syria as well as airmails and semi-postals with the
first T.E.O. overprints of 1919 mint (#1/3, Scott retail
$1075), all with signatures and O.M.F overprints to 25pi on
5fr olblue and buff mint (#50), as well as many more later
semi-postals and airpost, again with signatures. A good collection virtually complete of Alaouites to high value
Mersons, mint airmails etc, not forgetting French ‘Grand
Liban’/Lebanon, again with many good items from the first
issues onwards including airmails and semi-postals such
as help for refugees/secours etc, also seen some post offices abroad in the Levant to high values etc. A wonderful
original collector’s collection with vibrant colors and tip-top
condition throughout. An excellent holding of Middle East
with far more here than described and more discoveries to
be made, especially in varieties (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2287 Hm
Thailand, collection of mint and used with
postal history, virtually one of a kind from #1 through to the
modern era, including a work in progress section mostly
classics and early 20th century. Beginning with the first series complete, followed by the 1887/91 Chulalongkorn series complete, through to the 1889 surcharges with the
distinct possibility of good stamps here, similarly with the
dozens of the atts surcharges present. then the 1899/1904s
complete used, the 1905/08 temple types complete used,
the 1908 statue of Chulalongkorn on horse complete used
to 40 ticals blue and black, the 1909 satang overprints inc.
6s on 4a red and gray mint etc. Then the 1912 King
Vajiravudh complete used to 20 baht blue and brown throne
room complete used, etc. as well as better back of the book
with all three series of the 1920 wild tiger corps ‘scouts fund’
semi-postals complete used, leading on to the postal history section. These include the Vienna printing 1 baht
Vajiravudh in combination with 1932 Prajadhipok issues on
cover of Berlin, accompanied by vivid red luftpost cancels
and more than a dozen other colorful frankings from an original correspondence, especially attractive with the issues of
the 1941 Mahidol/ Plowman/Pavilion series, including illustrated covers etc etc. Completely uncatalogued, offered
intact as received, thorough recommended.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2288 Hm
Tibet and Nepal, collection including postal
history, an impressive collection of approximately 800
stamps including large multiples and covers, housed in one
substantial volume with a far more varied range of material
than usually seen, including much genuine besides the inevitable reference material. In the Tibet, we note first issues
complete unused (as issued) including 2/3t carmine with
'potsage' error, followed by a page of the 1914 large format
4t blues and 8t reds both unused and used, as well as on
cover which we presume to be a philatelic creation, though
the stamps are probably genuine. Then an extensive showing of the square type snow-lions including scarce pin-perf
examples with ½t orange unused x3, 2t scarlet unused x2
and a used 4t emerald top value, as well as an imperf pane
of 24 with unusual spots of violet ink canceling each stamp,
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followed by spectacular oversized types, possibly revenues, not listed in Scott, then finishing with more than two
dozen further covers again presumably of philatelic origin,
nevertheless interesting for the variety of postmarks and
registration handstamps. The Nepal also makes an exciting
viewing with lots of tete-beche pairs on the 1/2a black used,
multiples including a very scarce 2a brown imperf block of
52 unused incorporating tete-beche pairs, followed by a
block of 64 of the 1917 1a indigo, as well as a page of 4a dull
green examples in multiple format again including a scarce
used imperf tete-beche pair. This collection, more than
most we have seen, shows that the Scott catalog is far too
simplified on these fascinating issues. There will be reference items, as to be expected. A great opportunity for the
specialist of this area to enjoy an unhurried viewing,
including many items seldom seen.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2289 Hm
Turkey, highly specialised collection of the
19th century Morton and Co. Local Posts, a collection of
the large circular locals issued for use on T.B. Morton & Co.
steamers, taking mail via the Danube from Constantinople
in 1869, in exceptional quality with the majority cut square.
The stamps are organised methodically by issue and written-up on quadrille pages, starting with the 20 paras red on
white with and without steamship illustration, including a
particularly scarce used example from July 1869 with Morton postmark and another showing ‘Monton’ for ‘Morton’ error. Then the 1 piastre in blue, black or red on purple for the
Constantinople-Galatz rate, again including the ‘Monton’
error, followed by the 1 piastre blue newspaper issues including an unusual forgery of the first issue, followed by the
1 piastre red on blue for use on mail to Ibrael, again with ‘N’
for ‘R’ error and a rare used example cut-square with magnificent margins all round, as well as the newspaper issues
in varying shades of ink and different papers. Then in the
same detail follows the 1 piastre for use to Scilina red on
yellow and blue on yellow for the newspaper issues, including the error of spelling on both types. These issues are seldom seen, especially in the format of a highly specialised
and important collection. An excellent opportunity. Try to
find this again. Please study photoplates to get a flavor of
this wonderful collection (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2290 Hm
Turkey, a wonderful specialised collection
of 19th century locals, including seldom seen errors. An
important collection housed in 1 album of several 100s extensively written up. Beginning with the Danube from Constantinople in 1869, exceptional quality with the majority in
cut-square condition. The collection is organised methodically by issue and written-up on old fashioned quadrille album pages, starting with the 20 paras red on white with and
without steamship illustration, including a particularly
scarce used example from July 1869 with Morton postmark
and another showing the ‘Monton’ for ‘Morton’ error. Then
the 1 piastre in blue, black or red on purple for the Constantinople-Galatz rate, again including the ‘Monton’ error, followed by the 1 piastre blue newspaper issues. Then the 1
piastre red on blue for use on mail to Ibrael, again with the
‘N’ for ‘R’ error and a rare used example cut-square with
sidewalk margins all round, as well as the newspaper issue
in varying shades and different papers. Then follows the 1
piastre for use to Scilina, red on yellow and blue on yellow
specifically for the newspaper issues, again including the
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error of spelling on both types. These issues are rare, particularly in the format of an in-depth collector’s collection.
This is a great opportunity as such a good collection of
these issues are hardly ever available on the market,
offered intact as received (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2291 Hm
Vatican, useful little mostly mint dealers
stock, with a nice group of duplicated never hinged modern
to about 1984 with premium like, mint unless noted, Scott
35-40, 36 used, 41--46 (2), 47-54, 49 (3 NH) and C18-19
NH, a clean F-VF stock, viewing invited. Scott $4,417
owner's cat.
Estimate $500 - 750
2292 Hm
Vatican, interestingly annotated mint and
used collection to 1964, mostly mint in three volumes including mint 19-34, 47-54, 155a, overall clean and F-VF,
viewing suggested.
Estimate $400 - 600
2293 H
Vatican, mint collection, 1936-80, in a White
Ace album and album pages housed in three folders, including many sets in the modest range with some better
such as 1936 (47-54), 1947 (C9-15), 1951 (149-53), 1952
souvenir sheet (155a), plus 1931 (J1--6), condition is Very
Fine, recommended as starter collection. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2294 Hm
Venezuela, valuable mint and used collection, of several hundred housed in two small stockbooks
with good cancel interest, many multiples, and premium
items like, mint unless noted, Scott 8 used, 14 block of 12,
16 (2), 17 (2), 21 (2 mint and 1 used), 39 two used, 45b
used, 140b, 319 used, C1-16 blocks of 4, C46 block of 4,
C189-97 group of part perfs in pairs, as well as 27 certificates and numerous other errors and varieties. Lovely,
sound collection, F-VF, viewing suggested to properly appreciate (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

never hinged condition. A wonderful collection for the
Venezuelan specialist (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2296 HHHm Venezuela, dealer's stock, 1896-1980, few
hundred stamps in three counter books, better mint includes #485-491, 492-498, 499-505 and C199-205 imperf,
better used includes C113(x4), there is duplication on many
singles and sets, most of modest value, condition is mixed
on early, otherwise there is enough sale able material to
make this a highly useful holding, inspection is recommended, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $2,426
(Owner's).
Estimate $600 - 800
2297 Hm
Venezuela, old time collection of mint and
used, displayed on album pages specifically for issues to
1887, with lots of classic imperfs through to a useful range
of the Bolivars. Both printings of the first issues complete,
this includes fine impression of the 2r mint and then the
coarse impressions of the 1r blue and 2r red mint, followed
by the 1861 arms complete unused with the top value
signed and then the 1863/64 eagles with 1/2ct pale red and
both shades of the 2r green mint, followed by a good range
of the octagonal arms types, including the 1867 1ct blue
green unused and the 1874s with 1ct lilac mint, the 2cts
green unused, etc. up to an attractive example of the 2r yellow used with particularly wide margins and blue cancel.
Then the Bolivars with many imperfs, the 1880 50cts used
in two different shades, the roulette 8 types to 1 bolivar and
3 bolivares, etc. Sleepers will be present in this quality collection. Please inspect carefully, as this collection was
formed before WWII (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

2295 S
Venezuela, an important collection of specimens, well over 800 mint never hinged stamps, all one of a
kind, including regular and airpost issues as well as postal
fiscals and officials, all organised methodically by dates as
requested by the Venezuelan post office. The consignments start in the 1890s with different orders of the complete Simon Bolivar series #123/127 in 1893 and 1895, as
well as further printings of individual denominations in 1895
through 1898. Further complete Bolivar series include the
1899/1901 (#142/149), the '1900' o/postal stationery
(#156/160) and the 1915/23 portraits (#259/268) as well as
distinct shade differences. Then the Sucre portrait postal
fiscals with several different types in complete series of 11
to the 50 bolivares rose, followed by extensive
day-month-year revenue types, some of which were
authorised for use as postage, with dozens of different
printings on values to the 100 bolivares. Then further regular issues resume including complete series of the 1940/43
Urbaneja (#357/363), 1940/41 Bolivar anniversary
(#367/374), 1948/50 merchant fleet (#412/423), etc, leading on to officials again from 1898 onwards with the first series without punched holes through to excellent airposts
with the 1938/39 complete series of 35 (#C79/C113),
1940/44 equestrian statues (#C143/C162) and much more.
This is the definitive run of these scarce archival issues,
many with only 100 ever produced, all in beautiful mint
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2298 Hm
Vietnam - North and South, including some
rare errors, an excellent range of this increasingly popular
country, housed in one substantial volume with about 750
stamps, virtually one of a kind including occasional pairs
and blocks of 4 with many seldom seen issues present.
Starting with the 1951 first series souvenir booklet (up to
Scott #13), followed by another booklet with 20 of the 1952
Red Cross semi-postal issue (Scott #B1), then the 1954
crown prince series mint never hinged (Scott #20/26) etc.
Then probably the most interesting part of this holding, the
1945/46 Viet Minh provisional overprint stamps of
Indochina, seemingly complete including one of the scarcest issue the “viet nam dan chau Congo hoa” and “buu
chinh” on 25cts blue rice planter with both types of overprint
mint never hinged (#1L14, #1L14a), plus another extraordinary error again not mentioned in Scott on “doc-lap tu-do
hanh-phuc buu-chinh” on the 4cts Doumer pair, with the
right-hand stamp having the line “hanh-phuc” inverted,
se-tenant. These issues run all the way through to the 1948
Ho Chi Minh types on tissue paper mint and used
(#1L62/1L63), along with the scarce 1956 50 dong surcharge also both mint (x2) and used (#50), leading on to the
Democratic Republic with a very strong showing, including
leaders with flags series complete mint x 2 (#6/8), the 1954
surcharges with four different types (#12,13, 13var, 14), as
well as mint with all the overprint color permutations on the
10d on 100d and 20d on 300d (#13,14 vars), even multiples
including the 10d and 100d inverted overprint pair and the
20d on 200d block of four, followed by the Dien Phu series
complete mint (#17/19), the 5d official surcharge mint
(#07), the land reforms inc block of 4, the Cu Chinh Lan officials complete mint (#O10/O16), the government series(#28/31), box surcharges again including those not
listed in Scott, further souvenir sheets, progressive color trials, unissued designs and much more. Time and space do
not permit further description, must be viewed.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2299 Hm)
Viet Nam (North), large and valuable specialized stock, composed of 44 early, to 1954, cachet covers
and a binder of about 300 early proofs and essays, F-VF, interesting and valuable group that will require viewing to appreciate.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Foreign Area Collections
2300 Hm
Asia, diverse and valuable mint and used
dealers stock, with strength in Japan, Korea with a nice
showing of South Korea souvenir sheets, Manchukuo,
Mongolia and Thailand housed in 4 well filled counter
books. Plenty of premium material to be found here including, mint unless noted, Scott Japan 47 syl 1 used, 50 syl 1
used, C2, South Korea 249-62 NH, 287a-89a (2 NH), North
Korea 17, 35a, Mongolia 21 used (6) 21a used (2) 22 used
(13), 22a used (2) plus much, much more, Ryukyu 18 NH,
C9-13 NH, Thailand 106 used, 225-32, 272 (3), 273, 295,
469-76 NH, 477-84 (3 NH), 501-08 (2 NH), B14 NH and B15
used. Exceptional and varied stock from this ever popular
area with good value to the eBay seller, F-VF, viewing suggested. Scott $22,036 owner's cat.
Estimate $4,000 6,000
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2301 HHHm Asia dealer's stock, 1926-86, mostly mint
stock of 400+ stamp in counter book, better mint includes
Burma 2N29(x2), Cambodia 1-17, Macao 20, 22-23,
118a, 337, 352, 361-363, 365-367, 368-370, 372-381(x2),
537a, Tanna Tuva 15-28, 29-34, C1-C9, Viet Nam 1-13
and North Viet Nam 32-35, nice stock for the retail or
internet dealer with plenty of sets and singles to market,
o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $3,489
(Owner's).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2302 H
Asia, virtually all mint souvenir sheet, sheet
and multiple group, composed of almost 200 items including, mint unless noted, Scott Japan B11, Korea 715a-23a,
790a-94a NH, Macao 482a NH plus some duplicated mint
Mongolia sets, a couple faults noted and not counted, overall F-VF, inspection invited. Scott $1,994 owner's cat.
Estimate $500 - 750
2303 Hm
Asia, mint and used stock, mostly Japan and
Korea, composed of, used unless noted, Scott Japan 5b
unused, 37, 47, 48, 475a (45 mint), Korea 360-70 NH,
385-96 NH, Ryukyu 14, 18 (NH and mint), North Viet Nam
195-98 and O17-20, interesting array of items including 2
PRC reprints of year of the monkey new year issue, overall
F-VF, viewing suggested. Scott $1,412 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
2304 Hm
Asia, useful mixed stock, composed of a couple Japan classics, modern PRC with a nice group of souvenir sheets, used China Junks, Taiwan 1135-36 used,
plus a bit more, F-VF, viewing suggested.
Estimate $250 - 350
2305 Hm)
Europe, attractive mint & used collection,
presented via nine volumes, and loaded with many useful
sets & singles, representation includes Austria to 1980s including 1910 Birthday Jubilee set (128-44 mostly mint),
France to 1970s, Germany to 1990s including some occupations (Danzig, Memel & Saar), DDR to 1980s, Italy to
1970s & Netherlands to 1970s including Curacao.We also
noted many first day covers used mostly in the 1960-80 period. Some typical mixed condition to be expected, otherwise appears F-VF. Viewing advised for full appreciattion.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2306 Hm
Europe, miscellaneous, mostly mint souvenir sheet stock, diverse selection including group of
UNESCO labels and some better, never hinged unless
noted, like Scott Netherlands B144a-45a, Spain 108A-C
and Switzerland B80 (NH, 3 mint and 4 used), some faults
noted but overall clean and F-VF, viewing suggested. Scott
$2,316 owner's cat.
Estimate $400 - 600
2307 Hm
Europe (Eastern), diverse and valuable mint
and used dealers stock, with strength in Albania, Czechoslovakia, Poland and Romania housed in 3 well filled counter books, including, mint unless noted, Scott Albania 4, 6,
Bulgaria 2, Estonia 78-79, Latvia CB14-17 NH, Czechoslovakia 45a used, 46b, 81a, B21b, Poland 41 used, 42 used,
57 used and 59 used. Packed with useful internet salable
material, F-VF, viewing recommended. Scott $7,970
owner's cat.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2308 Hm
Europe (Eastern), interesting mint and used
stock, composed of, mint unless noted, Scott Bulgaria 2,
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278, C12-14 NH blocks 4, Czechoslovakia 1437-39 NH gutter pairs, Bohemia and Moravia 1-19 used, Hungary 12
used, 393a NH block 9, 859a-60a C63a 1048/1056C overprinted, 1189 NH, 1388 imperf sheet of 4, C24-25 (NH and
mint), C95 CB13-14, Latvia C71-78 NH blocks 4, CB3a-5a,
Poland 170-90 NH, N30-55 used, Serbia 2NB29-32 34-36
used, Russia 293 (3 imperf pairs used), 2272-80 NH,
C12a-13a used, C45-49 used and C50-52 used plus some
odds and ends, diverse and overall clean, F-VF, viewing
suggested. Scott $4,175 owner's cat. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2309 H
Europe (Eastern), souvenir sheet and sheet
stock, composed of, mint unless noted, Scott Albania 1226
(2 NH), Hungary 528 (2 used, 1189 (perf and imperf NH),
1416 NH, B94 (2 used), B97 NH, B198A-D CB1A-C sheets
of 4, CB1A-C sheet of 4, C209 (2 NH), CB1a, Jugoslavia
1969-1986 Europa issues complete in miniature sheets of
9, 1K11, Poland 251 (mint and used), 539 (38 used), B29,
B31, B107, C26Cd NH, Michel Blk 7 used, Romania B260
(30 NH), Romania 488A-C (with and without overprint, Russia 4340a (8 NH sheets of 6 pairs) and Serbia 2NB11-14 in
sheets of 20, overall F-VF, viewing suggested. Scott $4,071
owner's cat.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2310 Hm
Europe (Western), diverse premium mint
and used selection, composed of, Mint unless noted,
Scott Belgium 31 (mint and used), 91 used, 124-37, 172-84,
435-45 & B514 NH, B605a NH, B606-10, Q388/406 (NH
short Q402A & Q403A), Q407-09 NH, Belgian Congo
290/97 (NH short 292), Luxembourg 272-77 NH, B151 (5
FD canceled), N17-32 (NH blocks of 4), Netherlands 50
used, 52 used, 53 used, 54 used, B25-32, B214-18, Greece
151-58 (154 used), 165-78, 427-36, Portugal 146 used,
747-48, B74/105 (short B83 & B89 but with extra B74-81
and B90-97), Spain 220, 386-401, C1-5, E7, Spanish Andorra 11 used and Sanabria 1-12, generally clean and
F-VF, viewing invited, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$5,059 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2311 HHHm Latin America dealer's stock, 1855-1975,
700+ stamps in four counter books, better includes Argentina mint C20-C24, used 31, C1-C19(x2), C30-C34, Buenos Aires 11a used, Bolivia mint C1-C7, C24-C26, used
47-54, C52-C62, Chile used 83-97, Columbia mint
475-484, C25-C34, C166-C174, used C83-C95, Costa
Rica mint 25-34, 94 and C54, Ecuador mint C32-C34,
Haiti mint C30-C33 NH, C48-C350 NH, Peru mint
187a(x2), used 150(x2) & C16-C39 and Cuba with mint
324-331, C18-C21, CE1-CE8, C235-C237, J1-J4, E1, used
5, 6, 8, plenty of extras with many varieties, please inspect,
will certainly reward the intrepid dealer, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $10,319 (Owner's). Estimate
$2,000 - 3,000
2312 Hm
Latin America jumble, mint & used stamps,
mostly issued in the XX Century, and mounted on Scott album pages, including Argentina, Brazil, Costa Rica, Chile,
Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Surinam &
Venezuela, majority of sets, part sets & singles up to $10
but we noted several better (mint unless noted) such as
Brazil 1931 (Scott 342-55) & 1943 (C53 unused, no gum as
issued), Guatemala 1956 (C210-18), 1957 (CB11-14), Nicaragua 1950 UPU sheets of four (730-34,C310-15 &
CO45-50), Surinam 1927-30 (123-31), 1927 (132-38),
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1928 (B4-7, B8-11, B12-15 & B16-21), overall condition
F-VF, ideal for intenet trader.
Estimate $400 - 600
2313 )
Latin America, five Postage Due covers,
Brazil (1893 advertising cover from U.S.), Colombia (1912
2¢ stamped envelope from U.S.), Panama (two: 1904 from
U.S. and Canal Zone 1917 from Great Britain), and Salvador (1902 advertising cover from U.S.); also Ecuador 1941
money order bearing three 5c definitives (a fourth is missing) and an unissued 20c green Postage Due which was
used for internal record keeping during a shortage of
stamps (none are known used on cover), the Due is
crossed by filing creases; a Very Fine and scarce group.
Estimate $400 - 600
2314 )
Latin America, postal stationery assortment,
1890s-1910s, 39 pieces, all used and comprising Bolivia:
two envelopes & postal card, including registered cover to
Germany, Colombia: ten 2¢ cards used in the 1891-1904
period, including one to Brazil with interesting "Barranquilla/
Transito" datestamp, Costa Rica: two envelopes & card, including cover from Juan Viñas to La Gloria, Chile: six cards
used in 1893-1911 (two addressed Peru), & three envelopes, Nicaragua: two envelopes & card to Managua used
in 1901, Panama: two covers, including. one uprated with
1¢ stamp, Paraguay: letter-card & envelope with domestic
usages, Salvador: envelope & postal card, latter to Switzerland, plus four postal cards & envelope from different countries, highly recommended for the internet seller., generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2315 Hm
Latin America, diverse little mostly souvenir
sheet stock, nice range of countries with a few revenues
and better including Chile C267a (29 NH), Dominican Republic 407 NH, Nicaragua 730-34 C309-15 CO45-50, overall clean and fresh, F-VF, viewing invited. Scott $1,884
owner's cat.
Estimate $250 - 350
2316 Hm
Middle East, massive interesting mint and
used stock, diversified stock with excellent value fill four
counter books including, mint unless noted, Abu Dhabi
12-14, 26-37 NH, 81-83, Egypt 128-49, 299-316, C3-4, Iraq
O36-37, Israel (all with tabs) 16 (2), 24 NH, 27, 55 NH, C1-6
(3 NH) and Qatar 494-99 NH, plus good group of locals and
labels, F-VF +, viewing invited. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2317 Hm
Middle East, interesting selection of mostly
souvenir sheet stock, with a nice showing of mid-range
souvenir sheet value including Lebanon C149a (2 NH),
overall a nice clean group, F-VF, viewing suggested. Scott
$1,095 owner's cat.
Estimate $150 - 200
2318 Hm
Scandinavia mostly used collection, presented in a pair of Davo albums with coverage to 1970s, includes Denmark, Finland, Greenland, Iceland, Norway &
Sweden. Majority of sets & singles in the modest range with
some better (used unless noted) such as Denmark 1875-79
(25-34), 1912 (82), 1929 (B3-5) & 1931 (210-19), overall
condition F-VF, please inspect.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2319 Hm
Scandinavia, small but valuable sellection,
composed of, mint unless stated, Scott Denmark 85/96 (NH
short 90 and 92), Finland 6 (1 unused and 2 used), 9 (2
used), 9a (part og), 10 (2 used), 10b (2 used), 12, C1, Iceland 170-75, 203-08A used, C9-11 NH, O25, Sweden 3
used, 4 used, 115-25 and 139-43, overall F-VF, viewing invited. Scott $5,559 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2320 )
Scandinavia, six Postage Due items,
1875-1934, Sweden: 1875 Parcel Card with three Postage
Dues; Norway: a Parcel Card, two Postcards and an 1881
cover with a Returned Letter Stamp (Facit RM2 pen-canceled); Finland: a 1909 Postage Due ledger page from the
Kyminlinnassa Post Office with 74pen and 40kop affixed
and canceled Aug 1 to cover the Postage Due business for
July; F-VF and scarce group.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide Topical Collections
2321 H
Franklin D. Roosevelt topical collection, a
fascinating collection, mostly Never Hinged, including
worldwide sets & souvenir sheets, mounted in several stock
books and binders, We noted many better items such as El
Salvador 1948 imperforate blocks of four with punch holes,
including several centers omitted (Scott 606-10,C114-16),
1948 two unucut horizontal proof pairs of the vignettes and
inscriptions of the souvenir sheet (C117), plus an
addittional proof of the souvenir sheet, Guatemala 1947
(C151-56 blocks of four), Honduras 1947 8¢ two sunken die
proofs (C163), Hungary 1947 (B198A-D x2 & CB1-CB1C
x2 sheetlets of four, plus six souvenir sheets, including. two
on first day covers), 1947 Monaco deluxe proof (C16), Poland 1948 (C26Cd souvenir sheet of three x2), San Marino
imperforate pairs with "Saggio" overprints (C51A-H), we
also noted U.S. 1938 first day cover autographed by Eleanor Roosevelt, and addressed to her husband, condition is
Very Fine, a solid & interesting offer of this popular
collecting area.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2322 HH
John F. Kennedy topical collection, mainly
never hinged, housed in nine stockbooks & folder, and including worldwide sets & souvenir sheets from 1960s onwards, we also noted many imperforate sets, presentation
cards, proofs and some unidentified essays, Monaco souvenir sheet & deluxe proof, plus a group of 50 first day covers, condition is mostly Very Fine, a really good start on a
JFK topical collection. The Scott catalogue value exceeds
$4,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2323 HH
Worldwide topical assortment, including
Pope John Paul II, mostly never hinged, and housed in
several stockbooks, and including topicals such as U.S.
1976 Bicentennial stamps & sheets issued by several countries, Grace Kelly (1956 Royal Wedding sheets issued by
Monaco, plus several first day covers), Marc Chagall worldwide sets & souvenir sheets, Martin Luther postcards,
stamps & first day covers, Konrad Adenauer souvenir
sheets, stamps & first day covers, Pope John Paul II
stamps presented in two stockbooks, and including some
Pope John XXIII & Pope Paul VI stamps. We also noted
some Lincoln & Obama issues, condition is mostly Very
Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2324 Hm
Worldwide topical related dealers stock, interesting lot, almost all never hinged, housed in three binders with strength in Europa issues with better including,
never hinged unless noted, Andorra 62 (2) and Liechtenstein 356 (2), F-VF +, viewing invited.Estimate $500 - 750
2325 HH
Worldwide UPU topical collection, 1974,
never hinged, presented in four Borek hingeless albums,
and including sets, singles & souvenir sheets issued in recognition of the 100 anniversary of the founding of the Universal Postal Union, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

Worldwide Cover Collections
2326 )
Worldwide airmail & postal history holding,
1896-1945, intriguing lot of couple of hundred covers that
includes airmail, registered, ad covers, first day and first
flight covers, countries include Canada, Germany, Greece,
Liberia, Newfoundland, Russia, better includes Canada
strip of six #34 on cover, 1937 Peru to Argentina first flight,
1926 Poland first flight with set of three Sanabria labels, two
Europa catapult flight covers, several Hindenburg zeppelin
covers, Hungary zeppelin cover, Germany C38 on DOX
cover, Australia first flight to England and three gorgeous
Greece picture postcards with 1896 1st Olympic Games
stamps and cancels, Marshall Plan set FDC, plus many others, a few mixed condition, a excellent opportunity to obtain
some choice postal history, please peruse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2327 )
Worldwide, censored mail collection, incorporating a few original correspondences and many good
covers, inc interceptions at Bermuda etc. A crusty-dusty album housing a well written-up collection of 70 covers all
with censor markings, particularly from the Spanish civil war
and WWII, with a majority from correspondences to the US.
The collection begins with an interesting series of stationery
envelopes from Greece showing various 1940/41 censor
handstamps from different parts of Greece, followed by a
study of the different currency control monogram
handstamps of the 1930s on several covers from a correspondence and the later currency control sealing labels on
Greek official covers to Rome and Beirut, Lebanon. Then
Hungary and extensive Italy following the changing occupations from 1940 thru 1945, mail from the Netherlands examined by German then British censors, as well as
interceptions at various places including Bermuda and
even one that escaped the German censors altogether.
Also seen Russian censors, Slovakia and excellent Sweden including an interesting cover mailed to Fort Dodge,
Iowa the day after the attack on Pearl Harbor and unusually
censored on transit through Germany! Also the Spanish
civil war material with 15 covers, again with much from the
same correspondence as with the rest of the collection, with
many different forms of censor markings from parts of the
mainland inc. airmail Seville-Cadiz-Rome-Bucharest, as
well as covers originating from the Canary Islands and
Balearic Islands etc. There are many covers here that
would sell easily individually at $50 to $100++ each. A
fascinating and important collector's collection formed in
the late 1950s, offered intact as received (photo on web
site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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2328 )
Worldwide, 126 covers with perfins, a marvelous lot with some mild duplication of worldwide perfins
from such places as Angola, Bulgaria, Chile, early GB, Venezuela to mention only a few. must inspect, ideal for the
specialist.
Estimate $500 - 750
2329 )
Worldwide cover & stationery collection,
1890-2000, few hundred covers with registered covers,
censored, airmail, ad covers, FDCs, stationery including
aerogramms used and mint, picture postcards, countries
include Canada, France, Great Britain, Greece, Israel, Italy,
Japan, Switzerland, with Africa, Asia and Eastern Europe
well represented, condition runs the gamut, inspection is
necessary, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2330 )
Worldwide, box of covers & cards, box
stuffed with hundreds of mostly 20th century covers, postal
stationery and picture postcards, commercial mail, first
flights, includes nice group of Japan PPC to various destinations, with Australia, Bahamas, Bermuda, Brazil, Canada, France, Germany as well as Africa, Asia, South
America represented, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2331 )
Worldwide, Lufthansa First Flights, 1955-58,
Lufthansa first flight covers that begins with the opening of
Frankfurt Airport, then several April 1 1955 resumption of civilian flights in Germany, 1955 resumption of European
flights, 1955 resumption of overseas flights, then worldwide
first flights, excellent range of frankings, a unique opportunity for the airmail specialist, please plan on spending sufficient time with this group to ascertain its true value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2332 )
Worldwide cover collection, exciting group of
better 80+ worldwide covers, includes Austria B110 on
cover, Nova Scotia #3 on 1858 folded letter sheet, two Zeppelin covers from Hungary, Italy one lira BLP cover, Switzerland B143 FDC, and 10 classic France covers, a couple
of rocket mails, should be profitable to the winning bidder,
please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2333 )
Worldwide first day cover lot, several hundred world wide FDC's in box, includes British Commonwealth, Europe, Asia, Russia, from 1945 to 2000, with
covers, cards and folders, excellent retail value, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
2334

Worldwide tobacco card collection, 600+ tobacco cards, there are quite a few British Players, Wills and
Ogdens series, but the lot also includes Old Mill Silks, Pan
Handle Sights and Scenes, Church & Dwight Useful Birds,
German series, Spanish booklets, Turf 50 Famous Footballers series, Primrose Candy Superman series, and US
Wing airplane cards, some unusual material present,
please examine.
Estimate $200 - 300

2335 )
Worldwide, 13 covers, 1899-1967, an interesting group of miscellaneous covers including 1967 from Indonesian Atomic facility, 1899 US to Cuba 2 stationery,
1937 Air France postcard, etc, inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
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Worldwide Collections
2336 Hm
Worldwide, a West Coast gentleman's magnificent 19th century collection, a simply superb, often
duplicated or parallel mint or used collection of thousands
neatly assembled in a well-used circa 1912 edition Scott
Stamp Co. 19th Century Album. Forget what you ever believed about collections of this genre, as this timeless jewel
is absolutely packed with premium issues, which would lot
down to many, many hundreds of individual lots. Coverage
extends worldwide, A to Z, though the overwhelming value
lies in British Commonwealth, which includes literally hundreds of premium, generally nice quality items. Just a small
sampling shows Annam & Tonkin Scott 1b, 8, Antiqua 1, 9,
17, Barbados 5-6, 68, Bermuda 1-3, 5-6 (mint), 10, 12, 14,
15, Bolivia 55-59, Brazil with strong classics, plus
P1-18,Bechuanaland 1-9, 20, 26, 28, 30, BCA 1-10, 12-13,
29, British Columbia and Vancouver Islands 2, 5-6, 7, 8-9,
11, BEA 38-39, 72-87 (less 74), 106, British Honduras 1-3,
Canada 1, 4, 7, 12, 14, 15, large and small Queens galore,
21-30, 50-60, F3, strong Cape of Good Hope with 9,
162-63, 167, 168, N2, Ceylon 1, 5 (faults), 6 (2), 10, 11 (2),
14, 27, 32, 35 (mint), China 3, 7 (2), 13-15 (2), 23-24, 78-79,
80, Belgian Congo 29-30, Cyprus 1-4, 7, 11, 16 (mint),
28-37, DWI 1-2, Denmark 3-6, 7-8, 11-15, 25-34, O1-3,
Dominica 1-3, 4-9, 10a, Netherlands Indies 1-2, Falklands
2-4, France 1, 3 (mint), good French colonies, Gambia 3,
Gibraltar 1-5, 7, 20, 22-28, 29-38, Gold Coast 2-3, Great
Britain 1 (2), 2, 5, excellent surface prints, 57 plate 1 and 2,
74-75, 94-95, 96, 96a, 98-107, 108-09, 111-22, 124, extensive Officials, two 1p Mulready's, an incredible page of
Griqualand West (see internet scan to believe it!), outstanding Hong Kong with 1-7, 16 (unused), 23, 26-27, 28 (mint,
o.g. and used!), 29-30, 31-35, 60, 65, 66b, 67-68, nice India, Italy, Bahamas, strong German States, Cuba, Egypt,
Fiji, Greece, Korea, Italy, general Latin America, Austria,
Lagos 1-6, good Liberia, wonderful Mauritius, including 5a,
14Bd, 9-11, 16-17, Monaco 1-8 (mint), Montserrat 4, Natal
2, 7, 55, 61 (2), 63c, Netherlands 1-3, 4-6, 17-22, 83a,
Nevis 1-4, 5-8, 19-20, 21-30, 31-32, North Brunswick 1, 2, 3
(faults), good Newfoundland, New Republic, NSW with excellent Sydney views and Victoria heads, plus 14a strip of 3,
28, 29 (4, including a pair), 30a 31 (4), 35, 35a, 44 (3, perf),
72-73, 85, B1-2, J1-6, J9, New Zealand 6, 7-9, 14, 14d, 15,
excellent perforated Chalon heads, 59, 83, Nova Scotia
1-4, good Portugal, Queensland Chalon heads, plus 54,
59-61, 96 (2), B1, F1, St. Christopher 1-3, St. Helena 1, 2B,
8, St. Lucia 1-2, 4-5, 7-10, 36, 38-39, strong Seychelles,
Thailand, Victoria, wonderful Virgin Islands, outstanding
Malayan States, Tasmainia 1, 2 (2), scarce Turks Islands
issues, strong Tonga, Trinidad, Straits 1-9, 10-18, 58-60,
63, 65, nice Zanzibar, Zululand 1-22 and much, much more,
far too much to further note. The aggregate catalog value is
enormous, and overall, quality certainly appears not to be
an issue. For those unable to view this magnificent lot in
person, be sure to see the over 100 page scans on the web.
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000
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2337 Hm
Worldwide, the balance of an estate from a
Canadian accumulator, particular strength here in Canada, especially back of the book with many hard to find
items tucked away. The best way to describe this worldwide
balance is chaotic, nevertheless it is a real pleasure to go
through, particularly for discoveries in Canada and British
Commonwealth in general. A must view lot.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

FSAT C4, 6, 7, 8, and 11, Germany C35-37, 40, 46-56,
Russia C26-29, 30-33, 40-44 and much more. We also note
some nice covers including Germany C38 and 39(2) South
American flight cover, a 1930 Austria to US Do-X, Liechtenstein C15-16 Zepp cover and more. A simply wonderful basis for further expansion in a premium quality set of
legendary albums, Very Fine and choice, inspection
invited.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2338 Hm
Worldwide estate, arriving in Danbury at the
last moment, best described as a ‘stamp den’ freighted in 2
well filled substantial boxes, loaded with new issues galore
and much mint material running through it, including substantial quantities of US face etc. Those with the time to
work out the real value here will reap much reward.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

2343 Hm
Worldwide, A-Z collection, in two substantial
Scott blue international albums for issues of the mid-1930s,
with 1000s of stamps all one of a kind and predominantly in
complete series. All the British Commonwealth 1935 Jubilees seem to be present virtually all mint including Hong
Kong. Other better series include Belgium 1934 crusader
semi-postals complete mint (#B156/B162), the 1935 Franz
von Taxis souvenir sheet used (#B169) and 1936 Charleroi
town hall sheet mint (#B179), comprehensive Bulgaria,
Cayman Islands 1938 to 10/- complete mint (#100/111),
Cyprus 1938 to £1 mint less the 90cts (#143/153, 155), useful France inc. 1938 50fr Ader mint (#348), Italy 1935 aero
and the Bellini series complete mint (#345/354, C79/C83)
and the 1937 centennials series complete mint never
hinged (#387/396), Liechtenstein with souvenir sheets and
mint never hinged series, etc. Then in the second album we
see Mexico 1934 university series mint to 1 peso on
(#698/704), through to useful Switzerland, through to Uruguay pegasus airposts 1935 complete mint (#C63/C82) to
Zanzibar. This is offered intact as received with lots more
here to find. Dealers, please inspect carefully page for
page, you will not be disappointed, collection is evenly
spread throughout (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2339 Hm
Worldwide safe deposit group, “small is
beautiful”, ideal for an auction house looking for certainly
several dozen, possibly hundreds of good individual photograph items. Very diverse and requiring some yet not too
much work to sort out and display to best advantage. A thoroughly recommended viewing. Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2340 Hm
Worldwide, intact mint & used collection,
presented in seven International albums, includes sets,
part sets and singles, better mint include Bechuanaland
1955-58 QEII (154-58 & 159-65), Belgium 1949 souvenir
sheets (B466A-B), Great Britain 1884 QV 5sh (108),
1902-11 KEVII 2sh6d (139), Dutch New Guinea 1950-52
(1-21), Nauru 1924-48 Freighter (17a-30a), Papua New
Guinea (122-36), Russia 1933 Airmail set (C40-44), Trieste
1950-51 set(90-108), better used include Austria 1858 3kr
Franz Josef (7), 1859 Newspaper 1kr blue & 1kr lilac (P5-6),
1950-53 Airmails (C57-58), Barbados 1855 4d (4), Great
Britain 1840 1d (1), 1867 5sh (57, plate 1 & 2), 1883 2sh6d
(96), Netherlands 1852 William III (3), Russia 1875 2k (26).
Overall condition is Fine to Very Fine. A genuine oldtime
collection that deserves a thorough examination.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2341 Hm
Worldwide, mint & used collection, thousands of stamps from around the globe, mostly issued in
the XX Century, and housed in fifteen International albums,
strong in Europe with attractive Austria, France & Germany,
nice representation of United States, including some revenues, Great Britain, incl. Scott 140 mint & British Commonwealth, Latin America & Japan, usual mixed condition but
overall Fine-Very Fine, useful for dealer to break up for retail or collector as a basis for further expansion.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2342 Hm
Worldwide, outstanding five volume Scott
International Airpost Album collection, a lovely, overall
mostly mint collection of over 2,000 stamps housed in 5
near-pristine Scott airpost albums to 1960, with some additional pages added for covers and in the case of a few countries, later issues. A sampling of better items show Albania
C1-7, 8-14, 22-25, 29-35, 36-42, 47-53, Andorra C1-4,
good Argentina, Austria C1-3 used, 12-31, 32-46, nice Latin
America with Bolivia C24-26, Honduras C6, 9, plus Paraguay, Nicaragua and others, Aegean Islands C20-25, San
Marino C11-16, Italy C3-9, 10-11, 42-47, 73-78, CO2, Italian Colonies C13-19, 20-27, Italian East Africa C1-11,
Cyrenacia C12-17, 18-19, Finland C1, Greece C1-4, 5-7,
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2344 Hm
Worldwide, hodge podge, in seven cartons
containing stock books, albums, cigar boxes, glassines,
collection balances, etc. in which we noted most of the
value in the XX Century, worldwide in scope but mostly including British Commonwealth, Europe, Latin America &
United States material, usual mixed condition but overall
Fine to Very Fine, needs organization but ideal for the
on-line retailer.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2345 Hm
Worldwide scramble, thousands of mint &
used stamps, mounted on album pages, glassines, stock
books & albums, vast majority of sets, part sets & singles in
the modest range but many better (mint unless noted) such
as Bahrain 1933 (13-14), Greenland 1945 (10-18), Italian
Colonies (C13-19), Italy 1935 (349-54), 1933 (C48-49),
New Zealand 1931 (C1-5 & B3-4), San Marino 1918
(B3-11), plus some British Omnibus issues, some faults as
expected but overall F-VF. Be sure to take a careful look, as
there is much more here than described.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2346 Hm
Worldwide old-time miscellany, mostly used,
mounted in several albums and binders. We noted two
Global albums with some better (mint unless noted) sets
such as Mexico 1945 (792-95 & C143-47; 801-04; 806-11 &
C153-56), 1946 (813-18 & C158-62), 1946 (822-24 &
C163-66), Canada used collection in binder, and including
1897 Jubilee $2 used, 1903-08 KEVII set & 1929 (149-59),
Germany used collection in addittional binder, and including some better sets such as 1934 (B59-67) & 1935
(B69-78), plus some covers; one carried by the Hindenburg
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in 1936, also a springback album containing French Colonies sets & singles, overall condition F-VF, recommended
for dealer, worth a look.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2347 Hm
Worldwide, diverse and useful tail end of
consignment, composed of nice group of German forerunners used in Shanghai, supstantial mint and used Spain
and colonies, some better world wide airmails, useful
Afganistan and Turkey and usefull German occupations. A
interesting mixed up group, overall F-VF, viewing strongly
suggested.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2348 Hm
Worldwide revenues in a great granddad's
album, an 1892 edition Lincoln album with several hundred
mostly examples, virtually all mid to late 19th century all one
of a kind, GB with revenues including consular service, law
courts, beautiful customs designs, embossed bill of notes,
railways, etc. Then German very seldom seen locals inc.
Essen with inverted center, beautifully engraved Russian
and Swedish revenues, Spain, Swiss telegraphs, China
junks and surcharges on Imperial dragons, Ceylon an attractive page of more than a dozen revenues, extensive Japan with four very colorful pages full of revenues of all
shapes and sizes, India with the long purple foreign bill issues unused and used, as well as the horizontal types to 5r.
Much more here to see, particularly Canada, Latin America,
Hawaii, etc, etc. Condition varies as to be expected but of
course this is not so important on the revenues. This collection is original full of character and formed over a century
ago by a collector with a taste for the unusual, some classic
stamps present as well. A most enjoyable viewing awaits
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2349 Hm
Worldwide mint & used accumulation of collections, presented in five Lindner binders and several
binders or stockbooks, including 1949-72 Israel used collection (most stamps with tabs), 1967-82 Netherlands
mostly never hinged collection, including some sheetlets &
booklets, 1975-87 Faroe Islands mint & used collection, including some maxi-cards & first day covers, two Lidner albums filled with worldwide souvenir sheets, sheetlets &
booklets mostly issued in the 1970s, also extra album with a
nice array of European souvenir sheets issued in 1988-89.
We also noted an oldtime album with worlwide stamps, including many issued in the XIX Century, plus stockbook
with Czechoslovakia used stamps, overall condition is
F-VF, a last minute arrival that may pay to inspect closely.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2350 Hm
Worldwide accumulation, a mish-mash style
lot in three cartons containing glassines, albums, binders &
shoe boxes, we noted a worldwide collection in three International albums, a virtually complete collection of United
Nations to 1970, Israel Collection in Minkus album, U.S.
mostly used collection, including. plate blocks issued in the
1948-59 period, also there is a nice collection of Japanese
postal cards issued in the 1960s-90s period, and a John F.
Kennedy worlwide memorial stamp album issued by
Minkus in 1965, Condition varies but overall Fine to Very
Fine. A must view for the dedicated trader.
Estimate $600 - 800

nice group of trial color essays, 420, 501-15, Liberia duplicated trial color proofs (C103, C106 and C113), Mongolia
nice duplicated typicals, Sengal 35-52, Turkey 5d and
682-704, a nice clean diverse group, F-VF, viewing
suggested.
Estimate $600 - 800
2352 Hm
Worldwide, 1876 edition! 1876 Oppen’s album well-filled with several 100s of stamps mint and used,
including imperf classics of German States, Belgium, Italy,
Switzerland including seldom seen hotel stamps, etc, etc,
condition extremely mixed. There are also interesting
ranges of Western Australia with swans, New South Wales
with 3d Sydney view used and unused 2d deep blue QV laureate head also imperforate, Heligoland, Russia, Ottoman
Empire, Japan, China, BNA inc. Canada 6p green Chalon
head and 17cts blue Cartier, widowheads to 20cts and lots
of revenues, etc, New Zealand with range of Chalon heads,
Latin America etc, etc. As mentioned, the condition is often
beat-up as to be expected, with much of the stamps collected also being stuck down, as very often was the method
in the 19th century. There will be many more discoveries
here and the eventual catalog, when finally processed, will
be absolutely gigantic.
Estimate $600 - 800
2353 Hm
Worldwide stamps in a great granddad's album, a vintage collection of well over 1000 mint and used
stamps, virtually all one of a kind, housed in a 19th century
Lincoln album, well-filled and very attractive especially in
such an old-time collection. Lots of better items noted including the China 3 candarins lilac dragon with blue postmark, Germany large shield 2½gr lilac brown shade (#19a)
and the 9kr brown used (#25), Great Britain with officials
inc. ‘parcel post’ 6d, 9d and 1883 1/- used, including Italian
States to investigate, Russia, German States inc.
Schleswig-Holstein #1 unused, Switzerland with 5rp blue
and red rayon just short of four margins at one corner, followed by a range of Strubeli imperfs, etc etc. Then much Japan, Siam with atts overprints, excellent British
Commonwealth as well, with Ceylon 4d carmine rose watermark crown CC (#50a) unused, Hong Kong with surcharges, India and States, Straits Settlements, Cape of
Good Hope triangles, Antigua 1873 1d lake mint (#8), British Guiana early ships, New South Wales 8d yellow perf 10
unused (#67), New Zealand with several imperf and perf
Chalon heads including 1859 6d bister brown imperf with
four margins, closed scissor cut in lower right corner (#9e),
etc, etc. Far more here than described and there will definitely be many further discoveries to be made. An engaging
oldtime collection, a patient viewing will be rewarding
(photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2354 Hm
Worldwide, interesting and valuable little
stock of labels etc., nice variety of material in a counter
book, including charity stamps, show related, GB insurance
stamps, propaganda forgeries and a few revenues plus
more, F-VF, viewing suggest to appreciate the range of material to be found.
Estimate $500 - 750
2355 HH
Worldwide, two binders of modern Canada,
Israel, Palestine Authority and UN, and just to spice it up
a bit there are also 4 UN Scott 38 sheets, overall VF, viewing suggested.
Estimate $500 - 750

2351 Hm
Worldwide, significant miscellaneous mint
and used stock, with nice French colonies, Iran, Liberia
and Mongolia, better include, Mint unless noted, Scott Iran
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2356 Hm
Worldwide, especially British Commonwealth, two substantial volumes of many 100s stamps,
mostly one of a kind mint and used, with strength in British
Commonwealth. We note Hong Kong with QV surcharges,
Straits Settlements, Australasia including kangaroos,
Western Australia swans, Tasmania imperf, British Africa
with Cape of Good Hope, Bechuanaland, etc, Canada with
beavers, small queens, etc, British Guiana 1935 Jubilees
and Newfoundland coronations complete mint, etc. Also
Japan, Italy with “valevole per le stampe” surcharges used,
US Washington/Franklins, Russia inc. several different
mint Murometz semi-postals 1914, useful Latin America
and French colonies, France, Egypt, Thailand, etc, etc.
Completely uncataloged, mostly pre 1945.
Estimate $500 - 750
2357 Hm
Worldwide, old time collection, housed in two
albums, better (used unless noted) include Netherlands
1852 (Scott 1-2), Newfoundland 1887 (59 mint), Norway
1856-57 (2-5), 1863 (9), 1878 (33-34), St. Vincent 1898
(62-69 mint), Sierra Leone 1859-74 (Scott 1 horizontal pair
with top selvage mint), Sweden 1858 (6, 9 & 11), Switzerland 1854 40r (40), France group of Emperor Napoleon III
stamps, Great Britain 1865 4d (43), 1865-67 3d & 6d
(44-45), 1867-80 2sh (55), 1883-84 5sh (108), Italy 1890
(58-59 & 61-63 mint), Jamaica 1897 (29 mint). Mixed condition on some but overall Fine. We didn't have the time to inspect every stamp, so probably a keen eye will be able to
find a treasure.
Estimate $400 - 600
2358 Hm)
Worldwide, five collections, five countries in
six albums, includes France, two albums of Germany,
States & Colonies, Mexico, Romania and Spain, with various degrees of completion with France and Romania very
nice, includes definitives, semi-postals, airs, postage dues
and some FCs, please inspect, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2359 Hm
Worldwide, 100s of stamps mint and used,
virtually all one of a kind, housed on large overlapping early
20th century album pages, somewhat chaotically presented, uncataloged but will no doubt will add up very
quickly. Countries include Bosnia/Herzegovina with early
eagles, Bulgaria, Denmark from “Fire RBS” onwards,
France with a range of Ceres and Napoleons, French colonies with lots of navigation and commerce types inc. mint
multiples, GB with QV and KEVII to 1/-, Italy with classics,
useful Austria, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Memel including
useful Lithuanian occupation, Montenegro, Tsarist Russia
with non Scott listed material, Spanish classics and back of
the book, interesting Hungary 19th century non Scott listed,
etc. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

cludes a Minkus World Wide Album with better than average material, a Harris Statesman Album with some better
items such as Canada 51-52 mint, and a Regent World
Stamp Album with Australia #11 used, Canada 159 used,
there should be enough sale able material to make this lot
profitable, examination is necessary, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. A.
Estimate $300 - 400
2362 HH/H
Worldwide mint collection, delightful mint collection in four albums or stockbooks, better includes
Cayman Islands 100-111, 122-134, 331-345, Hong Kong
185-198, Jamaica 109-112(x2), 116-128, excellent Japan
& Russia, and a South West Africa collection with bilingual
pairs 7, 8, 23, 38, 87, 103, 117-120, C1-C6, and many postage dues in pairs, excellent value, please examine, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2363 Hm
Worldwide album, 1845-1910, tattered 1887
album with a few hundred stamps, scattered South and
North America and Asia, most of the value lies in Europe
with Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany and
States, Great Britain, Italy and States, Sweden and Switzerland, mixed condition, no great rareties appear but
should yield useful material, o.g., F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2364 Hm
Worldwide mixture, mint & used, mounted in
several stockbooks and some folders, majority of sets &
singles in the modest range with some better such as Germany 1920 complete sheet (Scott 116, Michel 117), Denmark (B3-5 used) & 1937 (B6-8 x2; mint & used), Paraguay
folder with 1967-68 sheets, also as a bonus some U.S
stamps issued in the XX Century, mixed condition but
overall Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2365 m
Worldwide used accumulation, strong in
Asia, holding of singles, blocks of four and souvenir sheets,
all used in glassines, excellent selection of Thailand includes #361 blocks of four(x 29), 362A blocks of four(x11) &
579 blocks of four(x22), needs careful inspection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

End of Sale - Thank You

2360 HHHm Worldwide collection A-H, 1873-1968,
mounted in a Supreme Global Album, with Armenia mint
278-294, Belgium B189-B196, B200-B207 both mint, excellent Egypt with 105-107, 166, 172-176, C1, E1 all mint,
decent France and colonies, nice Germany & DDR, Great
Britain used 249-251A, Greece C1-C4 mint NH, a steal at
our low estimate, please investigate, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2361 HHHm Worldwide collection of collections, a magical mystery tour through the world of philately, hundreds of
stamps in four albums and several boxes or glassines, in-
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